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Guidelines for Authors
The Editor is always glad to consider
articles for publication in the Journal.
Guidelines for prospective authors are:
Subject. Articles should have some
military engineering connection but this
can be fairly tenuous, specially if an
article is well written and interesting.
Length. Normally approximately 4500 words
(five A4 pages single line text plus
illustrations). Blockbusters can sometimes
be serialized.
Clearance. The author must clear his/her
article with his/her commanding officer
where applicable.
Copy. Ideally text should be double space
typed and include the author's pen
picture, photo and captions for artwork.
Computers. Articles saved as ASCII files on a
3.5in floppy disc, from any DOS computer,
will be welcome.
Photographs should be black and white if
possible. Coloured photographs rarely

reproduce well unless they are excellent
quality with sharp definition. Slides are
not acceptable at present.
Line Drawings, should be drawn in
proportion with the page size (145mm x
205mm).
Rewards can be generous. The Publications
Committee has about £250 in prize money
to allot for each issue plus valuable annual
prizes. All authors receive £10 to help
cover costs.
Pseudonyms may be used. They will not be revealed by the Editor under any circumstances.
Contributions should reach the Editor by:
13 Octoberfor the December 1993 issue
Early Februaryforthe April 1994 issue
Early June for the August 1994 issue
Submissions before the deadline will be
particularly welcome.
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Annual Report to the Corps
by, the Engineer in Chief
highest levels. Several individuals have been
honoured, in a special list published with the
Queen's Birthday Honours, with one QGM, one
Mentioned in Despatches, one OBE and four
MBEs being awarded to members of the Corps.
The priority of work has alternated between route
development and maintenance and the provision
of accommodation. The statistics speak for themselves; 610 accommodation and other units
constructed; 6 camps established with power,
water and all other facilities; 1000 kilometres of
road constructed, upgraded and maintained
through a difficult winter; 23 minor bridges (see

INTRODUCTION

I ENDED last year's report to the Corps with

emphasis on the challenge facing us all. The past
year has seen the bulk of the implementation of
the greatest change to the Army for a very long
time; we have taken our share. However, I
remain confident that the Corps' new structure,
albeit smaller, is sound, balanced and flexible.
With the mould of BAOR now broken the
emphasis is very much on the traditional concept
of military engineering across the total spectrum
of our capabilities all of which remain firmly in
place. The essential value of this is now
becoming widely recognized as the concepts of
power projection emerge doctrinally and in a
pragmatic way on a day-to-day basis. Perhaps
we should not be surprised how long it takes to
relearn old military lessons.
As you read on you will detect that we have
done no less than in previous years, and in terms
of diversity we have done much more.

article this Joun71al - Jedan Most Previse - Bridge

Inspections in Bosnia, Operation Grapple by
Captain J F Pelton) and one major bridge refurbished. Whilst it may not have been apparent in
the media, for most of the first six months of the
deployment there were more Sappers in Bosnia
than Cheshires, and even some of the first
humanitarian convoys were escorted by the
Corps, as Warrior was too large for undeveloped
roads. 1 Field Squadron, reinforced to a strength
of 250, has now taken over from 35 Engineer

OPERATIONS AND DEPLOYMENTS

LAST year this section ended with the comment

that the growth of UN-based operations would
continue - unquestionably this has proved to be
so. The most noteworthy example of this has
been operations in the former Yugoslavia. I

Regiment (see article this Journal - Engineer
Support for Operation Grapple by Colonel J S

Field) and a wide range of contingency planning
has taken place to allow for further deployments.
Once again all elements of the Corps have drawn
together to produce an outstanding response in
broadly based military engineering terms.
Military Survey currently provides elements in
the UN Protection Force Headquarters in Zagreb,
in Headquarters Bosnia-Herzegovina Command in
Kiseljak near Sarajevo, and in Headquarters
Commander British Forces in Split. In both
Kiseljak and Split, support consists of a major,
heading a team drawn from Military Survey units.
Each team provides mobile map supply and
tactical printing (TACIPRINT) facilities together
with terrain analysis and military survey advice.
TACIPRINT facilities in particular are the envy of
all other national contingents and its services are
in great demand. A field survey team has been
working in the British sector establishing a consistent network of trig points, using the Global
Positioning System (GPS) in a precise surveying

mentioned Operation Hanwood in last year's

report. The contribution in Croatia was made by
a troop of 3 Field Squadron which deployed in
support of a field ambulance. As few of the other
nations' deploying forces had any integral engineer support, the troop was in great demand more
widely than Croatia. In Sarajevo it earned the
Corps considerable praise both from the media
and from the military as a whole. Kate Adie
wrote to me saying, "His (the Troop Commander,
Captain Damian McKeown's) efforts to restore
and repair power and water supplies were tenacious, and his determination to ensure and
encourage the cooperation of Bosnian repair
teams, of all ethnic backgrounds, was an object
lesson in UN ideals and practical assistance."
The subsequent deployment of 35 Engineer
Regiment to Bosnia on Operation Grapple built

on this foundation and earned great praise at the
118
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into updating plans for contingency operations
throughout the country.
WATERLEAP 92

IN the summer of last year 53 Field Squadron
(Construction) carried out a number of construction tasks at the Canadian Forces Base Borden,
Ontario on Exercise Waterleap 92, the thirtieth in
this unbroken series of annual projects. Unusual
features were piled bridge abutments, the diversion of a river into a new course after the bridge
was completed, and the successful draining of a
peat bog to allow road construction in the dry. The
Military Works Force (MWF) was nearby, planning another set of tasks for next year's exercise.
The third Exercise Oakapple was conducted
earlier this year by 20 Field Squadron in torrential
rain in the Aberdare Mountains of Kenya, while a
reconnaissance group from 11 Field Squadron was
planning the fourth exercise for next year. Unlike
Exercise Waterleap, which integrates the Corps'
technical abilities, Exercise Oakapple is planned
and executed by an unreinforced field squadron.
This is more appropriate for Kenya, and the exercise is notable for its low project costs - met by a
wildlife charity. This year the usual package of
tasks such as tracks, timber bridges, and huts was
supplemented by a large bungalow for VIP visitors
with spectacular views from the veranda. Both
exercises offer excellent training value.
The third part of the routine overseas projects
mounted from UKLF consists of seven trooplevel six-week exercises. The Northernl Quest
series has been expanded to two troops a year
working on Norwegian training areas, the
Pinestick series has been expanded to three troops
a year working partially for British Forces Cyprus
and the UN Force in Cyprus. A new series,
Crabapple, has been added in Kenya, while
Exercise Fourteenth Shot, in Gibraltar, undertook
a mix of tasks for British Forces Gibraltar and the
local tourist board.
UKLF units have also been involved in two other
major overseas projects during the year. A small
team from 39 Engineer Regiment and the MWF
supervised the refurbishment of Uige Barracks in
Angola, as part of the Foreign and Commonwealth
Office's contribution to the (sadly short-lived)
outbreak of peace in that country. Elements of a
reinforced roulement Belize field squadron, found
in turn by 9, 59 and 25 Squadrons, have
constructed new ammunition storage facilities in
Belize, replacing an ill-starred 1987 design.

Within the UK, the self-imposed target of four
major projects on training areas was again missed
due to the pressure of operations and reorganization. Nevertheless, two major projects were
completed. 6 Field Support Squadron carved a
route through the northern extension of the
Garelochhead training area, opening it up for
training, and 15 Field Support Squadron completely reconstructed the Holcombe Moor gallery
range. Planning is now underway with renewed
emphasis on these home-based projects, as we are
seen as a cost-effective solution to updating many
of the UK training areas.
In Germany, where there is always too little time
for projects, 23 Engineer Regiment deployed both
73 and 39 Field Squadrons; the former to
Vizusdudus in Romania to renovate a technical
college and orphanage, and the latter to
Greifswald in the former DDR to construct an
adventure playground.
There have been few major exercises while units
concentrated on reroling, but 28 Engineer
Regiment deployed on their last amphibious regimental exercise in September last year. Scheduled
overseas exercises have continued however, with
2 Field Support Squadron deploying on Exercise
Warpaint and several Sapper troops supporting
battle group exercises in Canada, Kenya and the
USA. The annual Public Utilities Team exercise in
January this year took place in Hong Kong and
included refurbishment of the air conditioning
system in the Headquarters building. Annual air
support exercises in Germany, and TA STRE
exercises in Germany, Belize, Gibraltar and
Cyprus have continued unabated.
REORGANIZATION

I TOOK the opportunity in my last report to set out
how the Corps would be organized following the
Options process. In the succeeding 12 months we
have made considerable progress towards
reaching the new structure. In Germany much of
the reroling process has been completed and engineer support to 1 (UK) Armoured Division has
now been largely reorganized, with the few
remaining changes to be completed next year.
In the UK many of the changes needed to meet
the engineer support structure within 3 (UK)
Division have been completed. This process will
be taken a stage further when 22 Engineer
Regiment forms its two armoured squadrons in
August this year. 25 Engineer Regiment's move to
Northern Ireland has gone well, but as I mentioned
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way, however, it has already been established that
Minley Manor will be reconfigured as an officers'
mess and the offices currently located in the Manor
will be moved to Gibraltar Barracks.
The principal outcome is that 11 Engineer Group
has been closed down and the RSME is now
responsible for all training carried out at Chatham,
Minley and Chepstow. When Chepstow closes the
RSME will consist of Brompton and Minley as
colonel's commands, supported by 1 and 3 RSME
Regiments respectively. These new regiments are
the product of the amalgamation of 1 and
3 Training Regiments (3 RSME), and 12 RSME
Regiment and the Depot Regiment (1 RSME from late 1994). Other measures include the
transfer of the majority of our driver training to the
Army School of Mechanical Transport at
Leconfield. Battlefield Engineering Wing is now
forming at Minley, which will be the amalgamation of the Field Engineer Wing and Signal Wing.
At Brompton, the formation of a Construction
Wing will teach the skills currently taught in PRA,
Civil and Mechanical Engineering Wings, and a
Design Engineering Wing will cover management
and technical training. The Counter Terrorist
Search Wing, as an outstation of Brompton, will
move to Lodge Hill into a new build in the space
left by the move of 33 Engineer Regiment (EOD)
to Wimbish. Tactics Wing will form the nucleus
of a Command Wing at Brompton, which will
sponsor the major commnand courses, including
the Troop Commanders' Course (TCC), as well as
providing agency training for many other courses
at both Chatham and Minley. A study, led by a
Sapper officer, will start this summer to plan the
implementation of a Defence Diving School on a
new site at Horsea Island, Portsmouth in 1995.
Until then, REDE will be under the command of
Colonel RSME (Minley). The links with the RE
Wing at Bovington remain as before.
Finally a brief note on officer training. The first
of the new one-year commissioning courses
started at RMAS in September 92. Graduates and
non-graduates are now trained together. There will
be a change to the output pattern which will affect
the TCC as will the need to combine the final allarms exercises for the TCC with the Combined
Arms Training Centre at Warminster. Both these
changes are welcome.
EQUIPMENT MIATTERS

THE relationship between future concepts and
equipment is particularly important and I have

drawn the two elements into one branch within my
Directorate. Close working ties are maintained
with the Directorate of Land Warfare, in order to
influence the development of future all-arms
doctrine and ensure that engineer aspects of that
doctrine are fully recognized. Already a considerable amount of work has been completed on
engineer support to high intensity operations and
on future bridging. Other work is in progress on
support to force projection, a family of future
mines and counter-mine warfare.
As I reported last year M3 is a very significant
improvement on M2, but budgetary pressure on
the German army, our partner in the development
and production of the equipment, has caused
some delay. Tenders for a production contract
have now been invited. The BR90 general
support bridge has been on trial in Germany with
7 Field Squadron this summer and has performed
very well. BR90 is achieving the very short build
times set in the requirement. It is transported and
constructed from a superb fleet of rugged
wheeled vehicles with exceptional cross-country
performance. I have no doubt that BR90 will
maintain the lead in military bridging that the UK
has had for such a long time.
The Vickers Chieftain AVRE has been accepted
for service and the first equipments were delivered
to the RE Wing at Bovington in the spring. The
capabilities of the Chieftain AVRE's special-torole equipment have been built substantially on
the revolutionary Willich AVRE. There are still
significant mobility problems to be overcome;
either a major automotive upgrade, or the introduction of Challenger are the solutions, but as yet
they remain unfunded.
In mine warfare two contenders for our Vehicle
Launched Scatterable Mine System will be evaluated this autumn. Mine-laying equipments from
Alliant Techsystems (US) and GIAT (France), both
mounted on the Alvis Stormer, will be compared in
a comprehensive trial. A production contract will
then be let. Both the international development
programme for our new off-route mine and the
contract with Royal Ordnance for a mid-life
improvement to Giant Viper are progressing well.
The new Hydrema LWT, which entered service
just in time for Operation Granby and which has
proved an excellent machine, is now being joined
by the Case 721 MWT, as a replacement for our old
Terex MWTs, and by the Terex 3066 Frame Steer
Dump Truck. The latter has the DROPS loadhandling system and can set down its earth-moving
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be published this summer, and we intend to start
work immediately on compiling Volume XII.
Regular warrant officers have been invited to
become Associate Members of the Institution;
over 10 per cent have accepted to date. The offer
is to be extended to TA warrant officers later
this year.
A Joint Professional Meeting was held with the
Institution of Civil Engineers at Great George
Street on 22 March, at which a team from the
Corps and the Register of Engineers for Disaster
Relief (Red R), gave a presentation on The
Military Civil Engineer. Our links with the
Institution of Civil Engineers are very strong, and
it is particularly important that they should remain
so as construction engineering becomes an
increasingly significant part of our role.
The development of the RE Museum has
continued steadily and the refurbishment of the
galleries is almost complete. A major project for
ventilation of the courtyard and boiler room has
been finished. Following the Falklands' 10th
Anniversary Exhibition, a special exhibition to
mark the departure from the Corps of RE PCS
was opened by the Chief Royal Engineer on
24 March, and ran until the end of July. Plans
are already in hand for a special exhibition to
mark the 50th Anniversary of D-Day. This will
open in May 1994 to coincide with a Joint
Professional Meeting to be held at Brompton on
the subject of Mulberry.
The next phase of development will be a permanent exhibition in the courtyard covering all the
operations which have taken place since World
War Two. Many of the operations will be within
the living memories of those now serving in the
Corps. The recession has been particularly hard on
the parts of industry which have been most
generous in the past in supporting the capital
development of the Museum, and I have therefore
launched an appeal throughout the Corps for
£100,000 to cover the capital costs for this project.
Money is already coming in.
Visitor numbers have continued to rise, reaching
18,000 in 1992. Opening hours were extended
this year to include Saturdays. Colonel G W A
Napier retired as Museum Director in May,
having done an enormous amount, first as
Institution Secretary and then as Director, to
arrange the move to the Ravelin Building and to
establish the Museum so effectively there. His
successor is Colonel J E Nowers, who has been
Corps Librarian for the past year.
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The Corps Library was placed under the control
of the Museum in 1992. A study has been
conducted into the future of the Library. It
concluded that the holdings should be focused
more narrowly than hitherto on matters directly
associated with the Corps, that surplus holdings
should be sold with some of the proceeds going to
rebinding, and that there should be closer integration of the Library and Museum.
Membership of the REA has been extended to
include ladies to reflect the fact that female officers and soldiers are now serving in regular and
TA units of the Corps. The Shackell Report, which

made a number of recommendations to encourage
younger membership, has been accepted and steps
have been taken to implement the recommendations. Applications for benevolence continue to
increase. The total expenditure in 1992, including
individual grants, weekly allowances and grants to
other Service charities was nearly £7.M.
Major General W N J Withall CB, took over
as Chairman of the REA from Major General
H E M L Garrett CBE, on 1 April 1993. Brigadier
C W Woodburn took over as Vice-Chairman of
the REA, and Chairman of the Benevolence
Committee, from Brigadier J D Walker OBE, in
December 1992; the latter had filled this most
important post for no less than 17 years.
Our links with retired members of the Corps
have been strengthened by the affiliation of individual ex-Sapper In-pensioners at the Royal
Hospital to units of the Corps; in most cases it has
been possible to affiliate pensioners to units or
locations in which they served. We have also
restarted the scheme whereby specified units have
been asked to visit the RE-sponsored Haig Homes
in their vicinity.
MIILITARY SURVEY

THIS year has been marked by a number of important milestones in the delivery of geographic
products and services to defence. The requirements, and the fundamental role in the planning
and execution of operations, were demonstrated
with great clarity through the support provided in
the former Yugoslavia. Substantial progress has
been made to realign post-Cold War priorities; to
modernize facilities, to improve the management
of the organization and to maintain training and
planned production.
Although the end of the Cold War may have
allowed cuts in some areas of defence, the
Military Survey task has increased. The instability
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now apparent in so many parts of the world leads
to an expansion of the areas of potential defence
activity and hence requirements for maps and air
charts. The dependence of many new systems on
geographic data in digital form, and an expectation of precision following the Gulf War has
increased the task.
The major modernization of Military Survey's
static production facilities (PETROS), due to come
on stream from 1995, will improve efficiency and
provide the prospect of meeting much of the
increased demand at current running cost levels.
The project remains on schedule and within budget.
In management terms it was an extremely busy
year. A fundamental reorganization was implemented, post-Options establishments were
approved and the military drawdown started, the
new soldier trade structure was launched, total
quality management initiatives continued, cash
savings were achieved through aggressive contract
action and a daunting programme of market
testing was started. A management reorganization
has been implemented, aimed at simplifying the
structure and bringing command and financial
responsibilities into line. To reflect Military
Survey's defence-wide role, arrangements have
also been made to move from the General Staff to
a Central Staff Top Level Budget effective from
April this year.
The regular soldier's trade structure has been
refined to accommodate emerging technology and
soldiers are beginning their conversion training.
Similarly, Military Survey's TA squadron,
135 Independent Topographic Squadron(V) has
begun retraining for its new map supply role.
Based on Gulf War experience officers have been
appointed to the Directorate of Military Operations
in MOD, to the Headquarters of the ARRC and to
I and 3 (UK) Divisions; SNCOs are being posted
to brigade headquarters. Work to build closer links
with the other Services and with personel in the
system development areas has continued.
POSTAL AND COURIER SERVICES
Tis is of course the last time I shall have the
opportunity of reporting on the activities of the
Postal and Courier Services. Not surprisingly their
year has been one of immense change and turbulence. Nevertheless they have been as busy as ever
supporting operations and exercises worldwide for
all three Services.
To mark the transfer of the "Posties" to the RLC,
a farewell dinner was held in the REHQ Mess on

24 March, attended by some 80 regular and TA
PCS officers. RE PCS presented the Corps with a
silver replica centrepiece of the "Letter from
Home" statue, and the Corps presented PCS with
a portrait of Brigadier Drew, the founding father
of the modern military postal service. A most
successful parade was held at Mill Hill on 1 April,
despite very trying weather conditions, and a PCS
detachment participated in the inaugural parade
for the RLC at Blackdown on 5 April.
In line with the regulars, the PCS TA have also
been incorporated into the RLC. The CVHQ RE
(PCS) at Mill Hill has closed, and the responsibility for PCS TA administration and training has
been transferred to HQ RLC TA at Grantham.
SPORT

IT has been another year of outstanding achieve-

ment by our sportsmen.
In December Sergeant Dixon, who had done so
well at the Winter Olympics, confirming his place
as Britain's best ever biathlete, received the
national Sports Writers' Winter Sportsman of the
Year Award and on top of that he was named as
the Army's 1992 Winter Sportsman of the Year.
Captain H M Hutchison, has been in great
form this year. He regained his moguls title at
the British Freestyle Championships held at
Davos, Switzerland. His preparation is now
focused on the 1994 Winter Olympic Games at
Lillehammer, Norway.
The Corps was strongly represented in the
Army Boxing Team which beat London ABA.
All four Sappers won their bouts, Sapper J
Bhujel (QGE) is believed to be the first Gurkha
to win an Army vest.
Our footballers featured very prominently again
this year; 28 Engineer Regiment were the BAOR
champions again and 3 RSME Regiment were the
UK champions ensuring another all-Sapper Cup
Final for the Army Challenge Cup. 28 Engineer
Regiment w*ere the winners for the fourth consecutive time, a new record. Just before they left the
Corps, the Postal and Courier Depot bettered last
year's second place by winning the Army Minor
Units' competition in a thrilling 5 to 4 match
against Base Ammunition Workshops Kineton, at
the end of March.
42 Survey Engineer Group won the Army Major
Unit Squash Championship and, during the last
weekend in November last year, the Corps
Squash Team gave an outstanding performance to
win all their matches and regain the Army trophy.
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The Corps has now won the Army Squash
Championship three times during the past four
years. The Army Badminton Championship was
held at the AGC Training Centre, Worthy Down,
in late February. The Corps was well represented

with Corporal Gibb winning the Singles Plate
competition with an all-Sapper final in the Unit
Doubles Competition. Seven members of the
Corps were selected for the Army Squad. Sapper
Ingham won the Army Indoor Tennis
Championships whilst still in training at Minley.
He has consequently been selected for both the
Army and Joint Services teams. The Army
Apprentices College Chepstow won the Under 21
Army Hockey Tournament in October which
complemented the Youth Cup they won earlier in
the year. 42 Survey Engineer Group came
runners-up in the Major Units Final.
Our canoeists have had an exceptional year. Six
members of the Corps were in the Army team
which won the national marathon title for the
first time ever, beating the best civilian clubs in
the country. They then went on to win the InterServices Sprint Championships, at Chester in
September. The Corps team was outstanding in
this year's Devizes to Westminster Race. The
"A" Team was the fastest, narrowly missing the
all-time record set in 1977, but easily breaking
the previous Corps record. It was our fourteenth
win, and a hat trick for the past three years.
Corporals Beegan and Ross completed the course
in the fastest time ever recorded by a Services
crew, they came third overall in a time of just
16 hours and 9 minutes, only 11 minutes behind
the winners, a truly magnificent achievement.
The Corps Rowing Club has also had an excellent year. Major N M Holland, rowing with a
REME colleague, won a Gold Medal, against
international competition in September, at
Cologne, in the Veterans Coxless Pairs. The
Corps provided six members of the Army 8 at the
Joint Services Regatta, also our Coxed 4 representing the Army won, and Major J M Heron
MBE, won the Veteran Sculls.
In sailing, the Corps won the 1992 Ilex Trophy
Regatta against the Royal Naval Sailing
Association Portsmouth at the end of September.
POSTCRIPT
I AM sure you will agree that my report adds up
to quite a story. And it is only the tip of the
proverbial iceberg. I have had the chance to visit
a good part of the Corps, regular and reserve,
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over the past year. I have been able to see far
below the water line and all is generally well and
sound. Of course redundancy has taken its toll of
morale here and there but overall the management of our people is exceptional by any
standards. PB7 and REMRO deliver a superb
product well recognized and thoroughly
respected. The Corps is in remarkably buoyant
form considering the far-reaching changes now
in train. My major concerns are threefold, firstly
manpower, not only in the form of overtight
establishments but also the total numbers needed
to take on the increasing levels of commitment,
secondly the age and condition of some of our
equipment, mainly armoured, and thirdly the
significant change of emphasis towards the
reserve component. There is no lack of enthusiasm on the part of the reservists. My concern is
at the political level. Never have we been so
dependent on our reserves to flesh out our
diminished regular order of battle should things
go sour short of general mobilization. Work is in
hand but substantial political will and employee
cooperation will be necessary to make it work.
Probably the greatest reward an EinC can have
is to receive unsolicited praise for the Corps'
achievements. Let me say I am a rich man in this
respect. Praise flows in regularly from the Prime
Minister at one end of the spectrum, to a humble
note of thanks at the other end for help given by
the REA for an old comrade, with much in
between, military and civilian, national and
international. It is not just for tangible work
either but for our contribution across the board,
on the staff and where ideas, positive thinking
and action contribute to progress. It is also most
gratifying to note a sense of real purpose and
objectivity throughout the Corps despite all the
change. The concept of military engineering is
so simple, so obvious, and yet it has real power
to integrate all aspects of the Corps into a
common effort for the future. The Corps knows
it, believes in it and radiates it. We have the
potential to contribute very significantly whatever the challenges of the future. There is no
scenario which does not include a major military
engineering component. That simple truth is
understood more widely now than in recent
times and is spreading quickly as old ideas and
moulds are broken.
It has been a very great privilege and honour to
have been EinC over this period of amendment
and change. I have every confidence for the future.

Col J S Field OBE
Engineer support for Op Grapple (p128)
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prices doubled, officials we
*Ri'hica
had previously dealt with had
mysteriously vanished and we
had to start again from scratch
in a lot of areas.
Although we achieved a lot in a
short time on the recce there
were some critical areas that had
not been resolved; for example, a
a
Jajce 'T
logistics base in Split, especially
for the unloading of ships; a
Gomji Vaktff
\
Force HQ location; agreed
.,^^P
\
contracts for all the suitable base
\
Tomislavgrad (TSG)locations we had found; liaison
.
',
X"'
with local contractors and road
D
N
maintenance firms and the odd
. l ic
agreement from local authorities,
commanders and warlords, as
regards permission to operate
freely in their area. The UN
-o
o 40 60 so too
mandate did not give us any
rights to ride roughshod over any
Dubr
- - - - existing authority; negotiation,
diplomacy and compromise
Map of area covered by article.
were to be the order of the day.
general public, was to have a significant bearing on
The recce did not pass without incident;
our modus operandi.
elements of the party were shelled in both Prozor
and Zenica, some of us were shot at in Vitez and
IDENTIFIED TASKS
Ribnica as well as being caught in crossfire in the
FROMX the recce I evaluated the priority sapper
Black Hills; we also ran into several roadblocks
tasks in support of Operation Grapple to fall
where mines were used instead of bollards to
into the following main areas:
channel the traffic, an effective but alarming
method of traffic control. In addition, I had been
* The construction of up to six main bases as well as
arrested twice along with other members of the
three route maintenance camps along the main supply
recce party! This number of incidents on a short
routes (MSR); using existing structures wherever
recce gave me the uneasy feeling that any large
possible as well as green field sites to house 1822
operation was not going to be trouble free. Much
men and women, within a budget of £10 million,
to my consternation, this feeling was to prove far
including protective works as necessary. The actual
too near the truth for comfort.
requirement by the end of October had risen to 2600
During the recce we learnt a few key facts
bedspaces and was rising daily!
about Operation Grapple which were to have a
* The improvement and maintenance of some 450kms
marked effect on future operations. These were:
of MSRs. There did not appear to be any local
authority which would claim responsibility for road
maintenance, gritting icy roads or clearing snow and
* This operation was to be nationally funded, ie no UN
even if they did, the equipment for doing these jobs
funds or allowances were to be used to finance the British
had been used for digging defensive positions for
operation: although we were to wear the blue beret, fly
months and was all but ruined.
the UN flag and abide by all the UN rules of engagement.
*The construction of two bulk fuel installations
* We were to be part of a five-nation UN Force under
(BFIs) for a total of 1.6 million litres of fuel.
command of a two-star UN HQ, the location and
*The repair or replacement of 12 bridges on the
composition of which had yet to be decided.
MSRs, including two main road bridges that had
* We were not a peacekeeping force but were to go
been partially demolished with explosives.
purely as convoy escorts in support of United Nations
* Snow clearance, salting roads and gritting on most
High Commission for Refugees (UNHCR). This
of the MSRs and other roads.
factor, which has not been widely understood by the
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* Support to the UNHCR convoy escort operations to
be conducted by the Cheshire Battalion Group from
their base in Vitez.
* EOD and mine clearance throughout the area.
* Water supply and purification as well as general
combat engineer support for the Force.
I got back to the Regiment after the recce on
6 October and, although I didn't know it at the

time, I only had a week before I was to deploy to
Bosnia again.
THE DEPLOYMENT

FOR the engineer support to Operation Grapple I
estimated that I would need two field squadrons
and a reinforced field support squadron as well

as EOD specialists, a strong resources cell, a
STRE and a lot of extra plant, and, most importantly, a tac RHQ to coordinate the engineer
effort. All these elements eventually deployed as
part of the 35 Engineer Regiment group,
amounting to some 600 men and women, 189
A & B-vehicles, 57 C-vehicles, 115 assorted
trailers and 19 specialist equipments. It was also
necessary to hire various items of plant as
required throughout the operation.
On 15 October the RSM and I were on one of
the first flights to arrive in Split. We stepped off
the plane into the waiting arms of the press and
TV crews. Several interviews later we gained
our freedom; this was to be the first of many
encounters with the media.
As my Serbo-Croat was pretty non-existent,
my negotiation skills were tested to the full to

set the contracts for the renovation of the old
Yugoslav National Army (JNA) barracks in
Divulje, which was to be the main British HQ
and transit base some 30km NW of Split. The
barrack renovation was not a simple job as the
buildings had been wrecked by the departing
JNA whose troops had smashed all ablutions and
plumbing fittings, ripped out all electrical boxes,
sockets and light fittings, smashed doors and had
broken many water pipes. The electrical system
in the camp was overloaded and dangerous and
the centralized heating system hadn't worked for
two years. The JNA had also used the barracks
as a defensive position when the war started, so
there were abandoned trenches all over the camp
as well as all the rubbish and wreckage of a
retreating army.
A violent hailstorm, three days before we
arrived in Split, had added the finishing touches
to the devastation by smashing over 500 northfacing windows and riddling the asbestos roof
coverings on all of the seven blocks we had been
allocated. To add to the confusion, the cellars
were flooded, buildings were knee deep in
rubbish, old clothes, books and excreta, and there
was also a high mine and unexploded ordnance
threat in the barrack area. Not to mention creepy
crawlies, snakes, scorpions and rats!
It was at the negotiation stage I realized that we
were to use a very different set of rules to those
we had been used to. It was necessary to set
contracts for this work because I would have no
sappers to deploy for at least three weeks and the
work needed to be finished before the main body
arrived. I squeezed the contractors so that they
agreed to complete the work in 14 days for a
total of DM220,000 (£75,000) but they wanted
payment in deutschmarks (DMs) and in cash,
not Croatian dinars, enough to give Civilian
Secretariat nightmares. I felt this was a bargain
as I had estimated that it would cost in the
region of DM500,000 and then only if the materials were available. However, the incentive of
foreign currency seemed to open all sorts of
doors. When the work started it resembled a
mini invasion as, to meet the initial deadlines,
tradesmen crawled all over the buildings bearing
scant regard for "health and safety" regulations.
The importance of worthwhile language
training cannot be overstressed. Although a few
people managed to do a "basic" course in SerboCroat this was, to say the least, insufficient for
long meetings, setting contracts and negotiating
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oneself out of tricky situations. As the few interpreters were in great demand, I found my
German language skills invaluable on many
occasions during the tour. If UN operations are
to become more frequent, as seems likely, then
the problem of language training needs to be
addressed and not left to the sort of hit-or-miss
policy that the British Army tends to employ.
Had I not been able to converse personally with
the right people I certainly could not have
achieved so much in the circumstances.
On the occasions I had to use one of the inter-

preters I found it to be slow and frustrating and
unless the interpreter managed to convey the
exact tone or meaning I wanted then things were
not achieved, or so-called agreements were
liable to be misinterpreted.
By 18 October all but one of my "pre-activation"
party had arrived and comprised such key people
as the Adjutant, RSM, MPF, Intelligence
Sergeant, OC 519 STRE, clerks of work (electrical, civil and mechanical), a surveyor and a
draughtsman. I left WOI Green of 519 STRE to
oversee the contractors in Divulje Barracks.
Then I took the party north to Vitez, a trip which
was, to say the least, a little eventful. We went
north via Tomislavgrad (TSG) to see the
proposed National Support Element (NSE), (or
logistic battalion), and Sapper bases; for the
latter we still hadn't obtained access permission
or even found the owners! Even when we did it
didn't seem to matter; this was to be a constant
problem throughout the tour. For example, later
when we started to construct the bunds for the
BFI at TSG, we were confronted by the 21 cooperative owners of the piece of land all wanting
payment and compensation. We had the
approval of the mayor and the military
commander and had already paid the rent but
this had obviously gone straight into the war
coffers and the farmers didn't get a penny.
The journey north to Vitez of 250kms took
over 12 hours and we arrived at 9pm after being
held up, at gunpoint, at roadblocks along the
route. We arrived to find that problems were
brewing between the Croats and the Muslims in
and around the once-peaceful town of Vitez.
After we had conducted the necessary recces in
Vitez my plan was to return by a different route,
via Kiseljak: However, in so-doing we got
mixed up in fighting between the Croats and
Muslims. The first 40kms of our return journey
from the town took us over five hours and was
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punctuated by ambushes, the odd mortar and
RPG 7 rounds, mines on the road, delays, roadblocks, threats, negotiations, angry mobs and the
presence of the press looking for a scoop at
every available moment - not to mention many
more grey hairs and a faster heart rate.
Once clear of the trouble spots between Vitez
and Gornji Vakuf, we took the Jablanica to TSG
route as this had been my intention anyway if we
had come via Kiseljak. The mountain road,
stretching Okms west from Jablanica, was badly
damaged by erosion and higher up was awash
and very muddy. The rain ran down the road in
torrents some 6in deep, there was no drainage
and the road surface disappeared before our
eyes. Our vehicles had no difficulty, except that
they leaked, the main problem was the 1000ft
drop off the side of the road and visibility down
to 20m. The biggest surprise we got on this road
was to meet two fully-laden 40ft articulated
trucks looming out of the rain on a particularly
narrow and tricky section where most of the
road width had been filled with a fresh landslide.
The remainder of our trip back to Split was virtually uneventful; everything is relative I suppose.
The thought passed through my mind: this is only
day five - we've run into mines, been ambushed,
shot at, threatened and harassed by the press what's the rest of the tour going to be like?
The main body arrived some two weeks later
along with the first snow! By this time the
Sapper advance party had made great progress
as regards the camp recces, technical design,
ordering stores from UK and from local firms
as well as setting a few more contracts for
essential engineer work, including a 400m road
in order to get the Force vehicles out of the

docks; a useful little job. This road was subsequently used by the UNs' Spanish, Dutch and
French contingents.
As soon as possible I took my squadron
commanders around their bases and sites and set
them to work. The advance party from 42 Field
Squadron went to Vitez where they immediately
started to set up the tented camp for the Cheshire
Battalion Group, as well as starting to prepare
the construction site at the local school, which
included having an 8m wide stone road built
around the camp for Warrior. One of the terms
of the contract I'd agreed with the mayor was
that no stone was to be laid outside the school
perimeter even though the Battalion Group was
occupying an area three times the size of the
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school grounds. However, I had not quite anticipated the need to lay stone a meter deep over the
whole area of the school grounds, including the
football pitch. Sadly this was necessary as many
rogue vehicles had driven around the area and
created a bog and this stone subsequently
formed an excellent base for the many accommodation units we erected there.
On the return journey from Vitez to TSG, just
south of Prozor, we were engulfed by a sudden
snowstorm which was accompanied by driving
winds. It took us six hours to travel 40kms over
the mountains, sometimes walking in front of our
vehicles to find the road. The snow was being
blown around so much that vehicle tracks disappeared between each vehicle. That night my party
recovered over 12 civilian vehicles and rescued a
bus load of refugees. Having been in pleasant
weather during the afternoon in Vitez, the temperature had suddenly dropped to -10°C. The unpredictable nature of the local weather was to cause
us many more problems. I had previously chosen
that afternoon and evening to deploy the plant
detachments to the selected mountain sites of
"Happy Eater" and the "Redoubt". I was pleasantly surprised that it was achieved in the most
appalling conditions and by 0600hrs the next day,
the teams were out on the road clearing the snow
ready for the deployment of Warrior.
During the Cheshire Battalion Group's deployment north, one Warrior caused considerable
concern when it did a 360 degree spin going down
a slight slope, others skidded and slid their way
along the route. It took them two days to cross the
mountains. The weight and width of the vehicles,
as well as some inexperienced drivers, caused the
road to collapse in many places and parts were left
impassable to wheeled vehicles for several hours
much to the alanr of the locals to whom this road
was a lifeline. The plant operators were also not
amused as they had to repair the damage. These
were not the only vehicles to experience problems,
the wheeled plant without snow chains became
difficult to use and the tracked plant sometimes
performed as though on ice skates.
The plant operators worked miracles against the
odds, the cheerfulness and expertise of the operators amazing all who saw them in action. We had
some 57 items of plant and 13 tilt trailers, and
keeping the fleet on the road was a major struggle
in the conditions. Servicing, a vital factor in the
circumstances, was difficult and the working environment was, to say the least, hostile. Improvised

recovery was one of the main tasks performed by
the plant and we found that the REME Foden
recovery vehicles alone were insufficient to
recover large civilian trucks, especially on the
narrow, steep mountain roads in snow and ice.
One of my main complaints to the local BosnianCroat Army (HVO) commander was that HVO
vehicles, using the roads at night to resupply the
front lines, were overloaded and poorly equipped;
they seldom had snow chains, nearly all had bald
tyres and towropes were never in evidence. My
protests made no difference as he just asked us to
provide them! The other area of concern when
recovering vehicles was that we often came across
civilian vehicles with Red Cross markings, or other
aid agency signs, including UNHCR, but with
local drivers, which were carrying arms, ammunition and military equipment hidden under the socalled relief supplies. Sadly, we had to recover
them too in order to keep the road open, I would
have preferred to just push them over the edge.
The HVO commander said to me one day,
"Now that you are here you share our destiny!" I
was beginning to see what he meant.
MY ROAD!
WE had been carrying out route widening and
improvement along the mountain road for about
two weeks when a deputation from the local
civilian authorities came to see me, demanding
compensation for the trees we were cutting down
and the stone we were using from borrow pits
along the route. I was speechless, we were in
effect improving the only north-south route and
they were asking us to pay for the privilege: they
were sent away with a "flea in their ears". I
called a meeting with the mayors of TSG
Jablanica and Prozor to resolve the problem.
Each one was only interested in his own "parish"
and didn't care about what happened in the next
town. In the end I got very cross with them as
they couldn't agree with each other on what they
wanted done with the road; slapping 10 dinars
(about one penny) on the table I said "if you
can't agree what you want to do, I'll buy the road
and then I can do what I like to it!" To my
surprise they all agreed and from then on we had
no major problems with the town authorities. It
was from this point that I started getting a stream
of visitors asking my engineer advice and
wanting the "UN" to undertake major roadbuilding schemes. Later on, one of our VIP visitors, Mr Paddy Ashdown MP, travelled along the
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road and subsequently wrote an article for the
Independent. In it he stated that he thought that I
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had been scandalously overcharged, "... To call it

a dirt track would be an exaggeration." However,
for us and a lot of locals it was a lifeline.
RESOURCES

I FIRMLY believe that one of the key factors
contributing to our success was a good resources
system. I had a high-powered team led by Major
lan Kinnear, working in Split, as well as 44 Field
Support Squadron's resources organization in TSG
and in Vitez. All were involved in local purchase,
manufacture of items not available on the local
market, stores control and accounting. However, a
lot of everyday items were only available in Split or
from the UK; prices for timber, steel and small
stores differed from town to town and from day to
day, if they were available at all. Transactions were
done in cash, and on one occasion my Resources
Officer was offered a woman by a grateful timber
merchant who had secured a contract to provide
DM25,000-worth of timber for bridge repairs!
The locals must have thought that Christmas had
come early. The precedent had been set by other
UN troops and aid agencies to whom expense was
no problem as the UN or a foreign government
was paying. Prices rocketed and were not helped
by inflation of the local economy; on arrival there
were 230 Croatian dinars to the DM which in
three months went up to 520!
After three months we had ordered or spent over
£10M on engineer stores, contracts and accommodation units of which over £1.8M was spent on
local purchase. The resources cell accounted for
19.000 line items and handled over 3000 tons of
stores. We found a source of accommodation units
in Croatia which were some £2000 cheaper than
those in UK with delivery time twice as quick.
Most of this saving was due to the cheapness of
local labour, the desire for foreign currency and
there being no shipping time or costs.
We encountered many problems but produced an
equal number of solutions. However, we could not
have achieved these without the excellent support
from other agencies in theatre as well as units in the
UK. The support received from UKLF was quite
excellent but the accolade must go to Engineer
Resources at Long Marston for their excellent
response to our requests and their speed of reaction.
One of our stores availability problems occurred
at the offloading end where, if we weren't
watching, containers containing vital stores from
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the UK disappeared into the RAOC system and
were sometimes transported to unknown locations
only to be discovered weeks later. The weather
also did its share of damage to the stores; we lost
containers off ships en route from UK and icy
roads accounted for minor damage. An inconsiderate low tunnel completely rearranged the shape
of one expensive accommodation unit!
CONSTRUCTION

THE excellent early plans so speedily drawn up
by 519 STRE were altered at least six times as
clients changed their requirements, causing a
knock-on effect for ordering stores with the
subsequent loss of lead time. This was inevitable
considering the speed of deployment and the
growth of the Force from 1800 to 2600, as well
as the arrival in theatre of some more specialized
units requiring customized office accommodation, but it was nevertheless frustrating. Our
solutions to technical problems were governed
by the availability and arrival of the stores,
particularly the plumbing stores, switchgear and
electrical small stores and these were inevitably
on the critical path.
The cold weather caused everyone considerable
grief. Condensation on the inside of ablution
containers caused the metal doors to freeze shut at
night; water pipes inside heated and insulated
containers regularly froze, as did the overflow and
waste pipes, this was not funny in the toilets especially, as we then had to use thunderboxes in
temperatures of -15°C!

The local water pressure was erratic and caused
leaks by overpressure. Pipes had to be buried at
least a metre underground to avoid the frost; and
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at the Vitez school site the rock was only 75cms
underground. Wood chippings were found to be
best to insulate the pipes in the trenches and also
above ground.
Water storage was a nightmare but we had a
local engineer convert stores containers into insulated water tanks at DM30,000 each. The local
water was erratic in its purity as the purification
systems were old and inefficient. Consequently
there was no shortage of stomach bugs or, as we
called it, the "Bosnian Foxtrot". These we could
cope with but I was more concerned about the
outbreak of typhoid in the refugee centre in TSG.
Raw sewage seemed to flow directly into rivers as
well as the sea and the scene was set for a major
epidemic of some nasty plague, especially considering the movement of refugees.
While we built the camp at Vitez about 300
soldiers were living in tents; night temperatures
inside the tents sometimes went down to -13°C
despite the presence of two heaters in each tent.
Temperatures at the mountain camps often went
down to -20°C and there was a constant icy wind,
known locally as the Bora; the chill factor
recorded one day was -52°C!
The plant did not like the cold and it often took
three hours to get equipment running in the
morning; compressed-air machinery was the worst
affected as the condensation in the pipes froze.
The locals' vehicles and buses were constantly
trying to squeeze past breakdowns and road
construction work, and this often resulted in our
vehicles being nudged off the road, we lost two
Volvo MWTs in this way. Snow chains were critical, and before we got them we lost three items of
plant off the mountain road.
Frostbite and other cold-weather injuries were a
real concern. We had ten confirmed cases in three
months despite our best efforts. Luckily, many
soldiers had bought their own Gortex clothing
and Matterhorn boots before we left Germany.
Most of the injuries occurred before the issue of
cold-weather clothing which, unfortunately,
arrived a month after the cold weather began.
However, when it did arrive it was excellent.
PROTECTION WORK

THE engineer base at TSG was shelled twice in
one day just three days before I left the theatre;
134 rounds landed in the vicinity of both the
NSE and the engineer base, two rounds were
direct hits in our camp and there were also seven
near misses. Shrapnel was scattered all over the

camp, shredding many vehicles and destroying a
lot of small stores. It was a miracle that nobody
was injured. These incidents concentrated the
mind on the protection problem, I was
convinced, and still am, that we were not in the
game of customized hardening. I opted for expedient protection and emergency bunkers using
reinforced and sandbagged containers to provide
collective protection against shrapnel and small
arms fire. We were already constructing this type
of defence at Vitez at the time of the shelling. A
second option was considered in close consultation with my STRE, that of strengthening existing
buildings and having a sacrificial top floor; this
was adopted wherever possible. The use of
dispersed "A" vehicles also provided good
protection during bombardments but not all units
were fortunate enough to have them.
The use of "Bastion Wall" proved to be a great
saving in time and effort and also provided an
excellent level of protection. Its early use resulted
in a few teething problems as it does need a level
surface and a consistent grade of filling material if
more than a single height is used. Sand was
almost unobtainable so we made do with crushed
stone as a "fill" material, for concrete and mortar,
and ash for icy roads. Blast film was put on all
exposed windows, despite the cost of £700 a roll;
improvised wooden and sandbag sangars also
protected the sentries against the many shooting
incidents from drunken HVO soldiers, cowboys
and the odd stray rounds.
EOD
ALTHOUGH I only had a small EOD section they

did some sterling work. Not only did they manage
to travel to all quarters of Bosnia in pursuit of
dangerous unexploded objects but they also
became a key part of the engineer recce capability.
They carried out mines awareness training for military units as well as civilian aid agencies and made
a significant contribution to the overall UN effort.
ToPo
THE small geographic section, based at HQ
BRITFOR in Split, regularly produced some
excellent work including weekly route and
tactical situation maps as well as the very important Force Christmas cards, designed by LCpl
Hicks of 519 STRE, and sent to a few selected
and important members of the Corps! The
section's map products were used by all UN
troops as well as the various aid agencies and
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became essential reading for those wishing to
proceed north into Bosnia.
THE POSTIES
ALTHOUGH not under my command, the posties
deserve a special mention. They always endeavoured to get the mail through by the fastest
possible means and had some enormous problems
to overcome. Sadly they are no longer part of the
Corps but those who depended on that magic letter
to boost morale will always remember them with a
special fondness.
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COMMNAND & CONTROL

I RETAINED all Sappers under command despite
pressure to place 42 Field Squadron under
command of CO I Cheshire. Communications in
the early days were, to say the least, awful. It was
easier to contact UK than speak to my squadron
OCs in TSG and Vitez. It was also easier to drive
to see someone rather than have detailed discussions on the phone or via high frequency (HF)
radio - as a result I covered some 13,500kms in
three months. I found the difficulty with communications one of the most annoying factors of the
whole operation as it caused unnecessary misunderstandings and frustrations, especially when
subunits were trying to get critical stores in a
hurry. It took a while for the radio operators to
become accustomed to the foibles of HF communication but after about two months they were able
to operate on a 24-hour basis through most
weather conditions.
STRESS
IT was during the shelling of TSG that I observed
my first serious case of shell shock, or battle
stress. It is not until such an incident occurs that
one fully realises the effect it can have on some
people. To solve the problem of a soldier, or
officer, just sitting in a corer and staring at the
wall, incapable of reacting, needs careful
handling if he is to be of further use. I had started
to feel the effects myself, a combination of long
distance travel over difficult terrain, long hours,
being shot at, shelled, mortared, seeing tragedy at
first-hand, being arrested and near-miss traffic
accidents were taking their toll. In the absence of
the opportunity for a break the best remedy I found
was friendship and humour, and in potentially
difficult situations I made sure I had the right sort
of kindred spirits with me: and there are always
plenty of all these to be found in an engineer

unit. When I gave New Year's Day off to the
squadrons based in TSG, some of the troops went
to a local refugee centre in a driving blizzard to
do jobs for those less fortunate than themselves. I
decided then that the stress factor wasn't a
serious problem for most of them, but it is something that commanders need to monitor.
LESSONS LEARNT

THERE were so many lessons learnt, or in most
cases relearnt, that I can't cover them all in this
article. However, I would like to emphasize
some principles and factors that contributed to
our success or, in some cases, hindered us:
* There is no doubt that we suffered from a minor
identity crisis. The press persistently referred to
everyone as being part of the Cheshires. It was
difficult for them as we all wore the same capbadge
on a blue beret and "Cheshires" takes up far less
space in an article then "37 Field Squadron of 35
Engineer Regiment". But it wasn't for the lack of
trying that our coverage in the national press was
less than some other units in theatre. It would have
been very nice to have a dedicated PR officer,
however as our numbers were limited we made best
use of the official PR organization. As an interesting statistic, there were more Sappers in theatre
than Cheshires!
* Delegation to the lowest possible level paid exceptional dividends: I couldn't be everywhere at once, nor
could the squadron commanders but our trust in the
troop commanders. SNCOs and others in key positions
ensured success. In fact, this delegation was essential
as communications were so bad. I was particularly
heartened by the ability of the junior commanders to
exercise their own discretion and react to problems
successfully without reference to anyone else.
* A strong resources team, with delegated financial
powers and the ability for autonomous action gave the
necessary essential stores back up to the squadrons.
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Therefore the emphasis of our training had to
change and I concentrated on training the individual and developing basic skills. The element
of surprise as well as realistic and exciting
training ensured that squadrons were ready for
the unexpected and were able to react accordingly. We threw away the "templates" that had
been so much in evidence in BAOR for many
years and concentrated on improvisation and
relearning the fundamentals of both combat
engineering and design. This type of training
proved to be invaluable and paid exceptional
dividends in the circumstances found in Bosnia.

* The support of an integral STRE gave me the flexibility to change or modify plans as well as deal
speedily with new requirements. The necessity for
detailed designs and the technical problems that needed
solving made the STRE an invaluable part of the team.
* Except for the support squadron I deployed at the
Options "whisky orbat"0000 and found that it was
seriously wanting in the key areas of plant support,
tradesmen and artisan toolkits. It was necessary to
get a further 16 items of plant in order to carry out
our task. As ever, the trades of electrician, fitters,
combat signallers, surveyors and experienced
resources specialists were all critical.
* Constant vehicle maintenance and good equipment
husbandry ensured that the kit stayed on the road
and jobs were completed on time. I found the level
of expertise and competence of our tradesmen and

operators to be quite excellent, obviously the
training methods are sound.
Finally, the most valuable lessons I personally learnt.
Dealing with the press in all sorts of circumstances in such an operation is very much a

function of command and regardless of how
tedious or daunting it appears, it is now a fact of
life. The training we did prior to deployment
only prepared us for part of the ordeal; I do
believe that soldiers cannot do enough of this
training, especially if this sort of operation is to
become the norm.
Stress on operations and under fire is a very real
thing and the effects should not be underestimated.
Everybody has a different tolerance level and we
need to understand that the effects can be accumulative. After a series of incidents, resistance wears
thin and performance is affected.
Over the past three years in BAOR the military
emphasis shifted with the changing political
situation and the demise of the Warsaw Pact.

SUIMMARY

IN the first three months of Operation Grapple
the Regiment cut down over 600 trees, built
15kms of new road, widened 66kms of single
track road, moved over 35,000 tons of stone,
dug five quarries, erected countless accommodation units, built "luxury" accommodation for
2600 men and women, erected over 15kms of
security fence, and made 800 bunk beds. All
these tasks contributed to the main aim of
escorting humanitarian aid. The experience
gained by all ranks was excellent and no
amount of CPX, FTX or other exercises in
peacetime could have simulated the events we
encountered. I wouldn't have wished to
exchange those experiences, despite the dangers
and difficulties I encountered.
The work achieved by all the Sappers in
Bosnia was remarkable. Sappers were much
admired by all other agencies in theatre but
without the combined effort and help of all
units there, as well as the back up from UK,
we could not have achieved so much. From a
dubious start we made the original plan work
far better than I expected and the Sapper
contribution to the UN effort in those early
days was outstanding.
I claim little personal credit for any success we
had in Bosnia; the boys who worked the miracles were the troop commanders, SNCOs,
JNCOs and soldiers; these men are what the
Corps is all about. In this role of honour we must
not forget the invaluable part played in the
Sapper regiment by the REME, RAOC, ACC,
RAMC and AGC(SPS). I was privileged to
command them all and just glad to be part of it,
knowing that we were doing something for those
less fortunate than ourselves.

A Day in the Life of a Sapper
HOLDFAST
arrived. I would have said that it started with a
bang but that was too near the truth for comfort;
several bangs in fact! The experience of being part
of the operation was fascinating not just from a
professional point of view but also from being in a
fairly privileged position as part of the CO's party.
I had previously thought that all orders came from
on high as if by magic but that is not so. I was now
"on high" and able to see how the plans were
formulated and I was actually contributing to
them; I never knew that there were so many
factors to be taken into account. Factors which
didn't even enter my head as a section
commander, but which now seemed critical for the
success of the operation. It was a real education
and one from which I've gained great benefit. The
situation turned out to be as confusing as I had
imagined but we had a clear aim as engineers and
a good team to work with, two very important
assets in the circumstances.
I never for one minute imagined that I would be
writing sitreps (situation reports) or attending
high-powered meetings with local military
commanders or government officials but these
events were all part of a normal day; if there was
such a thing as a "normal" day in Bosnia. So many
different things happened to me in my time there,
from being shot at, shelled and mortared at the one
extreme, to receiving boundless hospitality from a
Muslim family in an isolated village in the mountains on the other. I will remember it all as part of
my military education and I was glad to be part of
it and in some small way contribute to the wellbeing of those less fortunate than myself.

THE events recorded in the following stories are
true and reflect a very small proportion of the incidents that actually took place in the early months
of the Royal Engineers' deployment to Bosnia as
part of the UK's contribution to the UN Force.
SERGEANT STEVE SHARPE
INTELLIGENCE SARGEANT

So I was to go to Bosnia. I had just been promoted
and moved to the job of intelligence sergeant;
suddenly I was responsible for giving background
briefings at the CO's "O" Groups and to the
Regiment on the situation in the former Yugoslavia
as well as daily updates. I was pretty daunted by
the prospect but when you have no choice it is
much easier to come to terms with a situation.
Needless to say I made a few cockups in the early
days but that is all part of the learning process.
After doing all the necessary research I decided
that Yugoslavia had been a motley mix of six
republics, five peoples, four languages, three religions, two alphabets and one political party. It was
also a hotbed of discontent and had been for over
400 years. What a muddle!
Today, nothing appears to have changed; neighbour seems to fight against neighbour, village
fights village, friend fights friend; family feuds are
rife, senseless killing and wanton destruction of
property are commonplace. Theft, bribery, smuggling and the misappropriation of aid are a way of
life, and sadly this view was confirmed once I got
to the area. Allies one day were enemies the next.
It didn't seem to make much sense but it was into
this cauldron that we dared venture as part of the
British contribution to the UN Force in Bosnia,
not as peacekeepers but purely as escorts for aid
convoys in support of the UNHCR.
The CO decided to take me on the advance party
so that I could, as he said "... do route and bridge
recces, clear any mines I come across, collate engineer information from all the agencies already
there, and make the tea!" I wasn't sure that I was
ready for this little expedition even though I had
been to the Gulf. The situation was confused and
working for the UN was to be a new experience.
For me the tour started on 16 October 1992 at
what can only be described as "running pace" as
we had so much to achieve before the main body

RSM GRAIAMI FERGUSON BEM
WARRANT OFFICER CLASS I

THE fun started when I got a call from the CO on
Sunday afternoon 20 September. He had been
summoned to London at two hours notice to go on
a recce to Bosnia. Until that time I was not in the
frame to go but I now saw a glimmer of hope that
I too would be able accompany whoever might be
going from the Regiment. I had been following the
exploits of the UK recce party in the national press
so I knew that the CO's trip had been eventful.
When he called from Zagreb to give the Regiment
a warning order to prepare to deploy I knew that
137
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he wouldn't leave me behind. It was several days
before he finally got back to Hameln and then he
only had a few days in which to prepare for the
deployment of the engineer advance party.
Yes, I was to go but as we had been limited to
the number of people we could take on the first
flight I became the CO's driver! I thought this
was to be an easy way to get there but I was very
much mistaken.
We left Hameln at 0530hrs on 15 October 1992
for a pleasant drive to RAF Gitersloh. On arrived
I was suddenly expected to prepare my vehicle for
the flight! What did I know about that? Not a lot!
The CO was sitting in the front of the landrover
desperately trying to draft warrant officers' confidential reports before he left. Surprisingly we only
had six hours before the flight so I managed to
pass the "inspection" by an RCT LCpl and the CO
and I were allowed to go for breakfast.
The flight was a bit of a surprise, we had been so
limited to numbers that I expected to be sitting on
the CO's knee but there were only four passengers! What had been the problem I wondered?
When we landed at Split Airport we were immediately thrust in front of the BBC TV cameras.
Jeremy Bowens was there to put us at ease and ask
difficult questions, (he was really after the
commander but had missed him so we would do)
it was not quite what I expected but it was to be
the first of many encounters with the press.
Not long after the rest of the advance party
arrived we all went "up-country" to carry out
some detailed recces. Our destination was Vitez
some 250kms from Split but the journey took
12 hours. We had been told that this town was
peaceful and so far from the front line that the
fighting would never reach it. So it was somewhat
of a surprise to hear the evening being punctuated
by sporadic small arms fire around the town and
over the school where we were camped. The CO
said that this was a common occurrence as he had
had some experience of this from the recce and he
assumed that the shooting was just drunken
soldiers, therefore I wasn't too concerned. The
following day we saw that there were six serious
roadblocks in the main street, antitank mines on
the road and fighting and shelling at both exits of
the town, this was all very inconvenient and
certainly wasn't the work of high-spirited soldiers!
The CO had intended to return to Split via
Kiseljak and Jablanica as we had other sites to
visit and various contractors to see; therefore the
party endeavoured to leave Vitez at 1100hrs. The

local UNHCR office considered that the situation
was getting too dangerous and asked us to take out
three UK civilians who had been doing a job for
the Overseas Development Agency (ODA). So
here we were, five landrovers (LRs ) and 15
people, 12 armed with SA 80 and 20 rounds
apiece, about to depart into an unknown situation.
Jeremy Bowens and the BBC TV crew, who were
hovering in the area, got to know of our plans and
thought that a story was in the offing so followed
us in their armoured LR.
As a small precaution we donned flak jackets
and helmets as we were heading into an area
where there had been some incidents and from
where we could see plumes of smoke rising; a
very wise decision I thought! We left the town to
the east at a steady speed so as not to alarm the
drunken soldiers with AK 47s on the checkpoints
and quickly saw evidence of fighting, shelling and
some burnt out houses.
We were about 2kms out of town when we came
under small arms fire, it seemed to come very
close and the noise was frightening enough. As the
bullets weren't making contact the CO decided to
continue, a little faster this time; my heart rate as
well as the vehicles! For quite a few years I had
been a member of the national biathlon squad and
had spent many hours and countless different
methods to get my heart rate up - being fired at
does it in seconds!
It wasn't until an RPG 7 round went between the
front two LRs, and exploded 5m from the convoy,
that I thought the situation was getting tricky, a
mortar round landing at the rear of the convoy
confirmed my suspicions. I uttered a few unprintable words because the RPG 7 round went past the
back door of the CO's Rover and I was in the
back! There isn't a lot of protection from three
army sleeping bags which was all I had around
me. The driver was told to step on the gas, he
needed no further instructions. After 500m when
we took a bend by a Muslim graveyard some
3kms from Vitez, we ran into a barricade of
TMA 3 and TMA 4 antitank mines scattered
across the road. There is nothing like mines on the
road to concentrate the mind on stopping, and I
nearly ended up in the front!
I dismounted with the CO to take a closer look
and the remainder of the other crews went to
ground, except for the three ODA civilians who
we had forgotten about and who were trying to get
into the landrover battery compartments. As we
were still being fired at and had no equipment to

A DAY IN THE LIFE OF A SAPPER
deal with mines under these circumstances, the
CO decided that it was time to turn around;
another wise decision. I've never seen five vehicles execute three point turns quite so fast.
Meanwhile, the BBC crew had holed up in their
armoured LR and were getting good footage of us
in this tricky situation. This was later shown on
the 10 o'clock news and bits were repeated some
three weeks later to cover another incident.
We returned to Vitez without knowing whether it
was the Croats or the Muslims who had been
firing at us but we knew it certainly wasn't the
Serbs. By this time the situation in the town had
deteriorated even further with Muslim snipers
shooting down the length of the main street from
the Mosque's minaret with fire being returned
from police and militia standing in the middle of
the road; the odd mortar and artillery shell also
landed in the town, adding to the confusion. I was
beginning to wish that I had an extra flak jacket.
When we reached the Town Hall we joined CO
I Cheshire as well as COMBRITFOR. It was then
that I discovered the Brigadier's passion for
chocolate Rolos, he stole my whole packet! We all
retreated back to the school and en route picked up
the Sky TV crew who had received two rounds
through one of their vehicles.
We also had to dodge the sniper fire and negotiate our way around various barricades between
the Muslim and Croatian groups, it was at one
such barricade that I got my first glimpse of a
Mujahideen fighter who was crawling across the
road putting tilt fuzes onto four TMRP 6 antitank
mines that were nailed to a plank.
After a lunch of several sedatives we decided to
try the other way out of town via Novi Travnik, it
was now 1500hrs. The Sky TV crew had had
enough and decided to come with us for protection
and we still had our three ODA men, despite their
earlier excitement. Just as we approached Novi
Travnik, 4kms west of Vitez, we passed a section
of irregulars scurrying along a ditch at the side of
the road clutching grenades, explosives and an old
fashioned plunger-style exploder, they were also
bristling with weapons. The town was deserted, a
few buildings were smoking and others bore
evidence of fighting. Not a good start I thought.
The route south was via a series of villages that
we already knew were alternately Muslim and
Croatian. As we approached each village along the
way we came across an armed roadblock
comprising a large truck or several trees and many
militia. Each time we stopped we had to negotiate
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our way around the obstacle; packets of cigarettes
and handshakes backed up by a show of strength
seemed to be a successful formula. Nevertheless it
was still a very uncertain situation and we were
very aware that our position, even as UN troops,
was tenuous.
The militia at each roadblock told us that the
group in the next village was heavily armed and
would certainly kill us; stories of recent atrocities
normally accompanied this news. Therefore, every
bend in the road had a special significance, especially as I was in the lead vehicle; what was in
store for us around the next corner?
We passed five villages over a distance of 40kms
in this way with the addition of twice as many grey
hairs! As we progressed along the route the Sky
TV crew became bolder and every time the CO,
the Adjutant or myself went along the convoy to
give instructions for the next stage, we found
ourselves looking into a TV camera and having our
words of wisdom recorded. Along the way we
passed over 300 civilian vehicles stranded in jams
with drivers wishing to get to Vitez - some had
been there since we had passed that way three days
earlier. The drivers were not amused by the situation and let us know that they thought that we, the
UN, should solve the problem. When we got to
Gornji Vakuf we were mobbed by about 500
stranded civilians who wanted us to escort them to
Vitez. We had no interpreter with us so the CO
spoke to a few of them in German, who in turn
translated for the rest, this seemed to do the trick.
However, the worst ambush was yet to come.
We stopped in a garage some 10kms southwest of
Gornji Vakuf to fill up, and were joined by the
world's press, or so it seemed. I thought that they
were a group of aid workers until the notebooks
were produced; they suddenly surrounded the CO
and bombarded him with questions along with
many cries of "can we quote you?" It was dark
and had started to rain, we were tired, a little shellshocked, hungry and thirsty; so to be confronted
by lots of eager reporters intent on getting a good
story was the last thing we needed. We were still
at least six hours from Split and the weather was
turning nasty with a thunderstorm brewing. Parts
of the interview made the front page in several
papers the next day, some quotes were accurate
but others seemed to have been deliberately taken
out of context to make a good story. Another
lesson learnt about dealing with the press.
We travelled back to Split through the worst
thunderstorm I've seen. We arrived back at
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0045hrs and it dawned on me that I had only
been in the country for five days - I wondered
what the remainder of the tour had in store for
me. As events unfolded over the coming weeks I
wasn't disappointed.

time I was to drive the RSM he was going off with
the CO to investigate the bridges on the Mostar
road. This didn't mean very much to me at the time
but it certainly does now, I didn't even know
where Mostar was! I suppose that I should have
suspected something when the RSM said to me "...

CORPORAL MARK LOBLEY
CO's DRIVER
I HAD been the CO's driver for a year and he had

have you got your helmet and flak jacket ... you

decided that as I was to be promoted I should do a
different job. That was until we were officially
tasked to go to Bosnia. The CO wanted, as he said,
"the devil he knew ..." The RSM stole my vehicle

to get to Bosnia early in case the CO changed his
mind, but he soon got tired of being a driver so I
got my vehicle back. It was during the little
ambush in Vitez shortly after we arrived that I realized that this was not going to be an ordinary tour.
One evening after this event while we were in Split
I got talking, at the request of the military PR boys,
to a female reporter from The Timies about that

incident, my time in the Falklands in 1986 and
other things one talks about to impress a female
reporter. I was horrified to discover that she had
misquoted me, twisted the facts and had generally
been selective in the use of what I told her and the
Sunday Times carried a long article about my
"war" in Bosnia! The CO was not very amused.
We certainly had quite a few narrow escapes but
at the time I didn't worry too much about the
problem as I wasn't making the decisions. I could
see the tension in the CO when we had been in a
tricky situation but at the time of the various incidents he was more concerned about others to worry
about himself. We did a lot of travelling and
covered over 13,000kms in under three months, we
therefore had a greater chance of being in the wrong
place at the wrong time. I kept a record of the incidents and it quite surprised me; we were shot at
seven times, mortared twice, had a PRG 7 fired at
us, and were on the receiving end of an artillery
bombardment. We also nearly went over a cliff on
an icy road one night; I think that I was more scared
then than during any of the other incidents, maybe it
was because I was driving and it was me making
the decisions? I was beginning to understand how
the CO and others in positions of responsibility
must feel when the situation gets tricky.
LANCE CORPORAL WRIGHT
RSM's DRIVER

TIIE RSM needed a new driver so I volunteered as
I hadn't been out of the base very much. The first

haven't been out with the CO before have you?"
The CO's driver just laughed.
All went well throughout the day until we were
stopped at a Croatian Army (HVO) checkpoint at
the entrance to a tunnel some I0kms north of
Mostar, it was dusk and our radio communications were at their limit but the CO's radio phone
seemed to be getting through OK when we were
not surrounded by steep hills. When we asked
what the problem was we were informed that
Mostar was being shelled again and no-one was
allowed down the road until it stopped. I was
getting a little nervous as the "soldier" on the
checkpoint seemed to be drunk, and waved his
loaded weapon around quite casually. We waited
30mins and by then it was dark and we had little
option but to go on or stay there as the HVO had
closed the road going north as they were nervous
of the Muslim forces holding the bridge at the
next checkpoint to the north. We were suddenly
told to proceed and when asked, the drunken
guard said that the shelling had stopped. We
entered the long tunnel and when we had gone
about 300m the guards at the HVO checkpoint
started firing at us along the tunnel. Luckily there
was only about 100m to a bend in the road and
we were then out of the direct line of fire.
However, the RSM was swearing well and
muttering about it being a tunnel and the danger
of ricocheting rounds, I put my foot down until
we were clear of the tunnel.
When we emerged into the pitch blackness we
stopped and assessed the situation. The CO
decided to continue but without lights; the
famous "Mostar Road" was beginning to mean
something to me. We travelled at about 40kph
along the road narrowly missing several trucks
coming the opposite way, also without lights. I
hadn't appreciated how dark it could get and
how little I could see. We followed the convoy
light of the CO's vehicle until we suddenly saw
several large flashes to our right, accompanied
by loud bangs. We stopped behind some buildings to assess the situation once more. It would
appear that a group firing mortars on our right
was engaging an unseen target to our left; we
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area of the bridge the river forms a lake
behind a dam constructed at Grabavica,
some 3km downstream. Built in 1968/69
the bridge consists of a continuous 3-span
prestressed concrete box girder, supported
on reinforced concrete piers with a deck
wide enough for two lanes of traffic. A 13m
long section of the bridge had been
destroyed leaving only one web of the box
connecting the two ends of the bridge. The
damage was probably caused by a bulk
explosive charge being detonated on top of
the bridge, followed by the prestressing
>W
tendons on the south side being cut using
oxy-acetylene equipment.
Ton
An improvised bridge, consisting of two
700mm deep "I" beams, with a 160mm deep
reinforced concrete slab spanning the bottom
flanges, had been erected over the remaining
section of the web on the eastern side. It was
supported on the existing bridge deck immediately adjacent to the damaged area.
The bridge investigation aimed to satisfy
two requirements. First, to assess the
capacity of the concrete bridge to carry the
design load (prompted by comments from
A
a number of people who had reported experiencing alarming deflections and vibraY
tions whilst standing near the area of
damage when the bridge was being trafc
ficked). Second to assess the shortest span
of Extra Wide Bailey Bridge (EWBB) that
would be required to replace the improvised bridge which only had a carriageway
width of 2.9m - too narrow for the
Mercedes low-loaders.
The bridge was surveyed, critical dimensions measured and the cross-section details
*
exposed by the blast inspected carefully.
A major difficulty was encountered in
assessing the prestress in the tendons and
the number of tendons involved. As-built
drawings were not available, although a
reference provided by the University of .
Split, gave the prestress at construction as
20 tonnes per tendon. The damaged area in
the centre of the bridge provided some clues as to
the spacing of tendons but was too far from the
critical section, over the pier, to provide anything
certain. Finally it was decided to conduct an
analysis of the structure, make any necessary
assumptions, and then attempt to validate the
analysis in as many ways as possible. To do this
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it was assumed that the central span had been
completely cut by the blast and, therefore, that
the bridge was acting as two cantilevers. Sections
of both reinforcement and stressing strand were
tested in the University of Split laboratories,
whilst the concrete was assumed to have a characteristic strength of 45N/mm 2, a typical value
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Diagram showing improvised scaffolding details for the Bijela Bridge.

The investigation aimed to assess the capacity of:
* the existing spans to carry intended traffic loads (ie a
Mercedes low-loader carrying a Warrior),
* the fallen span to support those loads from the
improvised bridge or, if not, possibly from an equipment bridge,
* the scaffolding improvised bridge to support the
traffic loads.
The bridge was surveyed and the critical
dimensions measured to permit a structural analysis to be carried out, although great difficulty
was found in gaining access to some parts of the
underside of the bridge.
As with the Aleksin Hanu Bridge, the
stressing tendons were partly exposed by the
blast. The original structure was, however,
simpler and the load capacity of the beams
could therefore be established with some confidence and a back analysis completed, again to
British Standard 5400. The bridge was found to
have the necessary capacity. Validation of the

analysis was carried out using a load deflection
test in a similar way to the Aleksin Hanu
Bridge inspection. The test was carried out
using a DROPs truck carrying a full water tank,
allowing the bridge to be repeatedly loaded
using a standard vehicle; the weight of the
vehicle was adjusted by partly emptying the
tank. The results of load tests on the concrete
span, however, were not helpful as the test
vehicle was not heavy enough to cause sufficient deflection to be reliably and accurately
measured using the available survey equipment.
The scaffolding span presented a different
problem. The deflection test was repeated but
this time horizontal lateral deflection was
measured. Vertical deflection was not measured
as the play between the deck components was
too great to allow useful results to be obtained.
From the results of these tests it was found that
the scaffolding bridge deflected to the west at
the southern end and to the east at the northern
end. On inspecting the scaffolding it was found
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CONCLUSION
A NUMBER of useful lessons were learnt from the

two bridge inspections. The use of design software in the field allowed some parts of the structures to be modelled in a way which could not
have been achieved by hand. Had the team had
more experience with the available software
then even more use could have been made of
this facility. Without the as-built drawings
prestressed concrete will always present problems to anyone required to assess a structure, be
it intact or damaged. The use of non-destructive
load and deflection testing of the bridge below
its ultimate capacity can provide some useful
information about its performance, however a
controlled load such as a water tanker must be
used if the results are to have any meaning. If

such a system is to be used for shorter span
bridges then either much larger loads, or more
sensitive survey equipment will be required.
Further research into such methods may be
worthwhile, particularly if it is possible to establish a correlation approach to the assessment of
prestressed bridges.
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The two bridge inspections provided a considerable challenge as, in addition to testing the team's
knowledge of the design and construction of such
structures and methods of investigating the structures' performance, the work had to be completed
against a deadline and without the back up of a

fully equipped design office. The main conclusions drawn from the inspections are that:
* the Corps should improve its technique, and practise
its capability to inspect concrete bridges,
* a specialist team has the capability to assess nonstandard structures although there is scope for this
capability to be improved,
* even in an operational theatre the perception that a
bridge is shaking too much, even though it may not
be loaded to its ultimate capacity, can be sufficient
to prompt an investigation, together with resulting
repairs and rebuilding work if necessary.

As an epitaph, the Yugoslavian engineers who
built the original structures and the other
projects in the Neretva Valley deserve full credit

for some impressive engineering works which
have been tested well beyond their designer's
expectations - and survived.

WE, THE

BRITISH LIMBLESS
EX-SERVICE MEN'S ASSOCIATION
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The Brennan Torpedo: Part II
Mechanism after 1887
MICHAEL KITSON MCSD NDD FSG
forward on either side of the torpedo's nose,
whilst lateral (directional) steering was
obtained by four rudders, a pair above and
below the nose and a second pair aft. The aft
rudders were placed in front of the twin
propellers, a change introduced in 1878 and
prior to the decision to exit the wire from the
centre of the propeller boss.(l)

THE TORPEDO IN 1887

BY 1887 the simple model which Louis
Brennan had patented in 1876 had been transformed into a 24ft long steel torpedo, similar
to the one displayed today in the Royal
Engineers Museum, a design which remained
unaltered until 1897. However, although
between 1876 and 1887 the internal and
external features of the torpedo had been
completely changed, the principle of the
method by which the torpedo was driven
through the water remained exactly as before.
Wire which had been wound onto two drums
and loaded into the torpedo before a run, was,
on launching, pulled off the drums by a steam
winding engine ashore. The two drums in the
torpedo were keyed to the propeller shafts,
and thus the drums and propellers were
rotated by the wire being hauled in at great
speed by the winding engine. An action which
produced an interesting contradiction,
because the faster the wire was pulled in by
the winding engine the faster the torpedo was
driven away from it.
Some of the major changes which had been
made, were designed to increase the torpedo's
stability; an alteration to the way in which the
wires from the drums were led out of the
Brennan being one. By passing them through
the centre of the propeller shafts the possibility of the wires being snagged was minimized, and sideways drag was less likely to
create a rolling motion, which would have
been the case when they were led back above
the propellers and the rear rudder.
Another noticeable stabilizing feature was
the substantial horizontal fixed fins at the
stern. Fins of this sort were a feature of the
Whitehead torpedo until 1874, when the
introduction of counter-revolving screws
were found to make them unnecessary.
However, the Brennan of 1878 used them and
they remained on all subsequent models.
Vertical (depth) steering was now controlled
by a pair of horizontal fins placed well

STEERING AND DEPTH MECHANISMS

THE most substantial changes were those
made to the steering and depth mechanism.
Even during the year between 1880 and the
trials of 1881, Brennan had made improvements, and during the following five years an
entirely different depth mechanism had been
constructed. While the negotiations for the
torpedo's purchase were taking place, Major
M T Sale RE, the senior officer in charge of
its development, had summed the changes up
for the Treasury as follows:
"Whatever the value of the secret may have
been in 1881 that value has been very greatly
increased by the improvements added since
that date. Steering arrangements could, no
doubt, be devised by any clever mechanist
acquainted with the torpedo in principle, but
it would be most difficult, if not impossible to
meet the many small practical difficulties
which are met with in working out this principle, without prolonged trial and experiment.
The value of the depth mechanism is, in my
opinion very great, it is a wholly novel and strikingly ingenious apparatus for meeting conditions
far more complex than are met by the corresponding apparatus in the Whitehead torpedo. I
do not think that this mechanism, or anything
equal to it in efficiency is likely to be hit upon
(except by prolonged study) by any person,
however able a mechanist he be. Moreover, its
action is so very peculiar that it would require a
prolonged inspection, whilst at work, by a skilful
mechanical engineer to comprehend its action,
and would be quite beyond the comprehension
of a working artisan."(2)
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THE EXTANT TORPEDO

ALTHOUGH no full and reliable description, or

drawing, has been found to establish how this
new depth mechanism worked, a considerable
amount of sound information about how the rest
of the torpedo's mechanism functioned can be
pieced together from three reliable sources.
These are:
· Proof copy of a confidential War Office document
"the Memoranda for Station Torpedo Officer, (1903)".
*A small notebook (Army Book 136) kept by an
officer under instruction at the Brennan School,
probably in 1904,(3) which was recently discovered
in the Corps Library.
* From the torpedo in the possession of the Royal
Engineers Museum.(4)

When, in 1985, this torpedo was moved
from the old Corps Museum to its present
location, it was necessary to separate it into
three component sections and the author was
able to arrange for photographs to be taken of
the inside of the compartments this partial
dismantling revealed.
The date this torpedo was built has not been
established with certainty. However, various
parts are marked BTF and numbered 18,
confirming that it was built at the Brennan
Torpedo Factory, which began production in
January 1888,(5) and therefore that this
torpedo was the eighteenth built. Five, or six,
were reported to have been completed by
March 1890 when a further 30, or 40, were
under construction. Fifty had been completed
by June 1891. We know with certainty that
after the torpedo was redesigned to take a
heavier gauge of wire in 1897 the new
Mark II torpedoes were numbered from 101
to 200. It is therefore likely to have been
completed in 1890, or 1891.(6)
Although the information provided from these
three sources is far from complete, it adds
considerably to our knowledge of the torpedo.
Thus, although the depth mechanism itself was
not opened, or dismantled and photographed in
1985, it is possible to both recognize and locate
it from the officer's notebook.
It is also possible to gain an understanding
of the nature of the engineering used, and
why, for instance, the value of its secret was
considered "... to lie not only in the steering
and depth mechanism, but also in the numerous
clever devices which have been invented to
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meet the many difficulties which arose when
working out the details."(7)
The eight compartmental sections of the
torpedo, listed fore to aft, are: charge
chamber, pistol chamber, depth chamber, fore
drum chamber, aft drum chamber, reciprocating chamber, ballast chamber, and the aft
chamber. There are access ports on the left
(port) side facing forwards; circular ones to
the pistol, reciprocating and aft chambers; a
small square port to the depth chamber, and
one large square port to both drum chambers.
There are two propeller shafts, one inside the
other, the inner shaft driving the rear propeller
and the outer shaft the forward one. The drums
are keyed to the shafts which slot into them and
thus empty drums can be removed from the
torpedo for winding on more wire, by drawing
out the shafts to the rear and lifting the drums
through the square port.
In 1887 about three times as much wire was
required to be wound onto each drum as the
distance the torpedo was intended to travel,
and so, for a range of 2000yds 12,000yds of
wire were needed, and the maximum range of
2700yds required 16,200yds of wire.(8)
The work done by the moving wire can be
understood if we follow its route from the
drums as it was drawn from the torpedo by
the winding engine ashore. Wire was led from
each of the full drums over a reciprocating
pulley, located above the drum and angled so
as to give the best lead to the wire as it was
drawn from the outer side of each drum. The
pulley is ingeniously geared to travel backwards and forwards above the drum, so as to
remain exactly above the point at which each
layer is unwound. From the reciprocating
pulleys the wire was then led forwards and
over another large wheel, or pulley, in the
depth chamber, with its axle lying transverse
to the torpedo's axis. One function this pulley
performed was to feed both wires into the
forward end of the propeller shaft.
STEERING MIECHANISM DRIVE

THIS pulley, in the depth chamber, appears to
have been driven by both wires, and its second
function was to transmit work, via a worm
geared shaft, to the steering mechanism. It
seems that the shaft therefore transmitted
drive obtained from both wires to the steering
mechanism, and it cannot be ascertained from
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the photographs how a
difference of speed was
provided to steer the
torpedo. But this would
have been necessary if a
differential, such as that
described in the 1877 patent,
was obtained. At the top and
bottom of the steering
mechanism box, half-circle
pulleys worked the fore
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and aft rudders via chains
and rods.
RING EJECTING DEVICE
THE wire then travelled
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in the rear propeller mount-

ing was a mechanism which
ejected a series of rings to
keep the wires together as
they ran back behind the
torpedo to the winding
engine. A ball-bearing thrust
ring, set loose on the inner
shaft, but set between, and
running against the mountings of both propellers,
remained stationary as they
turned because the propellers
were counter-revolving. The
rear propeller mounting
therefore turned against the
and
stationary-·-thrust
· ·-- ·-pring
·
worked via gearing to drive
a sleeve which ejected the
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ejecting gear from A B Ogle's notebook. "Army Book 136:
ofrin
Confiden tial Brennan". (Cotnrlesy Ronal Engineers Aluseum.)

rings. This was managed so
as to eject one ring for each
90 revolutions of the propeller, or every 60yds of the
torpedo's travel.
RECIPROCATING PULLEYS

THE reciprocating pulleys are located above the
drums, the one for the forward drum on the port
side, and that for the rear drum on the starboard
side. An arrangement which indicates that the
drums were counter-revolving, and as they were
keyed to the shafts drove the counter-revolving
propellers without gearing being necessary, the
forward drum working the rear screw via the

inner shaft and the rear drum working the
forward screw via the outer shaft. As the drums
and shafts were counter revolving it follows that
the "collar and slot" method of obtaining a
differential for steering, as described in the 1877
patent, had been dispensed with.
The backwards and forwards movement of
the reciprocating pulleys was obtained by
transmitting drive from the main, or outer
shaft, via a gear train in the reciprocating
chamber. This train carried the drive to a
tripper which caused a "jack in the box" gear
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Sketch of reciprocating gear train from A B Ogle's notebook. the shaft transmitting drive
forwvards to the depth mechanism is labelled DM. Arnm Boo 136: Confidlenrtil
Brenmln, (Coi)rIte.sy Royal EngineersAtlseit,,.t

to reverse the motion. This in turn used chains
to drive the two reciprocating pulleys (one for
each drum) backwards and forwards on slides.
The gear ratio is such that they were driven
across the length of the drum as the wire was
led off it, and it reversed their direction after
220 drum revolutions, which was the number
of turns in one layer of wire.
HYDROSTATIC VAL'E

THE hydrostatic valve housed in the brass nose
of the torpedo, was placed under pressure by
water entering through the circular holes in the
nose. The "notebook" mentions the problem of
the spindle of the hydrostatic diaphragm
sticking, and also that the diaphragm worked
against a spring, which extended 2in under 631b
of (water) pressure. It is possible, but not certain,
that the movement of the spindle was transmitted to connect at the lower forward side of
the depth mechanism box via a rod which has
been removed from the torpedo.
DEPTH MIECHANISM DRIVE

THE gear train in the reciprocating chamber
was also employed to transmit drive from the
main shaft forwards to the depth mechanism(9) by a shaft which passes below the

drums. As yet, little
concerning the depth
mechanism can be established other than this.
It is clear that although
at present it cannot be
established with certainty
how the depth and steering
mechanisms worked, they
can be identified in the
extant torpedo. Furthermore, the steering mechanism of the torpedo is
entirely different from that
described in the 1877
patent and in the numerous
published articles which
have appeared since then.
THE MAST
To steer the torpedo to its
target the directing officer
followed the course of the

8ft mast which projected
above the surface. We
know that for running at night the mast was
fitted with an electric light run from a battery
carried in the torpedo. This light was arranged
to be switched on at the same time as a brake,
applied to the wire drums, was taken off. This
was done by using the sudden tensioning of
the chain to the reciprocating gear as soon as
wire began to be hauled off the drums. The
purpose of the brake was to prevent the wire
on the drums from unwinding, or slackening,
prior to launching, for instance when the
torpedo was being moved sideways onto the
launching ways.(10)
When the torpedo was in store the mast folded
back along the length of the torpedo and when
raised was held in position by a single stay. Less
is known for certain about the marker at the top
of the mast in 1887; early accounts of trials refer
to a flag at the top o£ the mast, others to a disk,
and another to a spring-loaded butterfly, which
closed on impact with the water.(l 1)
Another method used to enable the operator to
follow, and therefore direct, the course of the
torpedo, and which is described in early
accounts, was to place phosphide of calcium (or
Holmes' composition), in a small compartment
immediately behind the mast which, when in
contact with water emits "... flame and smoke in
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the track of the torpedo."(l2) As standing orders
required this to be used on all practice runs,
whether by day, or night, it is likely that its
prime purpose was to mark the position of the
torpedo for retrieval if it sank from sight below
the surface, perhaps, for instance, at the end of a
trial run.(13)
CHARGE FIRING PISTOL

THE device used to fire the charge was housed
in the Pistol Chamber, but as it has been
removed from the torpedo held by the RE
Museum. The only information we have of its
design (c1903) is an incomplete drawing in
"Army Book 136". It comprised a large springloaded pin, which under the shock of impact
was released to strike a (77 grain) detonator
and a ( 2 0 oz) priming charge of dry guncotton.
This detonated the charge of 2301b of wet
guncotton, a charge increased to 3641b in the
Mark II Brennans.(14)
Two safety devices were fitted, a bolt, to be
withdrawn after the pistol was set, and possibly,
a dial-plate lock, which was geared to revolve to
an unlocked position after sufficient drum turns
had elapsed for the torpedo to pass the shock of
launching and clear the torpedo station. A device
similar to this was proposed in the 1886 patent
by Hiram S Maxim for a wire-driven dirigible
torpedo.(15)
RECORDING DEVICES
ELABORATE care was taken to monitor and

record the performance of each torpedo during
its run, and it was recommended that all torpedoes would be run in rotation at least twice a
year(16). The need to keep careful records
may have derived in part from the continuing
development of the torpedo stations and their
fitments, but also because the particular characteristics of every torpedo's individual
performance were recorded. Certainly the
amount of information collected was unusual
for its time, and it also appears to have been
carefully analysed and put to practical use to
improve the weapon's accuracy.(17)
At the winding engine, recorder-barrels
turned to produce continuous graph scales of
the stress on the wire, of the number of drum
turns wound in and of all steering put on. From
a careful examination of the curves of the
stress diagram, malfunctions could be traced
to their source, such as the ring ejector
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failing, or the spindle of the hydrostatic valve
sticking.(18) The stress diagrams could, it was
claimed, elucidate "... almost every abnormal

occurrence which arises in practice, and in
many cases it is only through diagrams that the
causes can be traced."(19)
A similar recorder was housed in the charge
chamber of the torpedo during practice, to
produce continuous graphs of steering and
depth-keeping throughout the run.
GYROSTATIC PERFORMANCE

WHEN discussing the depth and steering
mechanism, three fundamental questions need
to be addressed:
* Did the rapidly rotating drums of wire in the torpedo
produce a gyrostatic force which was sufficient to
have an effect on the torpedo's performance?
*And leading from this, if they did, then to what
extent was that force either put to use, or controlled?
*And thirdly, whether, or not, there is sufficient
evidence to suggest the depth mechanism employed
a gyroscope?
Amongst the whole literature on the torpedo
only one author, although a significant one,
Brigadier General W Baker Brown RE,
mentions a gyroscope. At the time of Brennan's
death in 1932, some 26 years after the torpedo
had been withdrawn from service, Baker
Brown wrote that although details of the depth
and steering mechanisms were secret and
remained secret, "... it may be stated that they

depended on the application of a gyroscope."(20) As the author of the History of
Submarine Mining in the British Army, and of
the volume of the History of the Corps of
Royal Engineers which describes this period,
Baker Brown's article must be considered
authoritative. His first-hand knowledge of the
activities of the Corps was exceptionally
comprehensive and therefore, although it is
possible that he did not know the "secret" in
detail, there is every reason to suppose that he
was correctly informed about the gyroscope.
Another cogent argument for the supposition
that gyroscopic principles were understood and
may have been employed, is that Brennan
applied them to the major inventions he subsequently undertook. For instance, to the stabilization of the monorail he developed for the
British War Office and the Indian Government,
to the gyrostatic controls of his helicopter, and
to his gyro-car.(21)
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THE HOWELL TORPEDO AND
"DIRECTIONAL" STABILITY

ALTHOUGH the first practical application of a

gyroscope to torpedoes is usually ascribed to
Ludwig Obry in 1895, and its first adoption for
azimuth control of the Whitehead torpedo by the
US Navy took place the following year, in fact,
not only was the principle already well understood but 25 years previously it had been applied
to the Howell torpedo.
If we leave the problem of maintaining a
steady depth to one side and first consider the
use of the gyroscope to obtain directional
stability, we know that the stabilizing effect of
rifling, on shells and bullets was, of course, well
known, and described as a "directive" force: one
which kept the projectile pointing in the same
direction during its flight.
It was this "directive" force which led Captain
John E Howell, United Stated Navy (USN), to
use the gyrostatic effect of a large flywheel to
supply both motive energy and "directional
stability" for the torpedo he invented in
1870.(22) The Howell torpedo was ultimately
adopted by the USN in 1889 and the contract
for its manufacture awarded to the Hotchkiss
Ordnance Company. As the Howell was
protected by patent it was never officially
regarded as secret. Thus, the torpedo's mechanism was not only thoroughly described in
successive patents, but was widely publicised
by the manufacturer as well. The Howell was
fired from a ship and although it could not be
directed to its target, later models were able to
self-correct deviations from their course to a
remarkable extent.
Hotchkiss described the model of 1887 as
being driven by the momentum of a heavy
1101b flywheel, with its axis placed laterally
across the torpedo and geared to drive two
propellers placed side by side. The flywheel
was set running to about 10,000rpm by a steamdriven Barker's mill and thus the range was
limited by the method of propulsion. In 1887
Hotchkiss claimed the range of an 8ft torpedo as
only 300yds at 21 knots, but at that date this
was not substantially less than the range of the
Whitehead of 437yds at 29 knots. Also the
range given for the Howell is deceptive,
because the momentum of the flywheel kept the
torpedo running, albeit at a decreasing speed,
for a maximum of 1000yds. The same report
ascribes the inherent directional force produced

by the gyrostatic effect of the flywheel as the
reason for the torpedo's remarkable "directional" stability, and in this account no details
are given of the gyrostatic mechanism for
correcting lateral deviation from the course,
which was probably first publicly demonstrated
at Villefranche in 1890.(23)
As we have seen, the Brennan differed substantially from the Howell. The drums of the
Brennan were not solid throughout, were considerably lighter, rotated at a slower speed and
moreover, were contra-rotating, but the large
amount of wire required for a run added significantly to their weight. In the case of the Howell
the primary purpose of the flywheel was to
provide energy to turn the propellers and drive
the torpedo to its target; thus weight and speed
of rotation were vital requirements. The
flywheel of the Howell in 1884 weighed 1121b
and on launching rotated at 10,000rpm, the
weight of the flywheel being increased to 1281b
in 1890. In 1887 each drum in the Brennan fully
wound with wire for a run of 2700yds weighed
about 1801b and rotated at about 1290rpm.
The fundamental principle of the gyroscope,
as most children discover from quite small
toys, is that if a revolving flywheel is acted on
by any force not parallel to the axis of the
flywheel there will be a resultant motion about
an axis perpendicular to the plane of these two.
Put more precisely the tendency of such an
influence is to bring the axis of the flywheel
into the axis of the disturbing couple. For
instance, if the Howell torpedo, in which the
axis of the flywheel lay across the hull,
changed direction to the right, the gyroscopic
effect would cause the torpedo to heel over to
the left. Howell utilized this by introducing a
pendulum to swing transversely as the torpedo
rolled, and the position of the pendulum
provided a switch to cause power to be applied
to the vertical rudder to give the correcting
helm - in this case left rudder. This in turn
applied a corrective couple to the flywheel with
the result that the original direction was
resumed and the heel-over corrected.(24)
When contra-rotating flywheels are placed
exactly equidistantly fore and aft of the centre
of flotation, as was the case with the drums in
the Brennan, the gyroscopic effect still occurs,
but as long as the gyros rotate at the same
speed, the gyroscopic effect of one flywheel
cancels that of the other. In short, by adopting
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contra-rotating drums, the Brennan became
much more easily controlled.(25)
We know that the Brennan used rotative power
to transfer sufficient force to apply helm. It was
transmitted from the rotating outer shaft via a
gear train in the reciprocating chamber to the
depth mechanism, and therefore the means by
which rotative power was used to turn the fins of
the Howell is of interest. The position of the
transversely swinging pendulum allowed a
rocking arm to engage, or disengage from, a cam
wheel rotated by a worm drive on the propeller
shaft. The rocking arm could therefore be disengaged, or tilted one way or the other towards the
cam wheel. The arm which was tilted towards
the cam wheel was struck by the cam rib each
time the wheel revolved and threw the tiller over
for an instant, and caused a rapid series of flicks
to be made by the fins.(26)

used in conjunction with the hydrostatic valve to
operate the horizontal fins.(28) As the axis of the
flywheel was placed horizontally and at right
angles to the axis of the torpedo, the inclination
of the horizontal fins and the resultant inclination of the torpedo, as it changed its depth,
would not produce a gyrostatic couple, because
such an inclination occurred about the axis of
the flywheel. But, of course, this would not be
the case if the torpedo did not remain vertical,
for instance if it heeled over on diving.
Eventually the steadily improving speed and
range of the Whitehead, as well as the adoption
by Whitehead of Obry's gyroscope, and the difficulty of further developing the motive power of
the Howell to match the increased range of the
new Whiteheads, was to lead the USN to switch
from the Howell to the Whitehead.

MAINTAINING DEPTH

AMONGST the literature on the Brennan there are

OBVIOUSLY a hydrostatic valve working by itself
can exert only a pressure equal to the pressure of
water at the depth of the torpedo, and suffers
from two major defects. The pressure exerted is
insufficient to turn the fins of a torpedo travelling at 20 or 30 knots. Nor can the valve,
working against a spring, react quickly enough
to prevent an "over-and-under" effect, caused by
successive, corrective inclinations of the fins, as
the pressure pad registers too low, or too high the porpoise-like behaviour so much commented
on during the trials of the Brennan in 1879.
To solve these problems in 1868 Whitehead
used a heavy pendulum weight which worked in
conjunction with the depth mechanism. The in,
or out, position of the hydrostatic valve signalled
the depth, and the weight swung forwards and
aft with the inclination, or tilt, of the torpedo,
whilst the linkage between the two enabled the
position of the pendulum to act as a damper. As
the Whitehead was driven by a 3-cylinder
engine, powered by compressed air, the next
step, taken in 1876, was to add an air-operated
servo-motor to the depth mechanism. The depth
mechanism now opened, or closed a valve to
provide sufficient effort to turn the horizontal
fins; thus with a half ounce pull, or push, from
the slide rod of the "balance" mechanism the
motor could exert 1801b lift.(27)
The depth mechanism of the Howell in 1887
was similar to that of the Whitehead and a
second pendulum, swinging fore and aft, was

a number of references to the torpedo's
behaviour, which suggest, but cannot be taken as
proof, that a powerful gyroscopic "directive"
force was evident. Often eyewitness accounts of
the torpedo's performance when it was on trial
inadvertently throw light on the function of the
"secret" mechanism; as always, malfunctions are
given special attention. In such accounts, we
read of sudden dives, or sudden uncontrolled
right-angle turns. In the case of the earlier
models when the drums rotated in the same
direction (perhaps only until 1878) this could
easily have been caused by a gyrostatic force
over-riding the steering or depth-keeping mechanism. But after that date such an effect would
only have occurred if one drum stopped operating, or ran more slowly than the other.
The Memoranda for Station Torpedo Officers
(1903), which is one of the few War Office
documents to come to light, in recommending
methods for steering seems to imply that a gyrostatic effect had to be considered: "The steering
should, if possible, be put on gradually, two or
three at a time, and then at a short interval, and
so on. This is particularly important in the case
of a torpedo which is seen to vary its depth
badly on steering. In this case care should also
be taken not to reverse the steering suddenly, as
this is particularly liable to make a torpedo,

EVIDENCE FROM ACCOUNTS OF TRIALS

w'hich is al-eady diving on being steered in one
direction, come to the surface when the steering

is reversed. (author's italics)"(29)
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In 1885 naval officers of the "Vernon" torpedo
school, who witnessed a trial, were interested
by the almost instantaneous turning reaction of
the torpedo in response to the engine ashore
being braked, despite the long run out and loop

more than a quarter circle might suggest that a
gyrostatic force was active. However, it is
arguable that a combination of momentum and
the effect of a large curved bight of wire could
have achieved such a result.

of wire trailing behind the torpedo "... for", as

they reported, "it would naturally be expected
that after turning first one way and then the
other for considerable distances, the slack wire
would have to be taken up before pulling strain
could be imparted to the torpedo, but this in
practice seems not be the case, as the torpedo
turns almost immediately the operator moves
his wheel."(30)
Also the torpedo could be turned in a remarkable tight circle, as was shown in the defence
exercises off Sheerness in September 1891
when the "improved" model "...was turned
almost in its own length when about a 1000yds
from the shore."(31)
Certainly the torpedo turned quickly, and the
placement of rudders in the nose as well as aft
would have made for smart tight turns: each
rudder pivoting about its centre, the fore
rudders pivoting clockwise (to effect a turn to
the right) at the same time as the rear rudders
pivoted anti-clockwise. If the turns were indeed
"instantaneous" it is possible the rudders were
supplemented by, and were used to correct, a
gyrostatic effect.
A more surprising demonstration of directional
control took place at the celebrated and dramatic
trial made from Fort Albert (Isle of Wight) in
June 1889 to a select audience of parliamentarians and senior naval and military officers.
Essentially the demonstration was to show that
the purchase, and the large price to be paid, were
justified. "The target was an old wooden ship
which was towed past the fort at a range of
1200yds, and at a speed of 10 to 12 knots.
Brennan was himself in charge of the torpedo
which to the astonishment of the spectators
passed astern of the target! Brennan then turned
the torpedo nearly at right angles, caught up the
target boat and struck it on the side furthest from
the operator! The explosion was successful and
the target hulk entirely destroyed."(32)
Bearing in mind that the control of the torpedo
was effected by the agency of two wires, under
stress as they were pulled from the torpedo
drums to the winding engine, the apparent
"directional" stability demonstrated at the Fort
Albert trial when the torpedo was turned through

TORPEDO STATION LAUNCHING WAYS
BUT perhaps the most interesting evidence is
provided by the launching ways at Brennan

torpedo stations. Before launching, the torpedo
was held on a trolley at the head of the ways
(two rails of a tramway) at an angle of ten
degrees to the horizontal. The wires were
coupled to the winding engine drums, the
winding engine drums set running and then
stops, which restrained the torpedo were withdrawn. This allowed the torpedo, by the agency
of gravity alone, to run down the rails into the
water. The ways were designed with very great
care so that in their vertical section the rails
made a smooth arc, so that the torpedo was
running as level as possible at the time it entered
the water, irrespective of the distance the
torpedo station was located above the water, and
irrespective of the height of the tide. Both of
which varied from station to station.
Brennan is reported to have claimed that "... on

launching the torpedo never undershot its set
depth, but anticipated its depth-line and took it
up in a single curved path".(33) The need to
accommodate the action of gyroscopic "directional" forces may perhaps explain the care
taken to release the torpedo into the water as
level as possible.
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It should be noted that the details provided
form the basis of the information exchange that
is "audited" when the unit concerned is subject
to an inspection by a treaty signatory/inspecting
state party. The following are examples of the
type of information that should not be provided
nor disclosed accidentally:

tive point within a site and formally denying
access to the inspectors.
UK ARMS CONTROL SITREP
AS AT DECEMBER 1992

THE UK has been more active in conducting
outgoing inspections than escorting those into the
UK and BFG. Over Easter 1992, 38 Engineer
Regiment was subject to a Russian Vienna
Document evaluation as part of the wider visit to
24 Ainnobile Brigade at Catterick.

War Roles.
Deployment plans.
Weapon capabilities.
Reinforcement plans.

THE FUTURE OF ARMS CONTROL

For those who react in horror at such a disclosure
of military information it should be remembered
that the UK publishes its arms control information at the unclassified level. Information of
proportionately greater significance is published
annually in the statement of defence estimates,
defence White Papers and open source defence
journals. Even if equipments or parts thereof
within an inspection site are of a sensitive nature,
then it is still possible to protect UK interests
within the scope of the treaty by declaring a sensi-

ARNMS control has removed intermediate range
nuclear weapons from Europe. The CFE Treaty is of
unlimited duration and looks set to facilitate more
intrusive examinations of international forces. For
instance, arms sales are now recorded on a UN
register, an "open skies" overflight inspection
regime is imminent and the list of nations signing up
to a future chemical weapons agreement is growing.
Whatever future changes to arms control are
made, the Corps of Royal Engineers will
continue to be involved.

April 1993 Journal Awards
The Publications Committee announces the following awards for articles of special merit published in
the April 1993 Journal:

Seventy Men. A Troop of Sappers with the Eighth Army in Early 1943 -by Nitebar ... £75
Training an Army to Navigate - Experiences from the Gulf War - by Major J F Prain ... £50
Europe's New Green Army - by Second Lieutenant V F H Orrell-Jones ... £50

Operation Lecturer, UK Participation in UN Operations in Cambodia by Lieut Colonel M W M Warren ... £50
Construction for Change - by Colonel M G le G Bridges OBE ... £25

The First Arakan Campaign and the Brief Life of DAIFORCE - by Colonel D C S David MC ...£25
Special Award - £50 to Major D Vernon for his work in extracting the article "Australian Adventure"
from the full text by Major S Love DSO* MC Croix de Guerre avec Palme.

Junior Officer Award - April 1993
THIS new award, announced last year, (to be given specifically for an article written by a junior officer not
above the rank of lieutenant at the time the article is received by the Institution), could have been presented
to Second Lieutenant Orrell-Jones. The Publications Committee, however, considered that the article
merited the greater award of £50, which automatically places it on the list of articles to be considered for
the following annual awards: the Montgomerie Prize (£75 or a set of volumes of Corps History), and the
Best Junior Officer (£50).
This is an encouraging start and committee members hope that more junior officers of both sexes will be
encouraged to take up the challenge.
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GERMAN ENGINEERS - HISTORY, STRUCTURE AND TASKS
pioneer comes from the word "peon", an old
word for servant or farm hand. In North
America pioneers were people who dug
entrenchments "paving the way" for the settlers
who were to follow; this definition explains the
German engineers' job, to "pave the way" for
other troops. We have a saying in the German
Army: "The engineers are always in front."
Amongst our engineers were famous architects
and master builders as well as famous inventors.
Many other arms originated from the Corps, for
example the Nuclear Biological Chemical
Corps, the Signallers and the Air Force.
There have been engineers in Germany for
about 270 years, but their tasks are more ancient.
In antiquity the pontoniers, the sappers and
miners, had to do all the construction and
support tasks required by other arms. Their
primary tasks were to build floating bridges or
piers, fortifications, roads, and they also had to
support the combat troops during assaults on
villages and fortifications. In order to execute
these tasks in the Middle Ages, they had to
gather together craftsmen, peasants and shipbuilders who were then commanded by engineers or artisan officers or "war architects".
Up to this day most German engineer officers
will have studied civil engineering at the Forces
University, every engineer NCO has to be a
craftsman, and the majority of the soldiers in the
German Corps of Engineers are qualified
craftsmen, artisans and engineers before joining
the army, making further training on these
subjects unnecessary.
German engineers have been involved in such
tasks as, in 1990 in Iran, building camps after an
earthquake and in 1991, again in Iran, a refugee
camp. After natural disasters they are called to
rebuild houses, roads and repair power lines.
In the late 17th century some of the various
German states formed special engineer units and
this was the origin of a new arm - Pioniere.This

word was used for the first time in 1810 by the
famous Prussian, General Scharnhorst, when he
suggested to his king that the existing mineur
and pontonier squadrons should be combined
into a Pioniercorps.

During the First World War the tasks of German
engineers changed. More and more, combat
support became the primary task whereas
construction tasks became less important. Because
of constraints in the peace treaty of Versailles after
the First World War, it was necessary for the
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German Army to train an "all round engineer"
who was able to build bridges as well as to lay
minefields and work with explosives, build and
breach other obstacles, and build routes.
During the Second World War the importance
of the engineers grew more than ever before.
They had to perform more tasks and more
specialized tasks. Various special engineer units
had to be formed and deployed. A French
source, reflecting the first month of the Second
World War said: "where the Germans have their
main effort they are always deploying their engineers." Nothing could be done without the
support of the engineers. That is why I am very
proud of the history of my Corps, a Corps which
has almost the same function as the British
Royal Engineers.
MAIN TASKS OF GERMAN ENGINEERS AT
PRESENT AND INTHE FUTURE

THE aim of engineer support is to help combat
troops to prevent enemy mobility and at the
same time support the mobility of friendly forces
and increase their survivability.
In addition to this the territorial tasks of
German engineers are to ensure support to
other troops all over the country: eg river
crossing operations in the rear, damage repair,
other territorial engineer tasks such as obstacle
preparation, breaching of obstacles, sustaining
the NATO-pipeline system in Germany,
Wallmneister tasks, (eg to take care of preplanned obstacles, or to give engineer advice in
their local area to German or Allied engineers.
(HNS - Host Nation Support)), EOD tasks and
giving engineer advice to the staff of the military region and district commands.
In future the German engineers will have to be
prepared to support much more in humanitarian
aid and disaster relief operations.
Modern warfare requires engineers who are
able to stop the enemy advance with modern
methods but at the same time allow friendly
forces high mobility. For this reason the German
engineers obtained the mine launcher Skorpion,
a modern minelayer with scatterable, antitank
and antipersonnel mines. They are about to
develop a barrier system similar to MINX
(Mines in the next century).
In order to support increased mobility over long
distances the German engineers have, or will have,
modem bridge equipment in the near future (eg:
M3 amphibious bridge, foldable bridge, improved
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GERMAN ENGINEER BRIGADE (ARMY STRUCTURE 5)
(From January 1995)
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AVLB Biber) as well as a mine detecting system
and the mine clearance tank Keiler.
The increased threat caused by modern
weapon systems, and more troops, mainly in the
rear, in assembly or harbour areas, create a need
for more protection. Therefore the German
engineers are equipped with modern plant either
armoured or unarmoured (eg: the Armoured
Vehicle German Engineers Dachs).
(Editor's note: An article about the Biber,
Keiler, Skorpion and Dachs equipment appeared
in the December 1989 Jolurnal, and an article
covering the M3 was published in the April
1992 Journal)

Let me first explain what the new army struc-

ture, (Army Structure 5), entails:
* To merge the Army Field Forces and the Territorial
Army in peacetime in such a way as to permit, in
case of war, strong major formations to be brought
up to full wartime strength while retaining the capability to accomplish territorial tasks (eg: Wartime
Host Nation Support).
* To organize a large number of units as equipment
holding units in peacetime. Warning times will be
sufficient to allow for manpower replenishment and
training in case of war.
* To keep a small number of units (seven brigades) at
100 per cent personnel strength ready in peacetime.
These forces shall be readily available for NATO
commitments and crisis management.

NEW STRUCTURE OF THE GERMAN ENGINEERS

IN order to execute the various tasks mentioned
above, a new engineer structure was thought out
in 1990/91, to be implemented by 1994.

Thus, the command echelons of the army will
be maintained - but there will no longer be engineer forces at all levels: the corps commands
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Northern Ireland - The Border Campaign.

An Example of Counter Mobility Operations in
Internal Security Operations
ANON
INTRODUCTION

BORDER CONTROL

As ajunior captain on JDSC, I had listened to the
lecturers, in the Faraday Hall at Sandhurst,
expound the theories of Thompson's principles
for the defeat of counterinsurgency in Malaya. In
the warmth of the classroom these principles
made good sense and seemed easy to apply.
These principles are:
* Government must have clear political aims.
* Government must be legitimate and its agents must
work within the law.
* Priority must be to defeat political subversion.
* Government agencies must work from secure base areas.
* Subversives must be denied safe havens.

THE Northern Ireland Office (NIO) operates a
controlled Border Policy from Middletown to
Londonderry. This control takes the form of a
series of road closures, tied in with Patrol Bases
with a roadside control facility, or police stations
that are capable of monitoring roads that cross the
Border. The theory being that it is difficult, if not
impossible, to cross the Border from the Republic
of Ireland (ROI) into NI without passing a SF location which is capable of monitoring vehicular
traffic.
Along the 290kms of Border from Middletown
to Londonderry there are 15 approved routes
along which people can cross the Border.
Additionally there are many smaller roads which
are not covered by obstacles or subjected to some
form of control, leaving farmers local to the
Border access to their land from either the
Province or the ROI. These roads tend repeatedly
to cross the Border, though they do not link roads
in the ROI to any roads in the Province that would
bypass Border Control Points (BCPs).

To my surprise, two months later I was standing
in the mists of Fermanagh trying to apply one of
Thompson's eminently sound principles in
Northern Ireland (NI).
My thoughts on arriving at the sharp end were
markedly different from those that I had had in
the classroom. Initially I found it very difficult
to see the benefit of denying the terrorist crossBorder access, removing from him his ability to
move into and out of his safe haven at will (one
of Thompson's principles). All I could see with
my limited experience was the Security Forces
(SF), restricting the access of local communities across the Border, splitting some small
parish communities in two and denying the
people one of their basic liberties - the freedom
of movement.
Two years on, after several major incidents and
many conversations with people from both
communities in Border areas, I realised that the
controlled Border policy was a very effective one
and that events were validating the control that
the Government placed on the Border in NI. I also
realised that what I had seen as a loss of liberty for
a limited number of people was providing security to a greater section of the community. It gave
them the freedom to live their lives "safer" from
the threat of terrorism.

POLITICAL REASONING FOR
BORDER CONTROL

THE political reasons behind this Border control
are assurance, deterrence and attrition.
Assurance is the first reason for Border control,
in that the road closures act as a display of
Government resolve to local communities, which
are regularly threatened by terrorist activities in
Border areas. On many occasions when a BCP has
been left open for a period of several days,
Protestants will complain that they are vulnerable
to attack from terrorist gangs, which may use the
open BCP to move into the Province from the
Republic to mount attacks.
Deterrence is very important in that the road
closures make it harder for the terrorists to cross
the Border, either routinely oren route to mount an
attack. The terrorists can plan their attacks in the
ROI with little fear of capture, making the ROI a
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safe haven from which they can mount their
attacks and then retreat into on completion of their
mission. The tight control imposed upon the
Border, forces them to find available unmonitored
routes or to construct their own routes into and out
of the Province. This requires detailed route recces
and complicates their planning.
Attrition of terrorist attacks mounted against
targets in NI is the final reason for the existence of
the controlled Border policy. Attack by terror
gangs may, and have, become dumbfounded in the
muddy lanes that the criminal fraternity construct
across the Border.
POLITICAL AUTHORITY FOR
BORDER CONTROL

BORDER Control was imposed very early on in the
resurgence of the Troubles in the early seventies,
to try and prevent terrorists crossing the Border in
formed bodies of armed men. This was seen to be
effective and the military continued to pursue this
policy with little political control until the mid1970s when the NIO imposed strict limits on the
way that Border Control was exercised. This new
legislation denied the military the use of explosives to close Border roads.
To ensure the legitimacy of road closures
(another of Thompson's principles) in Border
areas, a new section was introduced to the
Emergency Powers Act (EPA). Each closure had
to be personally authorized by the Secretary of
State for Northern Ireland (SOSNI) which
involved issuing a new closure order for each
road closure. The staff work required to obtain
permission to effect a closure took three to four
weeks to process, which meant that there would
always be holes in the Border through which the
terrorists could slip unchecked.
The current legal authority for road closures is
Section 25 of the EPA 1991. This section of the
Act not only allows the military to close roads,
but makes it an offence for someone to reopen the
closure if the order is still standing. The new
legislation has taken some of the burden of
finding proof for convictions off the SF, and
placed it upon the suspect to prove that, having
been found within 200m of a BCP with a piece of
construction plant, he had a legitimate reason for
being there. The act was developed to support the
Border Campaign and it is no longer necessary to
justify the reclosure of a road to the NIO every
time it is illegally reopened. The use of explosives still remains a controversial issue and the
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SOSNI must authorize each use of explosives for
road closure purposes.
MILITARY REASONS FOR BORDER CONTROL

THE military aim in Border areas is to combine
roadside control with patrolling in the remaining
border areas, in order to inhibit and interdict the
movement of terrorists and their munitions across
the Border.
Limiting terrorist access across the Border
reduces the support that the Army has to provide to
the Royal Ulster Constabulary (RUC) for their
routine policing of Fermanagh. In consequence
this enables the military to concentrate their
efforts on defeating the terrorists from a position
of strength.
In places the Border is clearly recognized as
being open to anybody to cross (either on foot or
using a 4-wheel drive vehicle) who does not wish
to cross it through a controlled route. The creation
of an impassable barrier along the Border would
require an obstacle akin to the Iron Curtain with the
manpower bill to support it. This would not only be
unacceptable in the current European political
climate but also unacceptable to the Treasury.
SUCCESSES OF THE CONTROLLED
BORDER POLICY

THE Controlled Border Policy has proved to be
effective in the attrition of three terrorist attacks in
the past eighteen months.
The first terrorist failure in this period attributable
to the Border Campaign was in September 1991
when terrorists tried to deliver an 80001b bomb to
Annaghmartin Permanent Vehicle Check Point
(PVCP) (PVCPs are now known as Patrol Bases
(PB) most of which retain a roadside control function). The terrorists had planned todeliver the device
in the back of a farmer's silage trailer. They
attempted to smuggle the device across the Border,
through several fields, into NI avoiding normal
cross-Border channels. The aim being to deliver the
device to the NI side of the PVCP, trying to blend in
with the normal pattern of life forthe area, so that the
attack could come from a less expected direction.
To move the device across the Border the terrorists had hijacked a tractor and trailer, and loaded the
80001b bomb into the trailer. The chosen route
required a lot of preparatory work before it was suitable for the tractor and trailer. The gang moved the
bomb to a holding area 200m from the Border in the
Republic, meanwhile assistants cut down hedges
and a fence and improved a ford. The device was
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question reports in the most minute detail, they once
returned a report covered with red ink corrections
(civil servants!!). Political clearance, if it be given,
can take five days to three weeks. The element of
doubt as to how long it would take for the clearance
to be granted on some of the more controversial
BCPs led to some routes being closed by Infantry
Pioneers with shovels as a stopgap.
The explosive closure is a simple operation to
mount. A cordon would be inserted, the area
cleared, explosives flown to the target, fired and
the operation completed in as little as four hours.
A larger closure, using as many as 12 Rapid
Cratering Kits (RCKs) may take six hours.
On the conclusion of every operation the NIO
sends damage assessors to the site to check that all
closures have been executed within the prescribed
parameters. Any infringement of these guidelines
causes political upheaval, usually with fairly
major Community Relations implications. In the
event of the Sappers causing unnecessary damage
during a closure, the unit involved will find that
they are returned to the location to repair it. To
prevent this embarrassing situation occurring, the
recce report must be accurate and the operation
must be conducted as per this report.
All operations mounted in Border areas are shadowed by the Garda or Irish Army on the other side
of the Border. This requires a lot of planning by the
RUC who are the only people authorized to
communicate across the Border. It also means that
all military patrols operating in Border areas must
be accompanied by an RUC officer so that they
can communicate across the Border. CrossBorder cooperation between the RUC and the
Garda is very strong but a poorly planned operation can damage this politically delicate relationship, again making BCP closure operation an
emotive subject between the two police forces.
THE OPPOSITION - TlE
CONINIUNITY ASSOCIATIONS

BCPs which have been closed by the SF are regularly reopened or bypassed by the local population
wanting to use the crossing. These people have no
connections with terrorist organizations although
terrorists are happy to exploit the reopenings. The
Community Associations, (the name they like to
refer to themselves by) have a large plant fleet on

call, with a comprehensive support organization
capable of maintaining and moving their equipment. They occasionally call "Days of Action"
when they will try to reopen as many as six BCPs
in a day. "Days of Action" are rare but there is still
a requirement for the SF to reclose four BCPs on
average each month.
The RUC are forefront in trying to prevent
members of Community Associations from
reopening BCPs illegally, as it is a law and order
problem. The task is a very difficult one as it is
only an offence to reopen a BCP in NI; once the
offenders step across the Border into the Republic
they are safe from arrest. This can reduce the
Community Association's planned illegal
reopening of a BCP to a slanging match across the
Border, with the RUC on one side and the
Community Association on the other. To their
credit, the RUC have successfully arrested and
prosecuted four people in the past six months.
CONCLUSIONS

THE Border Campaign in Fermanagh, County
Tyrone and County Londonderry is a demonstration of the benefits of engaging in countermobility
operations in Internal Security Operations or Low
Intensity Conflicts.
Control of cross-Border routes effectively strangles terrorist supply lines, in turn deterring and
inhibiting them from mounting attacks inside
"soft" areas.
Tight political control is the secret to success in
this type of campaign. The rules governing the
implementation of the Border policy at times
appear frustrating to soldiers on the ground, but
they ensure the legitimacy of the SF's actions and
ensure that neither side of the Community is
discriminated against.
The damaging nature of Sapper countermobility
operations on the national infrastructure means
that politicians must always show a lot of interest
in these operations.
There will always be opposition to Government
plans. The opposition to the Border campaign is
well organized and extremely overt.
The supporters of the Controlled Border Policy
all strongly believe in the policy, and I believe
events over the past eighteen months have
confirmed their beliefs.

Sapper Geology: Part 2
Geologist Pools in the Reserve Army
COLONEL E P F ROSE TD MA DPHIL MIWEM CGEOL FGS
AND COLONEL N F HUGHES TD ERD MA ScD FGS
BRITISH military geologists have slpported the
Corps of Royal Engineers since 1915, but until
1948 only in wartime. For the next 40 years - a
period spanned by the overlapping sen'ice of the
two authors - resenre army Pools of sapper officers provided six to eight geologists annually for
militarv tasks. Pool geologists contribltted
considerable academnic expertise to the Corps,
and in the first 20 years also some very varied
operationale.perience.
INTRODUCTION

PART one of this brief series of articles (Rose &
Hughes, 1993) showed how the military applications of geology and of geologists were first put
to effective use in the British army in World
War One, and considerably expanded in World
War Two. However, in both conflicts military
geologists had to be recruited directly from
civilian occupations after hostilities had begun.
Neither war began with military geologists
already in post, and a military geological staff
was developed only as war progressed (Rose &
Rosenbaum, 1993a,b). Next time, it was
planned, things would be different. This part of
the series documents the formation of a Pool of
Geologists in the TA in 1948, and the military
and geological careers of its founding members;
also geologist service since reconstitution of the
Pool as a unit of the Army Emergency Reserve
(AER) in 1953 until its later amalgamation with
the Engineer Works Pool of Officers to form the
Engineer Specialist Pool of the Territorial and
Army Volunteer Reserve (TAVR) in 1967 predecessor of the RE Specialist Advisory Team
of the present Territorial Army (RESAT).
TIlE TA POOIl OF GEOLOGISTS:
FOUNDATION

IN the summer of 1949, largely on the initiative
of W B R King, a group of eight geologists, with
very varied but in total considerable previous
military experience, attended an introductory
training course for RE officers of the TA at
Ripon. Bill King had distinguished himself as

the first military geologist of World War One
and the senior British military geologist at the
beginning of World War Two (Rose & Hughes,
1993), laying the foundation for the military
geological successes of F W Shotton later in the
war which were still much in mind in 1948. By
this time King was not only well established in
the prestigious academic post of Woodwardian
Professor of Geology in the University of
Cambridge, but also still influential as a geological adviser to the War Office (although sadly
the details of this latter role can no longer be
traced in the archives of the Chief Scientific
Adviser to the present-day Ministry of Defence).
King's view that a pool of military geologists
should be formed within the TA at last prevailed
and, on his nomination, from 1948 suitable officers were recruited to the Unattached List
RE(TA). Seven were soon to feature in the Army
List with the new post-nominal letters "GP"
(Geological duties, TA).
These were the very first geologists to be
appointed to serve as such in the TA branch of
the Corps. Their earliest members included some
increasingly distinguished members of the
geological profession, notably N L Falcon, D R A
Ponsford, T G Miller and A W Woodland, and
one of this paper's authors (N F Hughes),
together with H Rutledge and O C Farquhar,
who served more briefly. Falcon, Miller and
Woodland were all soon to rate entries in
"Who's Who", from which biographical details
can readily be gleaned.
Norman Falcon, now aged 89, was educated
at Exeter School and as a Senior Exhibitioner
at Trinity College Cambridge. He gained a
"double first" in the Natural Sciences Tripos,
in part one in 1925 and part two in 1927. From
1927 to 1940 he worked for the Anglo Persian
Oil Company, largely in extensive pioneer
geological exploration in Iran, where his major
achievement was to effect the primary survey
of the oilfields whose development became so
important in later years. Then with war raging,
he joined the army. Appointed to a Regular
173
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Postwar he returned to Cambridge in 1946,
taking a first in Natural Sciences Tripos part two
in 1948 and becoming a Harkness Scholar, an
honour which Bill King had enjoyed some
25 years previously. Concurrently, he was
appointed a university demonstrator in geology
under King as Woodwardian Professor. It is not
surprising, therefore, that he was recruited as a
TA sapper geologist at this time: he had the
appropriately distinguished Cambridge academic
pedigree; fine record of military service earned
in the war years; and necessary potential. Miller
was appointed as a captain TA(RE) with
seniority 24 April 1946, promoted acting major
(and subsequently major) with seniority 6 May
1950, and finally lieut colonel (in the AER) from
2 July 1964. Meanwhile his academic career
blossomed. Appointed a research fellow of Jesus
College Cambridge 1949-54, in 1953 he was
appointed lecturer in geology at the University
of Keele, being promoted senior lecturer in
1963. In 1965 he moved to the University of
Reading, as Professor of Geography, before in
1967 moving again, on appointment as Principal
of the University College of Rhodesia, a move
which brought his service as a reserve army
geologist to a close. Events which ultimately
transformed Rhodesia into Zimbabwe brought
him back to the UK after only two years, to a
Visiting Professorship at Reading, but his age
and also his appointment 1971-80 as Director of
the Polytechnic of North London at a time of
notable student unrest precluded any further TA
association. He had, however, earned a TD,
awarded in 1960.
Austin Woodland (1914-1990) was educated at
Mountain Ash County School in Mid-Glamorgan
and then at the University College of Wales,
Aberystwyth, where he graduated with a BSc in
geology and went on to obtain a PhD degree. In
1937 he was appointed a temporary assistant
lecturer at Manchester University, but quickly
moved to Queen's University, Belfast, as a
demonstrator in geology for the years 1937-9. In
1939 he left the university on appointment as a
geologist with the Geological Survey of Great
Britain, beginning a distinguished career in which
he was promoted to district geologist in 1957, to
assistant director in 1962, to deputy director in
1971, and finally to the very top, as Director, for
the three years 1976-9 (during the time in which
the Survey was temporarily renamed the Institute
of Geological Sciences) - being honoured with
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appointment as CBE in 1975. It was as a rising
star and as a highly experienced hydrogeologist
(finally with 23 Survey water supply publications
to his credit) that he was recruited as a military
geologist, being directly commissioned as a
captain RE(TA) with seniority from 1 June 1949,
and promoted major on 30 January 1953.
However, he left the reserve army in 1957 on
promotion within the Survey. Woodland
contributed expertise to the Gibraltar garrison,
gratefully acknowledged in British Geological
Survey archives, but like all the really useful military geological tasks, its precise nature remains
clouded in secrecy.
Some biographical details of Norman Hughes,
now aged 75, have already been given in the pen
picture prefixed to the first of these two articles
(Rose & Hughes, 1993). Educated at King's
College School, Wimbledon, and at Queens'
College Cambridge, his undergraduate career
was interrupted by the Second World War, so he
graduated in Natural Sciences by taking part one
of the Tripos examinations in 1939, part two in
1947, gaining a "double first" and the Harkness
Scholarship like his Geologists' Pool colleagues
Falcon and Miller. Granted a Regular Army
Emergency Commission in the Royal Artillery
as a second lieutenant from 15 December 1939,
and war substantive lieutenant from 15 June
1941, he was certified as "fully qualified to
instruct in [artillery] regimental survey". By late
1945 he was an instructor in biology at the Army
Formation College at Perugia in Italy. With this
background, and war service as both acting and
temporary captain to this credit, he was duly
promoted into the sappers as a captain RE(TA)
on 3 February 1949, and promoted major on
6 May 1950. From 1953 he was appointed a
university lecturer at Cambridge by Bill King,
becoming a Fellow of Queens' College in 1962,
and a Life Fellow on retirement. His contribution to geological research in the fields of palynology, palaeobotany, and stratigraphy was
recognized by award of a ScD degree in 1977.
Harold Rutledge (1920-1954) was educated at
Stockton Secondary School and the University
of Durham (AH, 1954). He graduated with 1st
class honours in geology in 1942, having distinguished himself in university athletics and
games - and as sergeant major of the Officers'
Training Corps. From 1943 to 1946 he served
with the Royal Bombay Sappers and Miners,
notably in the Burma campaign. Appointed to a
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Regular Army Emergency Commission as a
second lieutenant RE on 24 April 1944, he was
promoted war substantive lieutenant on
24 October 1944, and ended the war as a
captain. After demobilization, he briefly joined
the Atomic Energy Division of the British
Geological Survey before appointment in 1947
as an assistant lecturer in geology at the
University of Nottingham. In 1948 he was
appointed a lecturer at the University of
Edinburgh, where he gained a PhD degree, and
joined the Geologists' Pool. A captain RE(TA)
from 3 February 1949, he served until appointed
a senior lecturer in the University of Sydney,
moving to Australia in 1952 but dying soon
afterwards, in a tragic air crash at Singapore.
Oswald Farquhar, now aged 72, after war
service in the Royal Navy graduated from
Oxford (Lincoln College) with 1st class honours
in Natural Science: Geology in 1948. He was
then appointed an assistant lecturer in geology at
the University of Aberdeen, where he gained a
PhD degree in 1951, and joined the Geologists'
Pool. Commissioned as a lieutenant RE(TA)
with seniority from 30 July 1945, he was
promoted captain on 18 April 1951. He served
until leaving the UK about 1953, first for an
appointment at the University of Kansas, later
moving to the University of Massachusetts,
where he is currently an Emeritus Professor in
the Department of Geology and Geography.
In recruiting to the TA Geologists' Pool, it is
therefore clear that Bill King sought men of
proven academic ability, likely to achieve positions of increasing responsibility in their civilian
geological careers, normally with previous experience as commissioned officers. To obtain them,
it seems that he scanned a field reflecting his
own background as a Cambridge graduate and
professor, formerly employed by the British
Geological Survey and conscious that the Survey
had nominated both himself and others for
wartime service as military geologists. Miller,
Hughes, Rutledge and Farquhar were all university staff; Falcon, Miller, and Hughes had timely
Cambridge associations; Ponsford and Woodland
were recruited through the Survey. Woodland's
commission directly in the rank of captain,
apparently without previous military service, on
the basis of his civilian technical expertise, set an
interesting precedent long abandoned in the
specialist TA as developments in the modern
army increased the need for military skills to

enhance effectiveness and survivability on the
potential battlefield. The most long-lasting
appointments proved to be those recruited from
academic staff because of their continuing availability (Miller, Hughes, who not only served
longest but attained the highest reserve army
ranks achieved by members of this group).
Falcon (in the petroleum industry) and both
Ponsford and Woodland (in the Survey) had to
leave the TA on promotion in their civilian
careers, Rutledge and Farquhar on leaving the
UK. All but the last two achieved at least the rank
of major in the Corps - although only one of the
field officers had previous sapper service. Equal
or greater success was obtained from a start in the
Intelligence Corps or even the gunners!
In the uneasy period between the end of World
War Two and numerous emergencies yet to
come it was easier to form a Geologists' Pool
than it was to instruct or to exercise it. After the
Pool's initiation course in sapper affairs at
Ripon, annual training was held for the next
three or four years in Germany with BAOR. A
particular study was made of "going" conditions
in the area around Osnabriick and Hameln, and
of lessons to be learnt from the then relatively
recent failures experienced during operations in
1944-5; the difference from soil conditions in
the UK was the existence of thick deposits of
loess, and the redistribution of much loessic
material in other surface sediments. Local
mapping and auguring were enthusiastically
undertaken. The resident sapper units helpfully
provided transport and messing facilities but
were not at that time closely associated with the
Pool's investigation. Most of the Pool members
had been professionally involved with entirely
different geological problems, and this soilformation work proved generally valuable
training, as intended.
Some of the work was guided by A H V
(Harold) Smith, who had graduated in 1944 and
was serving as a War Office scientist in the
Army Operational Research Group, then based
at Herford in Germany. In June 1952 he left
BAOR for employment by the National Coal
Board, and was then (from 6 October) briefly
appointed to a commission on the AER General
List, and posted to the Pool of Technical Staff
and Technical Intelligence Staff Officers as a
TSO III, before joining the Geologists' Pool as a
captain RE on 28 February 1953. He "trained"
that year in Austria with Woodland and
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Farquhar, but transferred to RARO in March
1955. With a University of London PhD degree
to his credit, he gained distinction in civilian life
as a palynologist and coal petrologist.
TIIE AER POOL OF GEOLOGISTS:

TRANSFORMATION
IN 1953 the pool of geologists was transferred
from the TA to the recently-formed AER.
According to the Arny List, geologists appointed
to the AER pool in 1953 included Majors N L
Falcon, T G Miller, N F Hughes, and A W
Woodland (all continuing from the former TA
pool, as described above), together with
Captains A H V Smith, A F Fox and F Moseley.
Anthony Fox (1920-1983) was born in
London, and educated at Emanuel School
Wandsworth, from where he obtained a Shell
scholarship to study Petroleum Technology at
the Royal School of Mines, part of Imperial
College, London. However, an obituary (MFR,
1984) records that his entry into Imperial
College coincided with the outbreak of the
Second World War, and that he entered the
Royal Sussex Regiment in August 1940. He was
subsequently commissioned into the Royal Tank
Regiment (second lieutenant 8 March 1941) and
became responsible for organizing the tests of a
number of tank special devices as well as the
design of tanks themselves and of armoured
cars. His last year of military service was at the
War Office, dealing with the postwar reorganization of the Royal Military College of Science.
In 1946 he returned to the Royal School of
Mines where, in addition to continuing his
course on Petroleum Technology, he became a
renowned oarsman. He graduated ARSM and
BSc with 2nd class honours in 1948 and joined
Trinidad Leaseholds Ltd as a production engineer. Such was his rowing prowess that had it
not been for his departure abroad he might well
have become an Olympic oarsman. He stayed in
Trinidad only a year before joining the Kuwait
Oil Company Ltd as a geologist, working in both
London and Kuwait until appointment in 1955
as head of the Company's geology and geophysical section in London. In 1964 he transferred to
British Petroleum (one of Kuwait Oil's two
parent companies) and was sent to Libya to
serve as research geologist in Benghazi, but he
returned just over a year later to take over as
regional geologist for the Middle East at BP's
head office in London, having responsibility for
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the administration of all BP's geologists worldwide. In 1967 he was appointed operations
manager for the UK, and became one of the
pioneers of the North Sea petroleum industry.
He was appointed MBE in 1972, the year in
which he took early retirement from BP to
become first exploration manager, later
managing director, of the small independent
British oil company Tricentrol. Perhaps surprisingly in so busy a life, Tony Fox contributed
some 16 years of service to the reserve army as a
military geologist. Commissioned captain
RE(AER) on 3 July 1953, he was promoted
major RE(AER) on 18 July 1958, and continued
to serve until 1969.
Frank Moseley, now aged 71, served with the
RAF as a pilot during World War Two (194046). Subsequently he graduated as a geologist
from the University of Sheffield, with a BSc (Ist
class honours) in 1949 and a PhD in 1952. There
he was influenced by the two most senior military geologists of World War Two: Fred Shotton
was Professor of Geology at Sheffield during his
undergraduate studies, Bill King an examiner for
his PhD thesis. Moseley moved on completing
studies to a lectureship at the University of
Keele, at which time he was recruited by
Shotton into the Geologists' Pool, and briefly to
Cambridge as a university demonstrator in
geology, initially under Bill King as head of
department. Later he became a lecturer in
geology, then a senior lecturer, and finally a
reader, at the University of Birmingham. He was
commissioned into the Corps as a second lieutenant RE(AER) on 4 July 1953, and promoted
captain the same day; promotion to major came
later, on 18 July 1958 (together with Tony Fox).
In 1966 he was awarded the Montgomerie Prize
of the Institution of Royal Engineers. He
continued to serve as a military geologist major
until 1971, although with formation of the
Territorial and Army Volunteer Reserve
(TAVR) in 1967, his commission appears in the
Postal and Courier section of the Army List from
1968 onwards. During this period he acquired a
DSc degree, a rare distinction for a serving
sapper officer - but since as befitted a military
geologist all his degrees were in geology, none
of them entitled him to the qualification pay
enjoyed by BSc engineers in the Corps about
that time.
The transfer of the Geologists' Pool to the
AER in 1953 did not immediately alter the
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Geological Survey of Northern Ireland, before
secondment in 1971 to a less hazardous country
- Ethiopia! He returned to the UK in 1973 and
became head of the Survey's Industrial
Minerals Assessment Unit, based at Keyworth
in Nottinghamshire. Appointed captain RE(AER)
on 30 August 1955, he was promoted acting
major (and subsequently confirmed in substantive rank) with effect from 3 July 1964.
Promotion to lieut colonel came in 1971, but he
left UK and the active list of the TA too
quickly for this rank to feature either in the
Army List or the RE List of officers.
Robert Perrin, now aged 72, had served in the
Royal Artillery in World War Two, being
Army Emergency
a Regular
granted
Commission as a second lieutenant from 21 July
1942, and war substantive lieutenant from
1 October 1942, serving as an air observation
post pilot in Italy and finally as a captain. He
graduated with a BSc in chemistry from the
University of Wales in 1948, and moved to
King's College Cambridge where he gained MA
and PhD degrees in 1950 and 1956 respectively.
There he became a soil scientist, as a lecturer in
pedology in the Department of Agriculture, later
Applied Biology, developing professional interests in the clay mineralogy of sediments, in the
drifts and derived soils of eastern England, and
in the application to soil studies of air photographic interpretation. He was appointed captain
RE(AER) on I May 1956, and promoted acting
major on 1 April 1965, but left the Pool soon
afterwards, after some ten years in the reserve
army. Appropriately, he was later to become
Master of the Armourers and Brasiers Company
of the City of London.
Richard West, now aged 67, was educated at
the King's School, Canterbury, and subsequently
at Cambridge where he trained in geology under
Bill King. He became a Fellow of Clare College
in 1954; a university demonstrator in botany in
1957; lecturer in botany in 1960; Director of the
Sub-Department of Quaternary Research from
1966: Reader in Quaternary Research in 1967;
Professor of Palaeoecology 1975-7; and
Professor of Botany from 1977 to 1991. Elected
a Fellow of the Royal Society in 1968, he
received many geological honours and awards,
notably the Bigsby and the Lyell medals of the
Geological Society of London (in 1969 and 1988
respectively) for his research studies in
Pleistocene "Ice Age" geology. Appointed
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captain RE(AER) on 21 August 1961, he was to
serve as a military geologist until 1967, when
promotion within the university brought responsibilities too time-consuming to permit
continued membership of the reserve army.
In joining the Geologists' Pool in 1961, West
in effect replaced K A Joysey, now aged 65,
who had been appointed captain RE(AER) on
1 May 1957, but left nearly four years later.
Kenneth Joysey, a staff member (demonstrator)
at the Royal Military College of Science,
Shrivenham, 1954-5, had graduated with 2nd
class honours in Geology from University
College London, where he subsequently (in
1952) obtained a PhD degree for research on
fossil echinoderms. He moved to Cambridge in
1955 on appointment as assistant curator at the
University Museum of Zoology, became Curator
of Vertebrates also, and was in 1970 promoted
to his current post of Director.
As formerly in the TA Pool, all of these geologists were therefore potential "high-fliers" in
their profession when recruited to the AER
Geologists' Pool. Most are known to have had
previous service as commissioned officers,
dating from the war years or later from National
Service. New members of the Pool were seemingly recruited by Fred Shotton (Moseley),
through their Cambridge associations (Perrin,
Joysey, West), via the Geological Survey
(Manning), or from the petroleum industry
(Fox). Fox, Moseley and Manning were each to
contribute over 16 years of service as military
geologists, providing valuable long-term continuity of expertise.
The AER reorganization opened with a Pool
training session at Long Marston in 1962, at
which links with MEXE - the Military
Engineering and Experimental Establishment were strengthened. Thereafter individual visits
abroad markedly increased. In 1963 Hughes,
Perrin and West studied tropical conditions in
Malaya, and in 1964 Moseley and Perrin experienced East Africa (Kenya, Uganda and
Tanganyika). In 1965 West went to the Muskeg
area of northern Ontario in Canada to study
"going" conditions. In 1966 Hughes joined the
end of Operation Croiwn at Loeng Nok Tha in

north-eastern Thailand just west of the Mekong
River, to advise on potential sources of good
laterite and other rock required for airfield and
road construction. A great deal of effort also
went at this time into development of terrain
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Readers of the "History of the Corps of Royal
Engineers" will find only brief mention of Bill
King's services; readers of the Journal will not
find a lengthy obituary. His lifelong commitment to military geology has gone largely
unrecorded and unrecognized, despite his military courage (evidenced by award of a MC), his
scientific ability (evidenced by election as FRS),
and his academic achievements (evidenced by
appointment successively as professor of
geology in the universities of both London and
Cambridge). His memorial is the continuing and
active existence of geologists within the TA
much as he planned some 45 years ago. And one
standard set by Bill King from the year 1915 has
been maintained almost unbroken to the present
day: sapper geology has consistently been led
(and largely supported) by officers with first
class honours degrees - a noteworthy contribution to high standards of technical excellence in
the Corps.
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A DIVISION FOR ALL SEASONS
CHARACTER

THE need to face an as yet unidentified enemy in
an unspecified place means that 3 (UK) Division
must, in the GOC's words, be a "Division for
All Seasons." For all the importance and current
relevance of low-intensity skills, the Division
must prepare for high-intensity conventional war
as well as the range of operations that lie short
of general conventional war. It can expect to
participate in joint, or combined operations,
probably conducted with allies, quite possibly
under a United Nations mandate. These may be
executed either within the command structure of
the ACE Rapid Reaction Corps (ARRC), to
which both 1st and 3rd Divisions are assigned,
or within a National Joint Headquarters
(JHQ)/Joint Force Headquarters (JFHQ)
command structure. In the latter case this would
almost certainly be as part of a coalition.
MISSION

THE GOC has defined 3 (UK) Division's
mission as:
"To prepare for war, and for operations short of
war, fighting or conducting joint, combined operations in response to either NATO/ARRC or
national/coalition contingencies."
ORGANIZATION

3 (UK) Division normally has three brigades
under command: 5 Airborne Brigade and 1 and
19 Mechanized Brigades. Each brigade will, on
completion of reorganization, comprise four
battlegroups. 5 Airborne Brigade will consist of
two parachute and two air-portable battalions.
The mechanized brigades will consist of an
armoured regiment, equipped with Challenger
from 1995, an armoured infantry battalion with
Warrior, (from October 1994 in I Mechanized
Brigade and from March 1995 in 19 Mechanized
Brigade), and two Saxon equipped battalions. The
Division also has the Household Cavalry
Regiment as its medium reconnaissance regiment,
9 Regiment Army Air Corps, and the Divisional
Artillery Group(DAG) consisting of field artillery
including light gun, AS 90 and MLRS, and the
Rapier and Javelin air defence systems. The
Divisional Engineer Group comprises three
regular regiments, two volunteer regiments and a
slice of specialist engineer support. The
Divisional Support Group provides for the
combat service support needs of the Division.

CAPABILITY
THE Division can field a mix of light through
mechanized to armoured assets, all with the
appropriate combat support and combat service
support elements. But it would be wrong to take
the simplistic view that there are "light" forces
for low-intensity conflict contingencies and
"heavy" forces for high-intensity conflict. The
Division's components, each with its own
specific strengths and limitations, will be
grouped and operate according to the threat, the
terrain and the political or operational objectives. That said, the Division can generate a
rapidly deployable force, such as 5 Airborne
Brigade, and then subsequently reinforce by one
or both of the heavier mechanized brigades. The
Division's core capabilities may be summarized
as follows:
* Deployability.
* Versatility.
* Mobility.

*Lethality.
* Sustainability.

OPERATIONAL GROUPINGS
THE Division will, for certain contingencies,
deploy without some of its organic elements but,
on the other hand, it may take operational
command of other non-organic components such
as 3 Commando Brigade or 24 Airmobile
Brigade for certain operations. The Division is
also developing links with the Italian Ariete
Brigade which may, on certain ARRC operations, be placed under operational command of
the Division. This ability to task-organize to
mission should be achieved without breaking up
the cohesion of formations. No doubt it will be
necessary to make adjustments; some elements
will need to be brought into formations while
others may be unavailable or not required. Such
adjustments can be achieved successfully within
an organization that has trained together.
CO.IMMAND AND CONTROL

ON a day-to-day basis CinC UKLF exercises
operational command of the Division with
operational control delegated to the
Commander UK Field Army. For an ARRC
contingency the Division would expect to
operate under operational command of
Commander ARRC. National contingency
operational command arrangements are potentially more complex. It is likely that a JHQ at
either High Wycombe, Northwood, or possibly
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Wilton, will be nominated with the appropriate
commander, together with an in-theatre joint
force commander. The choice of the latter will
of course depend on the size and nature of the
operation and the composition of the forces
involved. For a single brigade operation with
emphasis on the land component we would
expect GOC 3 (UK) Division to be nominated.
His staff would be drawn from Joint Force
Operations Staff (JFOS) and his own HQ. If the
force should grow then the GOC, and that
element of his staff deployed to the JFHQ, may
well have to take to the field with the
Divisional HQ in order to fight the Division.
This transition would no doubt have associated
difficulties but it is Commander UK Field
Army's view that this is preferable to holding
the GOC and the HQ in reserve.
TRAINING

IN order to cater for all possibilities there exists a
dual track training programme. This aims to ensure the Division is prepared for both ARRC/
NATO and national/coalition contingencies.
Each of these tracks will involve an annual
command post exercise (CPX), with a field
training exercise (FTX) every fourth year.
Within the Division there will be an annual
CPX which, from April 1994, will be linked to
the Higher Formation Trainer (HFT) to be based
at the Combined Arms Training Centre (CATC)
Warminster. The long-term forecast includes a
divisional command field exercise (CFX) to be
run every four years.

UK

At brigade level, each brigade
HQ will conduct a CPX and
attend the Brigade and
Battle Group Trainer (BBGT)
annually. 5 Airborne
Brigade will conduct its full
airborne exercise (ABEX)
prog-ramme every year
which will include a brigade
FTX. 19 Mechanized
Brigade will carry out a FTX
in 1994/95; 1 Mechanized
Brigade will do so in
1995/96. Their FTXs will
thereafter alternate annually
in accordance with the
UKLF Stable Training
Platform guidelines.

Units will be required to
complete the collective training objectives as outlined in the Compendium of Unit Collective
Traininlg Tasks. Units will, from 1994, train using
the new Tactical Engagement Simulation (TES)
exercises which are to be run by the CATC. From
1995 the Division will be allocated its share of the
British Army Training Unit Suffield (BATUS)
Medicine Man exercises.
DIVISIONAL ENGINEER GROUP

ALL engineers within the Division are under
operational command of the CRE, currently
Colonel Bob Pridham OBE. While engineer
command is to be exercised at the highest practical level to ensure optimum use is made of
scarce engineer resources, engineers will be
task-organized according to the mission and
routinely, brigades will be given operational
control of an appropriate slice. To this effect
each of the brigades will have affiliated engineers under operational control to provide for
their close support engineering needs. The CRE
will retain a slice to provide for the general engineering support of the Division as a whole.
22 Engineer Regiment, comprising 3 Armoured
Engineer Squadron, 5 Field Squadron (mechanized) and 6 HQ Squadron, will have an affiliation with I Mechanized Brigade. Like its
brigade the Regiment is located in Tidworth.
38 Engineer Regiment, comprising
8 Armoured Engineer Squadron, 11 Field
Squadron (mechanized) and 32 HQ Squadron,
will have an affiliation with 19 Mechanized
Brigade. The Regiment remains in Ripon close
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to its brigade, which is in
DIVISIONAL ENGINEER GROUP
Catterick, but note that in
peace 8 Armoured Engineer
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Squadron is accommodated
in Tidworth so that it can
easily make use of the
36rn
R Mon RE
Salisbury Plain Training
22
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Area (SPTA).
127 [ ...
6
9 Parachute Squadron RE
will retain its close ties
with 5 Airborne Brigade,
227
15Fd Pk
with which it shares a
barracks in Aldershot. The
64CRE(WVks) I49EOD [
Squadron remains part of
36 Engineer Regiment.
Divisional engineer units
Brigade engineer units
36 Engineer Regiment
remains in Maidstone. It
versatility and flexibility to deal with the unexcomprises 20 Field Squadron (wheeled),
pected without resort to a pre-prepared plan.
69 Queens Gurkha Engineer Squadron
With the likelihood of reduced formation field
(wheeled) and 50 HQ Squadron. Together they
training opportunities and the continuing
provide the Division's general support engiEmergency Tour Plot commitments, this
neering capability while 61 Field Support
presents a considerable challenge in the coming
Squadron (from Maidstone) and 15 Field Park
years as the Division establishes its proper place
Squadron (from Ripon) provide the engineer
in our new cabability-based army.
logistic and support functions.
While they are not part of the Divisional
Engineer Group in peace, on operations the
Division might expect elements of 33 Engineer
Regiment (EOD), most likely 49 Field Squadron
(EOD) and specialist teams from the Military
Works Force, most likely 64 CRE (Works) to
come under command.
The regimental dress of the And, because our namemeans
The Royal Monmouthshire RE(M), 127 Field
Royal Engineers is alnays a lot to us. qtality and standSquadron (V) and 227 Amphibious Engineer
norn sxith great pride. And ards are unerringly high. We
Squadron (V) from 78 Engineer Regiment (V)
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Engineer Group should the TA be mobilized.
require than your personal in BAOR. SIIAPE and
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SUMMARY
3 (UK) Division differs from its immediate
predecessor in Germany as indeed it must. The
situation today is very different from that
prevailing during the period 1945 to the late
1980s. While the threat on the Central Front has
all but disappeared, in its place looms a variety
of unlikely, politically complex, and militarily
dangerous situations. In these uncertain times
3 (UK) Division must develop the necessary

should be
made to our
llead Office on
(0532) 826102.

sen ice tailormade to your
requirements
as are our garments.

Van Dungie
CONSLULT YOUR PERSONAL TAILOR
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\VanDunge House.

Tel: 0532 826102
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cache of explosives will be employed. The
authorities spring into action - a search is
conducted, and the 'bomb' is discovered. What is
more, one of the perpetrators is caught in the act!
The above scenario really illustrates that things do
not change much over the years. The story could
have come from any newspaper of recent days. In
fact, it describes the events of the 4 November 1605
- the captured man being one Guy Fawkes.
It is not clear if the Yeomen of the Guard made
that first search. It is however known that the
officer who conducted it, Sir Thomas Knevet,
caused Fawkes to be handed into the keeping of
the Yeomen. They conducted him into the
personal presence of King James I for
interrogation, and then escorted him to
imprisonment in the Tower. Since that date, apart
from 1943 when the Home Guard temporarily
took over, the Yeomen of the Guard have
searched the cellars of the Houses of Parliament
before the Sovereign arrives for a State Opening.
After the General Election last year, I was
honoured to be part of the Search Party and, later
on, helped to line the Royal Gallery of the House
of Lords when the Queen passed through on her
way from the Robing Room to the Chamber to
make her speech from the Throne.
The lining of the Royal Gallery is actually quite
interesting in that when the Queen arrives at the
Victoria Tower and enters the buildings, she only
proceeds down routes lined by her own Household
troops. The Household Cavalry line the Royal
Staircase from the entrance to the Robing Room
and the Yeomen of the Guard line the Royal Gallery
from the Robing Room to the Prince's Chamber.
The Prince's Chamber and the entrance to the
Lord's Chamber are guarded by the Gentlemen-atArms. The Lords themselves are presumably loyal
enough to look after her during the speech!
The other occasions during the year when the
Guard parades for duty are:
* The Epiphany Service at the Chapel Royal,
St James's Palace.
* Investitures.
*The Maundy Senrice at the designated Cathedral.
* State Visits.
* State Banquets.
* Diplomatic Receptions.
*The Garter Service at Windsor Castle.
* Buckingham Palace Garden Parties.
* Visits by Her Majesty to the Royal Opera House.
*Coronations, Royal Weddings and Royal Funerals as
they arise.
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Many of these duties also involve the
Gentlemen-at-Arms.
At the time of writing, apart from the State
Opening of Parliament, I have attended an
Investiture, two Garden Parties, a Diplomatic
Reception, the Royal Maundy Service, a State
Visit and a State Banquet. I shall eventually
attend all those on the above list, but it could
take some time since individual Yeomen are
only called for duty 6-8 times per year.
Most of the duties involve 'keeping the
ground' for Her Majesty. In practice, this means
standing still for long periods lining galleries
and dais, guarding doorways etc. There is scope
for some movement because being armed with
partizans (NOT pikes!), we use the old "stand at
ease" position - arms in front cradling the shaft,
and it is fairly easy to keep the circulation going.
Even on a long duty I have never been bored.
The range of national costumes at the Diplomatic
Reception for example have to be seen to be
believed. If you have ever accompanied someone
to an investiture, you will know that at the
moment of being honoured, spectators cannot see
the recipients' faces. The Yeomen can, and the
range of expressions and emotions in those faces
as they meet their Sovereign would require an
article by itself to describe.
The Maundy Service at Wells was particularly
interesting. If you have visited the Cathedral
there, you will know it made a wonderful setting
for the ancient service. There are continuous
records of the Distribution having been made on
Maundy Thursday from the reign of King
Edward I. The service used to consist of the
washing of feet as well as the distribution of alms,
but the former was discontinued in 1730.
Members of the Royal Almonry procession are
still however "girded about with linen towels" in
remembrance of the act. They also still carry
nosegays of sweet smelling herbs, as do the
Queen and the Duke of Edinburgh. The recipients
of the Maundy used to be the same sex as the
reigning Sovereign, but for the past 150 years,
they have numbered as many men and women as
the Sovereign has years of age. In this case, 67
ladies and 67 gentlemen, all pensioners who have
rendered christian service to the church and
country were honoured. They each received two
soft leather purses; a red one containing £5.50 in
current coin as a gift from the Sovereign for
"clothing and provisions", and a white one
containing 67p in the specially minted Maundy
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Money. As well as we Yeomen, the Children and
Gentlemen of Her Majesty's Chapel Royal,
St James's Palace, also attended the service and
we all received an unexpected souvenir in the
form of an attendance fee - 10p in Maundy coins
(4p, 3p, 2p and Ip). These coins are actually legal
tender although I for one would not part with
mine. Offers are made however and I understand
the going rate for one set of the four coins in their
presentation box is about £80. A reception, for all
members of the Royal Household who had
travelled to Wells, was held at the Red Lion Hotel
the evening before the service and we were able
to meet some of our "fellow employees" such as
the Lord High Almoner of England! The Dean of
Wells was the principal guest.
The State Visit of President Soares of Portugal
was in two parts. After he and his wife had been
met by the Queen at Victoria Station, they rode
back to Buckingham Palace where the Household
Cavalry, the Gentlemen at Arms and the Yeomen
of the guard lined the entrance and galleries
whilst the Royal Family and their guests went
into a lunch reception. Later that evening, after
the numerous rehearsals which are the main
reasons why British state occasions run like
clockwork, the Yeomen were again on duty for
the entry to the State Banquet. During the
Banquet, we lined the Dining Room, my post
covering the Prime Minister, the Foreign
Secretary, Princess Michael of Kent, the
Archbishop of York, the Duchess of Gloucester
and Commander Timothy Laurence. At the end of
the main course, "Changing of the Guard" took
place and we went off to the staff restaurant for
roast beef and yorkshire pudding. We were back
at the Banquet in time for the last course, the
Queen's speech, the President's reply and to hear
the pipers of the Scots Guards.
One of the most impressive aspects of the
occasion, especially for old soldiers who have
attended and perhaps helped to run innumerable
Corps and Regimental functions, was the control
of the staff. It was done with traffic lights
installed at strategic points. No one moved on red,
but it was all go on green!
At Garden Parties, the colourful summer dresses
of the ladies provide a cheerful contrast to the
grey of the Palace buildings and the more formal
attire of the gentlemen. These are very happy
occasions once the awe of the guests in finding
themselves in the Queen's garden has worn off.
For the Yeomen and the Gentlemen-at-Arms,

these are also slightly less formal duties, although
they do have their serious side. The highest and
the lowest in the land come for "a chat to a
Beefeater" (a soubriquet which is frowned on by
the way). The most common question is asked in
a whisper - "Where are the toilets?" (In case you
have an invitation and are wondering, they are in
large tents down by the lake!)
How the Yeomen from both bodies came to
be nicknamed "Beefeaters" is not really known.
There are various stories, but the one most
likely to be true can be found in "The Travels
of Cosmo through England, 1669". This is an
account of the travels of Count Cosmo
d'Medici, son and heir of the Grand Duke of
Tuscany. He said, "I saw the Yeomen of the
Guard, who are beefeaters; that is eaters of
beef, of which a considerable portion is
allowed daily by the Court." At that time, the
Guard was a full-time body. The official ration
for the 30 Yeomen on duty daily was 241b of
beef, 181b of mutton and 161b of veal. They
also received 37 gallons! of beer between them.
In practice, the mutton or veal was not always
available, so any shortfall in the total allowance
of 581b of meat was made up in beef.
Nowadays, there is no allowance as such, but
meals are provided at Buckingham Palace or
Windsor Castle when necessary.
The establishment of the Guard is six officers,
two Messenger Sergeant-Majors (one of whom
is the only full-time member as Keeper of the
Wardrobe), four Divisional Sergeant-Majors and
60 Yeomen formed into four Divisions. Each
Division's two senior Yeomen are designated
"Yeoman Bed Goer" and "Yeoman Bed
Hanger" from the days when they actually used
to make up the King's bed before he got into it.
They also had to maintain both the bed itself and
its hangings. The maximum age at which one
will be accepted is 55 and retirement (or being
placed on the exempt from duties list) is
compulsory at 70. There is no lower limit for
acceptance, but the constraints of previous rank
(no one under sergeant), and possession of a
Long Service and Good Conduct Medal are
rigourously applied. This latter condition
immediately rules out Regular Commissioned
officers, but means that Late Entry officers can
apply. I believe that there are four other Late
Entry officers apart from myself currently
serving. Regular Commissioned officers can
apply to join the Gentlemen-at-Arms.
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The six officer posts of the Guard are in theory
open to applicants, but I believe that in practice,
they are 'head-hunted'. They use old titles going
back into history. The CAPTAIN is a political
appointment and changes with the Government.
The post is currently held by the Earl of
Strathmore and Kinghorne. The LIEUTENANT
is Colonel Alan Pemberton CVO MBE, late
Coldstream Guards. The CLERK OF THE
CHEQUE (Adjutant) is Colonel Greville
Tufnell, late Grenadier Guards. The ENSIGN is
Colonel Shaun Longsdon, late 17/21 Lancers
and there are two EXONS, Major Charles
Marriott, late The Rifle Brigade, and Major
Charles Enderby, late 9/12 Lancers. The term
Exon comes from the French Exonere which
means exempt and was applied to officers doing
duty away from their regiment.
Each Yeoman receives a taxable Honorarium
of £100 per annum. Travel and subsistence
allowances are paid and meals are provided at
Buckingham Palace after each duty. The only
expense individuals have to bear is for shoes.
They are of the 'Monk' design with silver
buckles and a strap to hold the rosettes which
cover the uppers.
You can see then that it is not a paying
profession. Application in the first place must be
motivated by a desire to serve. There are searching
interviews and before being sworn in, each
applicant is personally approved by Her Majesty.
Apart from the Military Knights, the
Gentlemen-at-Arms, the Yeomen of the Guard
and the Tower Warders, there are two other
bodies open to ex-servicemen who desire to
continue service. The Royal Body Guard of
Scotland (sometimes known as The Royal
Company of Archers) is based at the Palace of
Holyrood House, Edinburgh. The Queen's
Watermen look after the Queen on the River
Thames. They also have a traditional role in that
when the crown jewels left the Tower, they were
always transported by river for security. Even
now, Watermen accompany the crown when it is
moved, even on land, until it is handed over to the
Robing Room attendants for the Queen to don.
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I realise that the majority of readers of this
Journal are excluded from membership of the
Yeomen of the Guard since it is principally
composed of those who have served in the ranks.
That same majority however may be eligible to
apply for the Gentlemen-at-Arms. Its full title is
"Her Majesty's Body Guard of the Honourable
Corps of Gentlemen-at-Arms" and is termed the
"nearest guard" to the Sovereign. It was formed
by King Henry VIII in 1509 from "cadets of
noble families"; its original style being "The
King's Pensioners and Speares". In 1539, this
was changed to "Gentlemen Pensioners". In the
Civil War, they fought for King Charles I, and
only 25 were left to welcome King Charles II on
his return to England. Later on, with the sale of
commissions becoming prevalent, nearly all
were really civilians. King William IV designed
their present uniform, changed the name again to
its present style, and also ordered that the Corps
be composed of selected, retired military
officers. Nowadays it is composed of five
officers and 40 Gentlemen, all of whom are
distinguished retired officers of the Army or
Royal Marines. The officers are the CAPTAIN,
the LIEUTENANT, the STANDARD BEARER,
the CLERK OF THE CHEQUE and the
HARBINGER. The full dress of the Corps is
topped by a cavalry style helmet with a plume of
swan's feathers. The collar badge is a silver
portcullis, the old badge of the Beauforts, used
by King Henry VIII. Whilst on duty, each
Gentleman carries a battle-axe.
The Yeomen of the Guard is the oldest
military corps in the world, having given
continuous service since being formed by King
Henry VII after the Battle of Bosworth Field in
1485. Sir Julian Paget and Colonel Sir Reginald
Hennell have both written histories of the
Guard; a copy of Sir Julian's book is in the
Corps Library at Brompton.
I hope this article has whetted your appetite
for reading more about "The Queen's Men" or
even, when you retire, applying to join the
body relevant to your previous rank and type
of commission.

Lt Col M D MacLagan
Addu Atoll 1943 (p190)
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Malaria and scrub typhus were ....
:...
the diseases which caused
trouble at first.
Scrub typhus, which was also
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gate. The locals seemed immune
to the disease and by employing
them to clear fresh areas and
then using troops to finish off
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etc, sickness was much reduced.
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A considerable number of
mosquitoes bred in very shallow
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ponds, but it was not difficult to
fill these in with coral sand and so
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malaria was largely eliminated.
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Before going on to describe ....
.....
the organization and the work
carried out, it is interesting to
recall that a few days after our arrival, the
Queen Maory and three other large liners came
into the lagoon for refuelling, escorted by a
number of warships. On board the liners were
units of the Australian Army, being transported
from North Africa back to their own country.
Army and naval personnel mainly lived on Gan
and an RAF organization was located on Hitaddu.
Accommodation, initially in tents, was gradually
converted to timber hutting and a few permanent
buildings were constructed using concrete bricks
made on the spot, using coral sand and cement.
All new work, other than army requirements, was
detailed by the Admiralty; standards etc were
given by two Superintendent Civil Engineers
(SCE): and the CRE's role was mainly that of a
contractor. Nearly all materials had to be brought
in from Colombo, including water.
The question of water caused a minor clash of
opinion between the SCEs and myself. Naturally
everyone realised how undesirable it was to have
to bring water from Colombo. The SCEs had a pit
dug in what they considered a suitable area, and
gathered a number of us for a water tasting. The
SCEs considered their samples to be palatable but
I said that I couldn't recall tasting anything worse
in my life. Fortunately, I found a solution. In an
unoccupied area, I had four wells dug, each about
12ft square and about 9ft deep sited about 50yds
apart, interconnected with 4in piping a foot or so
below normal water level. An electrically driven

pump, with diesel standby, lifted the water into a
10,000gal Braithwaite sectional steel tank, placed
on top of a 2in tubular trestle tower 30ft above
ground. From there water gravitated to the various
camps etc. The SCE at once wanted to test the
capacity of the wells but I thought this would be
unwise, as there was ample water for normal
requirements, and over production might result in
the wells becoming brackish.
The Fortress Commander was a Royal Marine
officer, Colonel Oliver Jones; Commander
Briscoe was NOIC and Lieut Colonel W H
Bond, from whom I took over, was CRE, probably the first appointed.
The main task Bond had in hand was the
construction of an airstrip on Gan, extending the
full length of the island from sea to sea. Being
less than 1600yds long, it was a minimum for
operational Liberators.
Originally three runways were proposed, but
only two were completed; a subsidiary runway
intersected the main runway at 30°.

Progress at first had been slow, much of the
work being done by hand, including cutting a
200yd gap through scrub.
The coral with which the runways were
constructed, was collected from suitable positions
between the shore and the reef, but as the depth
of water varied between 6in and 3ft, material
could only be transported between tides.
Subsequently, coral was removed by excavators
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or angle-dozers, collected in heaps and then
carried to the runway in dumpers or lorries. As a
result of working in sea water however, mechanical delays caused numerous hold-ups.
Units involved in the airstrip construction
consisted of one company each of Royal Marine
engineers, Indian engineers, Indian auxiliary
pioneers, and one platoon of Indian mechanical
engineers. An infantry battalion, allocated to the
island for defence purposes, provided two
companies for runway construction. The
runways were 50yds wide, and laid with a slight
camber, the finished level being 9-12in above
natural ground level. Black cotton soil was
removed where encountered along the length of
the runway, and a minimum thickness of 12in of
lump coral was placed as a hardcore foundation.
A 6in layer of 2in coral was placed on top of this
and rolled continuously prior to a final 6in layer
being laid of '2-lin "pea" coral which was well
watered, and given the necessary camber, before
a final rolling with all available machines.
As the runway was above natural ground level,
haunching was laid on both sides, graded to
ground level at about I in 90. The full length of
the runway was completed, I think, by June, but
was hardly used operationally during my last
two months there.
Another important task undertaken was the
construction of some jetties. On the lagoon side of
the islands, the beach sloped very gradually for
two or three hundred yards or more, before
sloping steeply into deep water. This made
landing of stores from ships difficult. The most
suitable material to build these jetties with was
found to be 3in tubular scaffolding with 3in timber
decking. The use of timber underwater was
avoided because it was attacked by teredo worms
and rendered useless in two or three months.
During my time there, two causeways were
constructed between adjacent islands. One
was about 350yds long, the other 600yds. The
depth of water in the channels varied from
4-10ft. The causeways were built mainly for
defence purposes, and were capable of taking
a 6-wheeled trailer, carrying a 3.7 gun, with
an axle load of 13 tons.
Most offices and stores were built out of timber
but more solid construction was required for
other buildings such as offices for the NOIC,
cold storage chambers, generator stations, the
fighter direction office, W/T (wireless/telegraph)
transmitter station and local telephone exchange.

These were built with bricks made with one part
cement to five of coral sand. The mixture was
shovelled into moulds and punned, taken from
their moulds next day and left for two weeks
before use.
The Garrison had been provided with a few
tennis racquets and balls, but the view was that it
was not worthwhile making a court because the
balls would soon be worn out and it was unlikely
that replacements could be obtained. It so
happened however, that the large number of
bricks being made needed a concrete area
provided for storage during drying and this
turned out to be large enough to serve as a tennis
court. By a coincidence the commander of the
unit making the bricks was a county player, from
Westmoreland (I think), and a court was soon in
use - it was very satisfactory. After daily use for
an hour or so the balls were very little worn after
a week, but my tour finished soon after so I do
not know what happened later.
I do not know to what extent Addu Atoll was
used during the rest of the war but I believe that
by 1945 the RAF was in charge, and the
runways were in use. Subsequently civilian
planes flying to Australia also refuelled at Addu
Atoll. In 1965 the Maldives became independent
and in 1968 a republic.
On Sunday 1 August, Major Steed arrived as
my relief and much of the next fortnight was
spent visiting the various islands with him.
Having the last day, prior to leaving, to myself
and having often admired the brilliant fish in the
lagoon but never having looked at the ocean
side, I decided to wade out in the thigh-deep
water to the reef. When near the reef, I noticed
what looked like two rings of stone, one on top
of the other green and black in colour. With
recollections of deadly sea snakes in mind, I
lacked any spirit of research and waded back to
shore without delay.
After attending the Fortress Commander's
anniversary dinner, I boarded the SS 1Vingsang

at midnight, leaving for Colombo the next day.
Arriving on 19 August, I went to an officers
camp near the Galle Face Hotel. I took a train to
Bangalore where I hoped to see my brother but,
finding that he had just been transferred elsewhere, I spent a week renewing old acquaintances with Madras Sappers, spent another week
at my previous station, Secunderabad, and eventually reached No I Engineer Depot at Lahore
on 8 September.

Early Days
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jumping bars, screw jacks and Spanish windlasses
all came into their own. No doubt the Chatham
field works training of the men was well tested!
The railway and steamboat authorities had forbidden the carriage of explosives, but cannibalizing
of 9 pounder cartridges from HM El Teb, a stemwheeled gunboat, which was also at the RE disposal, sufficed to break up such rock as could not
be dealt with by means other than explosive.
The work was started at the end of January 1893
and was finished by early April 1893. The PWD
engineer who inspected the -finished work,
expressed himself as thoroughly satisfied and
astonished at the way the Sappers had set about
the task. There had been no accidents, no illnesses, despite the high temperatures, and the cost
was well under budget. "Despite a trifling difficulty with the Station Master at Assiout", the
detachment marched smartly into Kasr-el-Nil barracks in Cairo on Good Friday morning 1893. It
seems that for a bunch of soldier-tradesmen they
thought they had done pretty well!
Because of continued complaints in the Press
and elsewhere about the Ordnance Survey, the
Department of Agriculture appointed a
Committee in May 1892 to report on the matter.
The Committee were asked to give answers to
the following three questions:

MANY readers of the Journal may be familiar
with the group of temples dedicated to
Rameses II at Abu Simbel on the Upper Nile.
The "Encyclopaedia Britannica" (1911 edition)
describes the principal temple as "probably the
greatest and most imposing of all rock hewn
monuments". The temple frontage of about 140ft
width and 100ft height is scarped out of the
sandstone hillside. Above the scarped area the
hill rises to about 320ft before it levels out. The
area is formed of sandstone, most of which is
solid, but there are many veins of loose rock.
Backed against the lower facade are the four
immense colossi of the King, seated in pairs on
either side of the entrance to the temple which is
hewn out of the interior of the hill. Each colossus is no less than 65ft in height. The
Encyclopaedia adds a footnote to the effect that
the front has been cleared several times of fallen
rock, "most recently in 1892".
In the recent 1960s the Egyptian government,
with the help of the Russians, decided to dam
the Nile in this area in order to make better use
of its power and irrigation potential. The plan
included moving the whole temple frontage, as
described above, including the colossi and their
associated carvings, up the hillside so that they
were safely above the new flood level. However
it is what happened in 1892 with which we are
concerned here.
In December 1892 a Public Works Department
(PWD) official warned Cairo that a "whole ledge
of rock overhanging the left hand Abu Simbel
statue has advanced forwards... I consider the
temple in imminent danger... work will cost about
£1000". Since the PWD appeared to have neither
the money nor the men to undertake the rescue
work, application was made for a "detachment of
RE". Authority was given for an officer, two
NCOs and ten men from 24 Company to undertake the task. The key man seems to have been
Corporal Spary, a "hard headed smith and a capital man for the work". The party was billeted in
one of Thomas Cook's Post Boats. In all it was
estimated that at least 1400 tons of loose rock had
to be removed and many tons of solid sandstone
had to be made fast. Blocks, tackles, steel wire
ropes (up to 4in!), hold fasts, plugs and feathers,

*What steps should be taken to expedite the completion of the one-inch map?
*What permanent arrangements should be made for
the continuous revision and speedy publication of
the maps (from the one-inch map to the 1/500 for
towns, etc)?
* Whether the maps as at present issued satisfy the reasonable requirements of the public?
The Committee was also asked to answer a
Parliamentary question as to whether "the
President of the Board of Agriculture was
aware of the dissatisfaction amongst geologists,
Welsh scholars and others with the inaccuracy
of, and incompleteness of place names on the
Ordnance maps?" The Committee reported in
December 1892.
In April 1893 the Jotrn7al devoted many pages
to the Report and its conclusions, adding, it
seems, much comment of its own: "The Ordnance
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Survey, with limited means at its disposal, has
turned out a series of maps that have no equal for
accuracy or finish in any country in the world".
The Press is not spared and much scorn is
directed at the calibre of those who were responsible for the continued complaints in the Press,
that the Ordnance Survey was "not doing with a
limited staff what, if they had the services of all
the trained surveyors in the kingdom, might perhaps have just been a possibility!"
"The Ordnance Survey may be congratulated on
the result of this inquiry", the Journal report concludes, "which amounts to a vindication of a
much abused Department... The satisfaction of
those critics, who look for absolute perfection,
may well be left to the millennium, when maps
will not only correct themselves but make themselves. Or, better still, when criticism be tempered
by judgement!"
The Committee Report itself may not have
been couched in such forthright terms but there
is no doubt that it was extremely complimentary! Well done the Ordnance Survey. It is a pity
that it is no longer a Sapper preserve!
The Corps in those days was continually
appealing for money for various worthy causes,
and 1893 seems to have been a particularly
demanding year. Usually the reason was to provide a portrait of some very eminent general for
presentation to the HQ Mess, although the 1893
causes were more varied. The latter included an
appeal on behalf of Rochester Cathedral. This
had first been circulated to all RE officers individually, past and present, before reaching the
pages of the Journal, but apparently with a very
disappointing result. The May 1893 Jo-urnal
reported that only 24 replies, amounting to some
£50 had been received as a result of the individual appeal and surely the Corps could do better
than that. The Journalnotice itself also seems to
have had little appeal, for the only subsequent
figure, printed in the July 1893 issue, gave the
new total as having risen only to £66. Other
worthy causes were for a portrait of the Duke of
Cambridge, CinC and Colonel of the Corps total £608; Mr Crout who, after serving 21 years
in the Corps, worked in the Brompton mess as a
civilian for another 26 years before formally
retiring - £189; General Sir Lothian Nicholson,
Director Fortifications and Works and
Lieutenant Governor of Jersey for a portrait total not published in 1893; wedding present for
the Duke of York (later George V) and Princess

Mary of Teck. This was to be a very large solid
silver-top tea table plus a pair of round tea tables
to correspond, with a complete service comprising tea kettle, tea and coffee pots, sugar basins
and jugs. This time an officer seems to have
been required to contribute an arbitrarily determined sum of "one day's pay". The total collected was not divulged - anyway as far as 1893
was concerned. Other occasions were General
Sir Frederick Chapman, Inspector General of
Fortifications and Works and Commander in
Chief of Bermuda for a portrait - total not published in 1893; furniture for the new officers'
mess in Aldershot - £350 from the officers stationed in Aldershot and £308 from the Corps as
a whole. As can be seen, the demands were
appreciable. It is to be hoped that the complete
lack of interest in Rochester Cathedral passed
without too much embarrassing comment!
"It would probably interest many readers of the
Journal to have the appropriate date on which
the Corps riband and colours were first introduced", so ran the introductory paragraph of a
letter to the Journal in May 1893. Whether present day readers will "probably" be interested is
another matter! It seems that the cricket blazer
was introduced about 1864, when the then
cricket captain, one Lieutenant Andrews,
"invented the cricket coat". "It would", the
author of the letter continues, "be interesting to
have the date on which the Brigade of Guards
adopted the blue and scarlet stripes. The distinction between our stripes and the Guards' Colours
appeared to be that ours are of unequal width".
Subsequent correspondence underlines the lack
of sealed patterns, so that an officer could be
reasonably sure of what he was ordering, which
had not been the case up till then.
Oddly enough in this correspondence there is
mention of most of those activities likely to be
interested in having "colours" such as "polo,
cricket, football and boating", but no reference
of the seemingly all important tie. The need for a
standard "riband" is however discussed but what
exactly was meant by that term is not clear!
In last year's Early Days contribution (for 1892)
the subject of obituaries received some comment.
For instance, that junior ranks might get a posthumous mention so long as the cause of death was
sufficiently violent. Sadly, 1893 had reason to
feature two subalterns, Lieutenant P J Bourne and
J C J Fallon, both of whom were drowned off
Malta on 18 June 1893. Three officers, the above
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two and Lieutenant Pike, went out for a sail in a
small "Mudian" boat. At about 9.45pm on the
evening of 18 June the wind dropped and the trio
found themselves drifting helplessly off the
mouth of the harbour and about half a mile from
land. They had oars but only one rowlock and that
unserviceable. The night was dark and they had
no lights. At about 10pm the lights of P&O SS
Sutlev were sighted as she cleared the entrance to
the harbour. Suffice it to say that, despite their
best efforts to call attention to themselves, they
were run down. The steamer's boats were on the
scene in about 15 minutes, but during that time
the two officers had disappeared and only Pike
remained to be picked up. These were not the
only drownings to be recorded in 1893. A wherry
manned by sappers was run down by a barge off
Upnor Hard. The Sappers were attempting to collect cutters, moored off shore for the return journey to the Chatham bank after their party's day's
work. Nine of the boat's crew saved themselves,
but sadly three were drowned.
On Monday, 28 August 1893, HRH the Duke
of Cambridge, the CinC, was the Inspecting
Officer at the annual inspection of troops in
Chatham. At 10.50am about 1800 were present
on the Lines for the inspection and march past,
after which followed a brief visit to the
Dockyard and lunch in the Brompton mess at
1.45pm. At the latter, all the local naval and military dignitaries were present. This was all
clearly a big occasion only somewhat marred by
the cryptic comment that the proposed inspection was only known about on Saturday,
26 August, and that the lunch in the mess was
only first known on Sunday, 27 August, the day
before. In his thank you speech at lunch, the
CinC stressed that during the 37 years in which
he had been head of the Army, he had always
been most satisfied with the Corps, of which he
had the honour to be the Colonel in Chief...
There must have been other and less complimentary thoughts in the minds of many of those present. The very short notice must have caused
some apprehension to say the least! As everyone
knows, a good soldier is never taken by surprise.
The report in the Journal merely states "The
short notice prevented a more formal reception".
In a series of articles on "The warlike characteristics of the French and the German - a comparison" (published from the German by Captain F C
Ormsby Johnson, RMLI) the author remarks that
the "vis viva of the French soldiers, qui miarlchent
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tolujolrs en avant, is not sufficient to support
them in the hour of defeat, in the patient waiting
of defence, in the uncertainties of desperate
dilemmas". It is difficult to say whether to be
inspected by the most senior officer in the British
Army, at practically no notice at all, and even
then spanning only a weekend, ranks as a "desperate dilemma", but the Chatham Sappers seem
to have come through with flying colours!
It was noted in Early Days last year that in
1892 the finances of the RE Widows' Fund were
in some difficulty, particularly with an estate
near Marham in Norfolk, when it was disclosed
at the AGM that £12,000 had been lent on the
security of the estate, and this in 1871. The rents
were in arrears and the property could only be
sold for about £9000. However it was alleged
that "it is a very good property and there is a
good chance of a large proportion of our money
being recovered in the long run". Let's hope the
"good chance of a large proportion of our
money" was an accurate forecast, as it seems
that, even by today's standards, quite a lot of
money was involved. All very familiar!
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Rideau and Cataraqui Rivers.

CONSTRUCTION

COLONEL By, with the assistance of his Clerk of
Works a Mr John MacTaggart, and a small staff
of Royal Engineer officers, set about arranging
contracts for the various lock stations.
Although Colonel By had many problems with
contractors during the construction of the canal
almost the entire work was completed by the
employment of local labour working to By's
plan and designs.
Locks are basically hydraulic machines which
lift and lower boats by the use of water and
gravity. Each lock consists of a watertight
chamber with gates at either end and sluice
valves to control the flow of water in and out of
the chamber. On the Rideau, each lockage took
about 12 minutes with the longest set of locks at
Ottawa, taking about one hour to complete. The
typical Rideau lock was constructed of masonry
blocks quarried locally with timber gates
operated by crab winches and chain.
The basic plan adopted for the Rideau locks
was for lock chambers 33ft wide by 134ft long,
sill to sill, to leave a 110ft clearance when the

lower gates were swung open. These dimensions
allowed current boats to pass through and
Colonel By also anticipated, in his designs, the
emergence of steam-powered craft. The masonry
walls were to be 8ft thick at the base and 5ft at
the coping, with a slope on the inner face of the
lock chamber. The rear of each wall was
strengthened by 4ft2 counterfort piers on about
20ft centres. Each wall was thickened adjacent
to the lower gates to enable it to withstand the
force of the water thrusting the gates back
against the hollow quoin pier in which each gate
was pivoted.
The lock walls were also thickened at the
upper gates where tunnel sluices were to pass
in and down through the walls to fill the lock,
and manholes were provided to give access to
these tunnels. The sluices for emptying the
lock were placed in the lower gates. Walls
were to be constructed of rubble stone
masonry with a dressed stone (ashlar) facing
of blocks up to 20in wide and from 3'12-5'/2ft
long by 18-24in high. The stones were laid
alternately header and stretcher with the
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headers tying in with the rubble masonry
backing. Where the locks were constructed of
clay or earth, a row of sheet piling was
emplaced across the lock behind the
breastwork and below the lock floor to prevent
water from penetrating under the floor. If
there was no natural bed-rock to floor the lock
then masonry blocks were sometimes placed.
The pointed masonry sill against which the
upper gates closed was built on the breast-wall,
and the sill for the lower gates was built on the
lock-pit floor. As a cost-saving measure, By
adopted the common practice of building the
lower sill and gates recess floor of wood.
Wooden sills were also placed at the base of the
stop-log grooves in the upper and lower wing
walls so the lock could be dammed and pumped
dry for repairs. Clay puddle was also used to
prevent ground water seeping in and a 2ft thick
wall was built up against the lock walls prior to
backfilling the lock-pit.
Initially, By planned to lay all of the lock
stonework in common mortar and only point, or
trowel, the joints with hydraulic cement.
Common mortar could be made from the
limestone at the lock-sites, but hydraulic cement
had to be imported from England until a
substitute was found locally. Large quantities of
hydraulic cement were grouted into the
stonework to form solid units of masonry.
In addition to the 47 lock sites, nine stone
arch dams were constructed, the largest being
built at Jones Falls. At its crest the dam is 61ft
high and 350ft long with a base of 27'/ 2ft in
thickness. The great stone arch dam at Jones
Falls represents a magnificent achievement by
Colonel By and his engineers. Not only was
the dam the first of its type in North America
and Britain but it was by far the highest in
North America at that time. In addition to
work on the canal a number of defensive block
houses were built as well as barracks and lock
keeper stations.
FINANCE

LIKE today the project had to work to a budget
and it was this aspect which plagued Colonel
John By to his grave. The initial reconnaissance
by Samuel Clowes put the estimated cost of the
canal at £169,000 and it was upon this figure
the Treasury based future expenditure. Colonel
By's estimate was for a canal system costing
£474,844. A long battle between By and his

political masters ensued over the costings of
the project. The final cost came to £822,804
and, despite a number of committees
vindicating By's plan, the Treasury had the
final word which affected By's reputation in
that he received no public recognition for his
efforts. However, it is worth comparing the
Rideau with other projects such as the Welland
Canal which took ten years to complete at a
cost overrun of 55 per cent. The Caledonian
Ship Canal, constructed by Thomas Telford no
less, took 19 years and overspent by 88 per
cent. The Rideau took six years to build and,
even based on Clowes initial estimate, overran
by only 43 per cent - effective economics when
the Rideau Canal system was considered the
largest military engineering project outside of
Britain at that time.
THE MEN
COLONEL John By was born in England on

10 August 1779 and entered The Shop at
Woolwich before being commissioned into the
Royal Engineers. He gained a reputation as an
officer of great judgement and ability after
being involved in a number of construction
tasks and his service in Canada from 1802-11,
working on canals and fortifications, probably
stood him in good stead for the Rideau
project. Under the Duke of Wellington's
command, he took part in the siege of Badajos
in 1811, after which he returned to England to
take charge of the Royal Gunpowder Mills.
Whilst serving in London, his responsibilities
included organizing the fireworks display for
the "Peace of Paris" celebrations - little has
changed since then! In 1821, with reductions
in the size of the Army, By was retired on half
pay at the age of 42; obviously held in high
esteem by the Ordnance Board, however, as
they promoted him to Lieutenant Colonel in
1824 while still in retirement. In March 1826
he was appointed to superintend the Rideau
Canal project.
Colonel John By died at his home in Sussex on
1 February 1838 aged 56. Not only did John By
build the Rideau Canal but he also founded the
City of Ottawa and, although he was eventually
exonerated over the matter of the financing of
the project, he received no official recognition
for his works. Perhaps we, as a Corps, should
now give this great military engineer the
recognition he justifiably deserves.
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Tlhe a lthlor was coimmissionedfroml the Officer Cadet Training
Vinlg of 11 Chemical lVarfare Training Battalion Royal
Engineers (CWTBRE) in June 1940. Posted to 12 CWTBRE
then 2 Chemical Warfare Group in January 1941, he
volunteeredfor bo1mb disposal (BD) and arrived at No 3 BD
Company in April 1941. After a spell as Chief Instructor
Northernl Command Bomllb ReconnaissanceSchool in 1942, he
went
t back to No 3 BD Company and on to No 14 BD Company
in 1943. This unlit moved to Shoreham in Februanr 1945 to
pionieer thle teclhniqe of high pressure wtaterjetting for beach
minefield clearance. Postings to 12, 20 and 2 BD Companies
followed as units were disbanded after the war. 1947 folnd
him as S03 in the Directorateof Bomb Disposal. Transferred
to Strategic Reserve (thenl Army Emergency Reserve) he
became Adjutant 142 BD Regiment in 1952, followed by
Officer Collmmanding 547 BD Squadron (1955 - within the

Regiment), Second in Conmmand (1961), Commanding Officer
(1964) mntil its disbandment in March 1967.
ON the night of 13/14 June 1943, there was a
heavy raid on Grimsby and Cleethorpes. Two
enemy aircraft were shot down in the sea.
What made the occasion unusual was that for the
first time a much higher proportion of
antipersonnel bombs was dropped in number
compared to high explosive (HE) and incendiary
bombs, and both towns were brought almost to a
standstill. The whole area was designated one vast
category "A" bomb - highest priority, where the
death of a BD officer was an acceptable risk!
Immediate clearance was ordered. Three George
Medals and, I believe, two BEMs were awarded
for actions during this clearance operation.
The official report of the raid states that the
number of enemy planes which took part was
23. The weight of bombs dropped was about
18 tonnes, containing 4.8 tonnes of HE,
10 tonnes of incendiaries of all sizes and
3.5 tonnes of antipersonnel bombs.
In my calculations, 3.5 tonnes of antipersonnel
bombs, each weighing 2kg equates to 1750
bombs. However, according to the Company
War Diary, in the eight days that the whole
company operated in the towns, 1350 bombs
were dealt with. By the end of August, when I
was posted to 14 BD Company, I had cleared a
further 823 and after I left another 205 were
disposed of - a total of 2378, estimated to be
200

60 per cent of the total dropped. If that estimate
was correct, then 4000 could have been dropped,
which is 8 tonnes.
These antipersonnel, or "butterfly bombs" - so
called because of their design - were officially
known as SD2s: SD being the German abbreviation
of the name for a thick walled bomb and 2 because
it weighed 2kg'. The bomb itself was cylindrical in
shape, about 3/in diameter and about 4in long. On
the aircraft they were carried in bomb-shaped
containers which, when released, dropped a
predetermined distance before an "air burst" fuze
fired, splitting the container and allowing the
contents to drop. There were 23 bombs to a
container and one aircraft could carry several
hundred of these bombs in 10 or 12 containers
depending on the type of bomber being used.
The bombs had an outer thin metal cover
consisting of two equally sized pieces covering the
cylindrical part, hinged so that when opened they
formed a drogue - a sort of parachute. The circular
ends, opened at an angle and were designed to
make the drogue rotate in descent. When the drogue
opened it slid up a 6in steel wire and fitted onto a
square shank, the other end of the wire being
attached to a spindle set in the bomb fuze. As the
ISome additional notes by Major Arthur Hogben QGM. follow this
article, together ith a clear diagram of the 2kg bomb.
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Grimsby. showing distribution of bombs dropped.

bomb fell the drogue spun round (the weight of the
bomb preventing it from spinning at the same
speed), and the spindle was unscrewed from the
fuze thus arming the bomb.
A high proportion of these bombs did not
explode on landing and the reason for this was that
they were fitted with fuzes designed not to go off
until disturbed; most casualties were caused after
the raid by people handling or otherwise
disturbing them. Sometimes additional casualties
resulted from sympathetic detonation of bombs
lying within a 50/60 yard radius of one when it
exploded. Fifty per cent of casualties occurred
within half a hour of the "all clear" sounding.
By a strange quirk of fate at that time, all the
sections of 3 BD Company were together for the
first time. They were at Tollerton Hall, just outside
Nottingham, for a training camp. Normally the ten
sections were dispersed within the counties of
Nottingham, Derby, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland
and parts of Northampton and Cambridge, usually
based just outside a major town or city.

On the night of the raid, at about 0300hrs, the
company duty officer took a call from the Civil
Defence Regional Headquarters, advising the unit of
the situation. The duty officer then woke the OC,
Major W G Parker, and briefed him. The OC decided
to dispatch his three most experienced officers to
Grimsby immediately to deal with the bombs, most
of which were reported to be lying on the surface.
The officers concerned were woken, along with their
drivers, as was the company quartermaster sergeant
(CQMS). The OC explained the situation to them all,
as far as he knew it, and they left within the hour.
As they drove into the town it was just dawn, the
pale light getting brighter by the minute. This was
fortunate for them because had they arrived earlier
in the dark, they may well have been killed as had
some police officers, civil defence wardens and
others, who had been in the streets at the time of, or
just after, the raid. The bombs were scattered
everywhere and had been kicked, ridden over by
bicycles and driven over by cars, resulting in many
deaths and injuries.
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discovered that the full wagons were on one siding,
whilst the empty ones were on the other line.
I climbed, VERY carefully, onto the buffers of
each wagon to check whether it contained a bomb.
If it did, the wagon was marked with a chalk cross.
I also checked the track between each wagon, just
in case! There was no way of checking the fuzes.
Slowly, I worked my way along the two lines of
wagons. It was easier, and somewhat safer, to look
into an empty truck, than to discover where a
bomb nestled in the coal of a full one. It took over
an hour of continuous climbing and looking before
the check was completed and I had found nine
bombs, three on top of coal.
I decided to deal with those on top of the coal first,
keeping my fingers crossed in the hope that they
would all be 70s. I made a hook out of some strong
wire, tied it to string and the intention was to throw
it past the bomb so that the string lay over some part
of it. I would then pull the string - from a distance I
hasten to add.
I sent Maggs off to warn those still working in
the station building that I was going to start
exploding the bombs, and that they were to keep
their heads down and keep well away from the
windows facing the coal yard, which should be
opened in any case.
Climbing on the buffers of the first wagon, I was
able, with a bit of difficulty, to get into a sitting
position on the top of the end of the wagon. Having
made myself as secure as possible, I made my first
throw which was way off and I had to haul it in
and try again. The second attempt was a little
better, but still not good enough. On the third try,
the hook landed about 12in past the bomb with the
string lying right over the wire cable. I thought I
was home and dry. I carefully laid out the string
back to the end of the line of wagons, climbed up
on the buffers, checked with Maggs who was
standing by the station door, blew my whistle and
pulled. Nothing! Then I heard the "tinkle" of my
hook hitting the ground. It took two more attempts
to hook it. It went off as soon as it was moved. I
was more successful with the second bomb but
was a bit heavy handed in that I gave it a hefty pull
so that it exploded as it came off the coal and was
actually falling. Being in the open air, the blast
effect was greater and some windows in the station
building suffered accordingly.
The third went fairly smoothly, exploding as
soon as it was moved and sending up a shower
of very fine coal dust, plus some large lumps,
which went considerably further.

That left the six bombs in the empty wagons. I
remained unhappy about jumping into them,
particularly as they might be 70s. Then I had an
idea. I walked over to the station building to see the
station master and explained what I proposed to do.
The coal merchant's employees had all
disappeared - and who could blame them. I asked
for enough men to get one of the coal wagons
moving. My idea was that we should unhook the
first wagon - which was empty - move it up the
siding as far as possible, then get up as much speed
as possible for its return trip, so that it would hit the
line of wagons hard and, hopefully, provide
sufficient shock to explode all the 70s. The station
master, a pragmatic man, agreed. Being an expert
he knew that only four men would be needed. If
my driver and I were two of them, he only needed
to tell two of his men to do the job, and he could
stay safe and sound in the station.
Having told two of his men to "assist" the officer,
he left to seek safety. The first wagon was
unhooked without difficulty. It was not too easy to
move the wagon away from its friends, however
inertia was overcome and we pushed it as far as the
points. We then pushed in the opposite direction
and as it gathered speed I yelled "DOWN!". We all
threw ourselves flat on the ground. After a pause of
a few seconds there was the usual thump, as the
moving wagon hit the others, followed by clunk,
clunk, clunk as wagon buffer hit wagon buffer on
the siding. This was followed by bang, bang, bang.
I got up and thanked the two civilian helpers,
saying that I was glad they were still in one
piece, which did nothing for their morale!
I checked each wagon with a chalk cross. If it
had a hole blown in its floor the bomb had gone
off, if it hadn't then there was still a bomb in it and it was probably still ticking! There were
three wagons with holes in their floors.
During the next half hour only one more bomb
exploded, leaving me with two to blow. After all
the explosions and rocking of the wagons, I was a
little happier about coming into close contact with
the remaining bombs. Hopefully, they were faulty,
or duds; I was never to know however, because
armed with two slabs of guncotton, both of which
had primers and electrical detonators fitted, I
placed one by the side of each of the remaining
bombs, walked back to the safe point, and pushed
the plunger. Several coal wagons might now have
holes in their bottoms, but at least the workers
could continue to follow their chosen profession
without fear of being killed while doing so.

BUTTERFLIES OVER GRIMSBY/CLEETHORPES - JUNE 1943
Many fields outside the town contained both
bombs and standing corn and I was surprised to
find that I had two Crusader tanks, with their
crews, attached to my unit. Their job was to tow
the reapers. No farmer was prepared to put his
tractor and driver into such danger, and the corn
was needed. Even the tanks didn't come out
unscathed, several times work had to stop
because one or other of the tanks lost part of its
track when it went over a bomb.
I had arranged to meet the local police
inspector in charge of the field searches at the
field where the tanks should have been working.
They were stationary because one of them was
having its track repaired. Most of my men and
the tank crew were standing around drinking tea.
As we approached, the inspector laid a hand on
my arm to stop me. There in our path, about 6ft
from the nearest man, was a bomb which no one
had seen. I pulled out my whistle, blew it hard to
still the men, then told them to get out of the
field and to make sure they checked where they
put their feet as they walked.
Returning to my truck I collected the
ubiquitous guncotton slab etc then back to where
the inspector was waiting. I suggested that he get
into the tank. Having set up the explosive
charge, I blew my whistle, lit the fuze and also
climbed into the tank. Thirty seconds later the
tank rocked with the explosion and both the
inspector and I had a close-up view of it through
the tank's periscopes.
The inspector then told me about a bomb just
discovered in the yard of the very farm we were
on. The inspector lead the way in his car, whilst I
followed in my pick-up. At the farmhouse we
walked to the back of the house where the farmer
explained why so much time had elapsed before
the bomb had been discovered. Apparently, they
closed the door of the barn, which had been open
for sometime, and there it was. I knelt down to
identify the fuze. It was a 67.
I told them it would have to be blown and
suggested they return to the house, open all the
windows and sit in one of the rooms in the front.
By the way, did they mind if I used some of their
bales of hay to reduce the effects of the blast?
I went back to the truck to collect the guncotton
and accessories. Calling Maggs, we returned to the
bar and placed half a dozen bales of hay carefully
around the bomb. I gently put the charge in place
making sure it was in contact by using a lump of
earth to wedge it in place. Telling Maggs to retire
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round the corner, I lit the fuze and walked back to
where he was standing. Half a minute later there
was a satisfying bang, followed by another about
30yds behind us. We both threw ourselves on the
ground but were too late. A bomb, which must
have lost its drogues, had come to rest in the gutter
where it had lain completely hidden.
Neither of us was badly injured but we both
received a number of pieces of shrapnel, mostly in
the part upon which we usually sat and so were
uncomfortable for a few days. A trip to the local
cottage hospital resulted in the offending pieces
(embarrassingly) being removed.
Within eight days the towns of Grimsby and
Cleethorpes had been cleared of reported bombs
and the officers and sergeants all returned to
Tollerton Hall.
Butterfly bombs still abounded in the fields
however and the next report I picked up was for
six in a field of beans. The field had been searched
some time previously by members of the local
Home Guard, who had marked the position with
two foot long sticks; unfortunately, by the time I
got there the beans were three feet high! Maggs
and I spent the whole of one afternoon searching,
eventually finding all six and marking them with
longer poles. Having identified each fuze, the 67s
were to be dealt with first as usual.
The split was 50/50 - three 67s, three 70s. I
decided on a multiple explosion and we cut up
electric cable into lengths sufficient to reach each
bomb from a central position. The cables and
charges were laid and so we retired to our "safe
point" pushed down the plunger and all three
bombs exploded, plus one of the 70s.
Having tied string round the wire cables of our
last two bombs, we again returned to our "safe
point" and pulled. This resulted not in two
explosions but three! - almost catching us out as
we stood up after the first two exploded. Again,
sympathetic explosion had set off a bomb which
had not been found.
The Farmer, a very wise man, did not put anyone
into that field to pick the beans until they had died
down - ANOTHER FOUR BOMBS WERE
FOUND. We had been walking round that field
for the whole of one afternoon. It had a profound
effect on me knowing that I might have been
killed looking for six bombs when there had been,
in all, 11.
There were a number of similar incidents and
when I finally completed the task, I wondered just
how many of my "nine" lives had been lost.

Background Notes on the Butterfly Bomb Attacks
MAJOR A S HOGBEN QGM
Colonel Wakeling describes some of his
experiences in Grimsby and Cleethorpes
following the German air raid when, for the first
time in the UK, the effects of the mass use of
antipersonnel submunitions were fully
appreciated. The bomb used, the German SD2
ABOVE,

(Spreng Dickenwvend 2kg) or butterfly bomb, is

illustrated in the drawing opposite
At the time of the attack upon Grimsby, the
SD2 was far from being a new weapon. The first
reported use of the bomb against the UK was on
28 October 1940, when a number were dropped
on and around the town of Ipswich. A few failed
to explode and members of 8 BD Section of
4 BD Company were sent to investigate. On
arrival they found that several police officers
had handled the bombs with fatal results. The
section commander and his sergeant set about
destroying the remainder, but found one in
which the arming spindle had not fully
unwound. With considerable risk to themselves
they screwed it fully home, removed the fuze
and thus acquired the first SD2 bomb and fuze.
All fuzes in this incident were the No 41 direct
impact or very short delay type. A few days later
another 69 bombs, of which 18 failed to
explode, were dropped in Sussex.
As a result of these attacks details of this new
bomb were circulated to air-raid precaution
organizations and BD units. However, at that
time Britain was being heavily attacked with
bombs up to 500 times larger, and so
information about the SD2s tended to be filed
and forgotten.
In early 1941 Lieut Colonel S M Lovell, was a
member of the British Military Mission to the
Soviet Union, and he reported the German use of
SD2s against massed Soviet ground troops
which had resulted in large numbers of
casualties. In 1941 the RAF also experienced
their first taste of the SD2, still fitted with the
No 41 fuze, when they were dropped on airfields
in Lincolnshire. In August 1941 two NCOs of
22 BD Company were killed clearing SD2s at
Sarsted in Essex.
During 1942 there were no recorded cases of
SD2s being dropped on the UK, although many
hundreds were dropped in the Middle East, and
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the threat from these bombs was therefore
largely forgotten until March 1943, when over
1800 were dropped on London, Kent, Sussex
and Essex. It was at this stage that the 30 minute
delay fuze, No 67, and the anti-disturbance fuze,
No 70, were first reported.
After the first attack on Essex on 3/4 March
1943 real publicity was given to the SD2.
Announcements were made on the radio, and
photographs published in daily papers warning
the public on no account to touch these bombs.
Leaflets similar to those published in 1940 were
distributed to every school and police station in
the country - even so this still did not prevent a
number of deaths and injuries later in the year.
The threat from these bombs was finally
appreciated when over 9800 were dropped on
towns, cities, RAF stations and army bases
during June to October 1943. Drastic action had
to be taken to reduce their effects, particularly
amongst the civilian population, where the
disruptive effect was much more noticeable.
The first attack during this five month
campaign was perhaps the most publicized, the
one against Grimsby and Cleethorpes.
Following this attack 61 civilians were killed
by SD2s, 14 during the raid, 31 within the first
hour following the "all clear" and the
remainder during the next 12 hours. Many of
the later deaths were caused by a lack of
awareness of the danger. There was one
incident of children finding bombs, taking
them home and being told to put them back
where they found them!
This then was the situation when Lieutenant
Wakeling (as he then was) deployed to Grimsby
with members of 3 BD Company to face over
2000 unexploded SD2s. As he indicated, many
of the techniques used to remove these bombs
from such inaccessible places as attics,
bedrooms, church organs and a cinema
projection room would have done credit to
Heath Robinson.
The next major attack occurred during August
1943 when about 3000 were dropped on
Yorkshire, Lincolnshire and Norfolk, mainly on
RAF bomber stations. In September a further
1500 were dropped on Norfolk, Lincolnshire and

BACKGROUND NOTES ON THE BUTTERFLY BOMB ATTACKS
Sussex. This pattern was
repeated in October and by
the end of the year a total
of over 11,700 butterfly
bombs had been dropped
on the UK.
It is surprising that a
similar or greater number
were not dropped during
the first half of 1944 on one
of the best military targets
imaginable, the many
thousands of allied troops
massed in huts and tents
along the English south
coast preparing for the
invasion of Europe. Yet,
apart from a few widely
dispersed raids only one
deliberate SD2 attack was
launched and that was
against a hutted camp near
Bovington in May when, as
expected, a number of
casualties occurred among
the troops.
Why

then

was

this

opportunity lost? One reason
is given in Colonel
Wakeling's article when he
says "The whole area was
designated as one vast
category "A" bomb..." which
resulted in BD personnel
taking considerable risks just
to protect property, the loss
of which would have had
no direct effect upon the
war effort. It could be
argued that their lives were
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far more important than

residential property but it
German SD2 antipersonnel bomb (butterfly bomb).
was essential to restore
ineffectiveness of this form of attack was
normality to the towns as quickly as possi ble
thus reported to Germany.
and with the minimum of damage, not only
In 1944 BD units were deployed to the south of
for the sake of the morale of the inhabitaints
England to deal with possible SD2 attacks against
but also to minimize accounts of the resiults
the massed allied troops but, as I have already
of this extremely effective weapon to th ose
mentioned, these did not occur. Many believe that
who might report them to the enemy. 1The
the lives saved by this nonevent were the result in
men of all three services who dealt w ith
part of the bravery and inventiveness of BD men
butterfly bombs in a variety of situations, did
in 1943. Today 50 years later we should
so with the minimum of fuss and it must be
remember them and give thanks.
ent
appar
assumed therefore that the
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much as normal. More than six months went by
before any serious consideration was given to
the fortification and defence of the island.
Probably the German commanders anticipated
that the invasion of mainland Britain was
imminent and, therefore, the defence of the
island was not warranted. However the first
mines consisting of 21 "S" mines (short for
Schrapnellmine) were laid in November 1940
in the approach lane to Fermain Bay.
During the following six weeks men of
216 Infanteriedivision laid a further 103 "S"
mines in small clusters in the areas of Saints
Bay, Moulin Huet and La Corbiere in the
south. In January and February 1941 a
further 231 "S" mines were laid and then the
whole operation came to a standstill. The
mines used were placed in small clusters or
in single lines across the access lanes and
footpaths leading from Petit Bot, Fermain
and Moulin Huet Bays.

When Germany invaded Russia on 22 June
1941, opening up the Second Front, Hitler was
of the firm opinion that the Allies would launch
attacks upon the Channel Islands to help pin
down German forces in France and thus help to
reduce the pressure on the Russian Front.
That same month, Hitler gave Generalfeldlmiarsclmll
Gerd Von Rundstedt, the Supreme Commander
(West), orders to strengthen the defences of
the Channel Islands by installing heavy
coastal batteries, laying more minefields,
and securing beaches by the installation of
underwater obstacles, mined Tetrahedra etc.
Roll bombs were to be located along cliff
tops ready for release should a landing be
made. Flame throwers installed at road junctions and other strategic points and obstructions, in the form of poles fitted with
explosive charges, against possible parachute
or glider landings, were extensively used over
the island's interior. On the Contentin
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quantities by 3-ton lorries in which we had
placed two layers of filled sandbags over the
whole of the floor area. It was taken to the
golf course and burnt.
GUERNSEY

ON 28 May 1945 I left Jersey with the detachment and sailed for Guernsey. On arrival I
made my way to Montville Road, Les Vardes,
where a detachment of my unit had made
their billets in three large houses.
I reported to the CRE, Lieut Colonel
Wilkinson whose HQ was in St Peter Port and
received orders to take over the responsibilities of minefield clearance etc, from 259 Field
Company. A meeting was arranged between
myself and a German engineer officer named
Hauptmannn Kias. He was the officer in
charge of Pionierbataillon319 (the German

equivalent of a field company RE). With
Halptnmann Kias was a German corporal,
Obergefreiter Adt who spoke perfect English
and was to act as an interpreter between Kias
and myself for the next 12 months.
It had been arranged that German Engineer
Unit POW would be responsible for clearance of
all minefields and explosive charges etc, under
the supervision of British Sappers, and, it had
been agreed that some 300 POW would be
retained to undertake this work. We had 42
NCOs and Sappers in 24 BD Platoon, 30 of
which could command a working party of ten
POW making 30 working parties available daily.
CLEARANCE COMMENCES

WORK commenced in three minefields: number
(117), consisting of Schiu mines which
protected the airfield; (97) (Moulon) in the
area of L'Ancresse Bay, consisting of "S"
mines and Tellermines and a minefield situated
at Mount Crevelt (adjacent to St Sampson's
Harbour) which involved clearing of "S"
mines, Schiu mines, Tellermines and French
antitank mines.
On Guernsey the Germans had adopted a
system of designating all north/south roads
Rote (red) and those running east/west as
Gelb (yellow). I would meet Kias each
morning at a pre-arranged rendezvous point,
and Kias would bring the relevant plans for
minefields in which we would be working
that particular day. It was his responsibility to
establish the base line of each minefield

before the troops went to work. The base line
was established from what were known as
Punikte (points); small blocks of concrete
carrying an identifying mark such as P1, P2
etc. First and foremost, it must be said that,
when it came to lifting the mines, the thoroughness of Hauiptmann Kias and his detailed
minefield plans saved many lives. The charts
were very accurate, all had serial numbers,
and there was a separate chart for each
section of the minefield.
The working parties were initially broken
down to do the following tasks:
*Minefield clearance.
* Anti-landing pole clearance.
*Transporting mines to quarry dump.
* Clearing beaches of Tetrahedra etc.
*Check-sweeping minefields.
*Clearance of barbed wire to quarry dump.
The types of mine to be cleared were
predominantly antipersonnel, with German
antitank Tellermines and a large number of
captured British and French mines. The
perimeter of the airfield was cleared by
26 May 1945 after no fewer than 4100 Schli
and 600 French antitank mines had been
lifted. Clearance continued at a great pace
throughout June and July with an average of
1500 mines being lifted daily.
In minefield number (79) which was situated
on the cliff top above Soldiers Bay, a 5001b
unexploded British bomb was found lying just
below the surface - presumably one dropped
during the raid carried out by the Royal
Canadian Air Force in 1944 on the radar
installations at Fort George.
In July work commenced to clear a minefield (108) at Baie de Port Grat consisting of
Tellermines and French antitank mines, all of
which had been fitted with anti-handling
devices fixed beneath them. These mines
could not be lifted without great loss of life,
so I decided that each mine would have to be
detonated separately. Notices were printed in
the Guernsey press to warn local residents.
The adjacent coast road was sealed off and
residents with cottages fronting on to the road
were evacuated. I sandbagged the first mine,
placed a small charge on it with further sandbags on top to deaden the blast and retired to
a safety point with the exploder. When I
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pushed down on the plunger there was a
terrific explosion and the whole of the minefield went up in one huge bang as the shock
wave caused sympathetic detonation across
the field. A Mrs Duquemin lived in one of the
cottages and the blast took the roof off her
property. However, when I met her to explain
what had happened, her reply to me was
simple, "Don't worry, you have got rid of the
Germans, now you have got rid of the mines,
so we can now rebuild our homes and live in
peace." I then arranged for a number of
workmen to start work immediately on
repairing her property.
In the summer of 1989 I had the good
fortune to meet Mrs Duquemin's son who
asked me if I remembered the words his
mother had said to me all those years before
when I asked her to vacate her cottage. She
had said, "I haven't moved out of the cottage
for the Germans so I am not going to move
out for you." Thank goodness she had carried
out my wishes!
Another Guernsey man who remembers this
incident is Leonard Le Tissier of La Vaugrat,
St Sampson's, who told me that the blast
literally moved one of the greenhouses in an
adjacent field completely off its foundations.
On a recent visit to the island, Mr Le Tissier
took me back into the old minefield to show
me some of the craters which had been
formed by the explosion. A lot of these have
been filled in, but many, although now
covered with grass, can still be identified.
The fact that all minefield clearance in
Guernsey was completed by 25 July 1945
shows the remarkable speed of the operation, bearing in mind clearance had only
commenced on 18 May. It was an exceptional feat when one remembers that nearly
67,000 mines were dealt with over a period
of two months.
Working 12hrs a day, seven days a week, it
was inevitable that there would be casualties.
Six German POW lost their lives and 14 were
wounded, some seriously. The first of the six
German fatalities occurred on 28 May 1945
when Felldwebel Gustav Schmeck and Gefreiter
Erich Kotel were killed in minefield (97) at
Moulon (L'Ancresse). The most dangerous
time was just after the morning break at about
10am or restarting work after lunch, when
concentration had been broken. Most of the
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POW were killed going forward and tripping an
"S" mine. The person treading on the mine
would hear a click before it exploded, and one
brave soldier, on hearing the click, kept his foot
on the mine to stop it blowing out of the
ground. He lost a leg but saved his fellow
comrades working around him.
It should be noted however that the sacrifice
would have been much greater if we had not
been provided with such accurate plans by the
German Command.
MINE TYPES

THERE were six main types of mine laid in
Guernsey. First the Schrapnellmine more
usually referred to as the "S" mine. This was an
antipersonnel device which was operated by
direct pressure of about 151b on a push igniter
in the head, or by a pull from one or more trip
wires attached to a pull igniter. The mine was
cylindrical in shape and consisted of an outer
casing and an inner cylinder which contained a
TNT charge surrounded by approximately 360
ball bearings. At the base of the mine is a black
powder propellant charge. When the igniter
fires, the flame produced flashes down the
centre tube, setting off this powder charge
which throws the inner cylinder into the air. At
the same time the detonators are ignited and
they in turn set off the main charge. The delay
in detonation permits the casing to rise to 2-3ft
above ground level before exploding. The
shrapnel filling is effective up to a range of
about 200yds. This mine could be activated by
a ZZ35 igniter with a three pronged antenna or
it could also be used with a "Y" adapter and
two pull ignitiers to which could be attached
trip wires connecting a series of mines together.
The third alternative was to use a three way
adapter so that a three prong pressure antenna
and two pull igniters could be used.
The second most common type was the
Scliit:epniiinle. The Schli mine (also sometimes
described in English as the "shoe" mine) was a
small wooden box with a hinged lid, containing
approximately half a pound of explosives. It was
activated by pressure on the lid which pushed
out the pin from the ZZ35 igniter. The igniter
could be wired to a small stake or alternatively
two or more mines could be joined together by
means of trip wires. This mine was generally
constructed using tongue and grooved joints so
that they were extremely difficult to locate using
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UNDERWATER OBSTACLES

These consisted of steel girders to which were
attached wires leading to 3001b French shells
buried in the sand. These obstacles were below
water even at spring tides and, to add to the
problem, I was told that the main telephone cable
between Jersey and the island entered the sea at
Saints Bay and under no circumstances could these
obstacles be removed by detonation. I decided that
the only way of tackling them would be to don a
diving suit to enable me to stay under water long
enough to render them safe prior to their removal.
The diving suit and all the necessary equipment
were obtained from the naval authorities in
England. The next step was to wait for a spring tide
so that I would be working in a minimum depth of
water. The task of clearing the obstacles in
Fermain and Petit Bot bays went without a hitch.
Having gained my confidence as a diver, I
decided to tackle the obstacles in Saints Bay, and
warning notices appeared in the press warning all
civilians not to approach within 500yds on
22/23 September. We started work at low water
and, having cleared about four obstacles, were
about to start on the fifth when a wave suddenly
rocked me back on my heels. I made an instinctive
grab for the girder but a POW standing alongside
shouted "Nein Oberleutnant!" He probably not
only saved my life but his own too, although
possibly it was the latter that was more important
to him.
No further unforeseen incidents took place and
Saints Bay was cleared of all its deadly impediments, yet I often wonder whether the thousands of
holiday makers who sit on and swim off the beach
in the bay each summer realize what it was like
back in 1945.
At the beginning of April 1946 all the German
POW who had worked hard and diligently over the
previous months in clearing the island were transported to England. At my last meeting with
Hauptmannl Kias, he presented me with his map
case and other military items, saying that he would
have no further use for them.
Today Guernsey is a much safer place than
when I first landed there in 1945, although I
suspect that there could still be the odd Roll
Bomb or Tellermine which had been washed off
the various beach obstacles still buried under the
sand on the beaches.

WITH all known minefields, landing poles and
beach obstacles cleared by the end of July, there
remained only the underwater obstacles situated
in Fermain, Petit Bot and Saints Bays.
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OTHER TASKS
WHILST minefield clearance was taking place, a
number of other operations were going on. One
entailed the removal of all anti-landing devices on
the beaches, the majority of which had a
Tellermine attached. Every beach around the
island was affected. Portelet Harbour was the first
to be cleared, the area designated by the serial
number (712). Rocquaine Bay (711), Saline Bay
(705), and Cobo Bay (706) were then cleared on
31 May 1945. This was a two-part operation. One
working party removed charges, and another
party removed the stakes. Removal of the
remainder of the obstacles around the coast and in
the bays continued until the end of June 1945,
with the exception of the special underwater
obstacles situated in Fermain Bay, Saints Bay and
Petit Bot Bay.
The third major task was the clearance of the
anti-air landing poles covering a very large area
of the island. This operation was systematically
carried out by concentrating on one map reference square at a time until the island was clear.
All the barbed wire was then removed and the job
completed by the end of July 1945.
Having cleared the beaches and the interior of
the island we turned our attention to the cliffs
along the south coast where Roll Bombs had been
hung on the cliff faces. In just over a month,
nearly 1000 Roll Bombs were destroyed.
Warning notices were published in the press
warning people that these bombs were to be detonated in situ and asking people in the vicinity to
open all their doors and windows to minimize
damage caused by blast.
When the Liuftiaffe bombed St Peter Port back
in 1940 three 250kg bombs fell in the area of
La Capelles and failed to explode. The Germans
did nothing about defusing them and these three
UXB lay silent and lethal for over five years.
We found the holes of entry on the site of
disused greenhouses. Each bomb had penetrated
to a depth of 20 to 25ft. Two of the bombs had
impact fuses fitted, the third had a delayed
action clockwork fuse which could be set to
detonate the bomb anytime up to 80hrs after it
had been dropped.

Maj Gen Cole CB CBE

MEMOIRS

His only wartime command came as
commander of the Royal Engineers at
Alexandria for a short period in 1941, when he
was responsible for the water pipeline from
Alexandria to Mersa Matruh and for certain
preliminary works on the El Alamein line. In
1942 he joined the Staff of General "Jumbo"
Maitland Wilson's Persia and Iraq Command,
when the Germans threatened to strike south
through the Caucasus mountains from southern
Russia. He made several visits to Moscow and
Tehran to coordinate the defensive planning.
When the battles of El Alamein and
Stalingrad ended the German threat to the
Middle East, he was transferred, in 1943, to
Mountbatten's South East Asia Command as
his Deputy Quartermaster General, responsible
for high level administrative planning and
execution of operations in Burma, and then for
the reoccupation of British, French and Dutch
territory in the Far East.
In 1946 he was posted back to the Middle
East as the brigadier in charge of administration in Palestine. He headed a special
committee controlling the building of permanent barracks for what was expected to be the
long-term garrison of the mandated territory,
but within a few months the Attlee government
decided to give up the mandate and Cole
became responsible for planning the administrative aspects of the withdrawal. The operation went remarkably smoothly from the
administrative point of view and justified
Cole's later claim that nothing of any value
was left behind.
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After a year's sabbatical at the Naval War
College, Greenwich, he was appointed Director
of Plans at the War Office in 1948 during the
run-up to the Korean War and the start of the
rearmament programme. He was then sent to
Italy to head the British Military Liaison Staff in
Rome in the early days of NATO. A couple of
years later he was back in the Middle East for a
third time, as brigadier in charge of administration in the Suez Canal zone.
Promoted major general in 1955, he ended his
career in 1958 as Deputy Quartermaster General
in the War Office. He decided not to seek a
second career and returned to Jersey where he
devoted much of his time to the scouts.
He was appointed CBE in 1946 for his services
in Burma and the reoccupation of the Far East,
and CB in 1949 for his services in Palestine
whilst still a brigadier - a distinction normally
reserved for major generals. He also won the
American Bronze Star and was twice mentioned
in Despatches.
Bill Cole was a first-class polo player and an
excellent shot; pig-sticking and tiger shooting
were among his other enthusiasms. Latterly he
compiled notes for a history of India and a study
of Hindu mythology.
He married first in 1948 Kathleen Coleing. They
had one daughter, but the marriage was dissolved.
His second was to Alice (Jane) Rose Pitts in
1971. He is survived by his widow and daughter.
(Tlis ,memoir is based on liheobituary published in The
Times on I Jan 93 and includes extracts froml the obituar
published iln the Daily Telegraph on 3 Feb 93.)

Lt Col Edwards
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St Mellons, near Cardiff and constructed
extensive sidings on the foreshore adjoining
the steelworks.
Roy Edwards was then promoted to re-form
and command No 5 Railway Construction and
Maintenance Group RE which embodied 151,
157 and 165 companies.
In 1943 part of 151 became the nucleus of
935 Port Construction and Repair Company
RE, which worked on a large depot at
Marchwood where assistance was given to
constructing parts for the Mulberry Harbour.
Most members of 935 Company were taken to
the Normandy beaches by landing craft on
D+2, while others manned the floating caissons which were towed over and sunk to form
the breakwater at Arromanches.
The No 5 Railway Group was the first of its
kind to return to France, at the end of June
1944, to work on engineer store depots in the
Bayeux area, placing up to one mile of track
per day entirely by manpower. The railway
bridging company in the group reconstructed
the first railbridge over the River Seine (all
having been destroyed by the RAF). Heavy rain
that autumn raised flood levels to an extent
requiring the bridge to be jacked up and the
approaches regraded to allow barge traffic to
pass freely beneath the bridge.
Roy Edwards took the group into Amiens
before being recalled to UK in February 1945
by the Great Western Railway Company.
He was regarded with the greatest respect by
officers and men under his command and his
written administrative instructions are
remembered as being an object lesson in
providing newly joined subalterns, sent on
detachment, with clear guidance and therefore
confidence to do the work.
He relinquished his commission in 1949 and
was granted the honorary rank of lieutenant
colonel. In 1952 he was a second lieutenant,
acting major in the then reformed Home Guard
and in 1966 he was gazetted major in the
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Engineer and Railway Staff Corps, where he
continued to serve as a Supernumerary officer
until 1987.
Mentioned in Despatches for work at Dunkirk,
in 1952, he was awarded the ERD with two
clasps and in 1977 the Queens Jubilee Medal.
He was a life member of the REA and was vice
president of the Cardiff Branch from 1949.
Roy Edwards was a highly respected and
active member of the Institution of Civil
Engineers and of its South Wales Association,
or Branch as it was then called. He was originally elected assistant secretary to the newly
formed Bristol, Cardiff and Swansea
Association in 1923 and held office successively as committee member, vice chairman,
chairman, treasurer and territorial member of
Council. He continued to assist in local activities until 1987. He was a founder member of
the original Engineering Monuments' Panel,
formed in 1969, and became vice chairman of
PHEW on its inception in 1972 until his resignation in 1981. At national level he had been
chairman of the Maritime & Waterways
Divisional Board and he was a founder
member of the Hydraulics Research Board; he
held honorary life membership of the
Permanent Way Institute. A Newport Harbour
commissioner for 20 years he was chairman in
1953. He was appointed to the Governing
Body of the Glamorgan College of
Technology (now University of Glamorgan) in
1970 and served on the Management SubCommittee for 15 years.
Such a list of attainments does not fully
describe the whole man. He had an abiding
interest in the training and careers of young
engineers and helped many to reach positions
of eminence. He was a character, unassuming
and with an impish sense of humour; loved
and respected by generations of his fellow
engineers throughout the country. He will be
very much missed.
OG WJE JJC RTJ CWE WBH

Lt Col P R S Berridge
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Clapham Common and was sent round daily to
various bomb sites, mainly in Southwark but
also as far as Greenwich. This was followed by
a return to Scotland, this time to Islay, to
lengthen the runway at Glenegedale airfield so
that it could take Hudson aircraft from America.
At that time there was also a large flying boat
base at Bowmore. The men were billeted in the
Laphroag distillery, and the officers in
Kildalton Castle.
Roger's next posting was to Persia, to help
maintain the allied supplies to Russia. He was
based at Isfahan and was charged with keeping
the main roads open in the south. Kits of parts
for lorries were brought by boat from America
and were assembled as soon as they arrived at
Abadan and Khorramshahr before being driven
through to the USSR. It was during this time that
Roger was promoted to Lieut Colonel.
Towards the end of the war, Roger was
seconded from the army to help repair damages
sustained by the Anglo Iranian Oil Company.
The work included rebuilding the track and
bridges of a narrow gauge railway which had
been washed away by floods, and the construction of new roads from Abadan to Haft Kel,
and Ahwaz to Masjed Soleiman. By the time
that this was completed in 1946, the war was
over and Roger returned to England to be
released from the army. It was at this time that
he met his wife, Mimi, a Belgian whose sister
had been his secretary in Persia, and they
married the following year.
Roger was asked by Costain to tour Englishspeaking Africa to look for contract opportunities.
One of the outcomes of the tour was the setting
up of the regional headquarters in Salisbury and
in Lagos. Roger was offered the directorship of
the Salisbury office, but he turned it down in
favour of returning, in 1947, to his much loved
Persia where he spent the next few years. His
work included laying drainage, piling foundations
and building houses and a cinema for the oil
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refinery in Abadan. He was also responsible for a
water treatment plant in Kuwait and road building
in Baghdad.
Around 1950 Roger returned to England where
he built the Weir Wood reservoir to supply the
expanding towns of Uckfield and Crawley. This
was followed by cutting the 3-mile water
tunnels from the dam at Loch Quoich to an
hydro-electric power station at Eilean Dubh
near Fort Augustus. He was then called to tour
the USA for a couple of months to gain experience on opencast mining for Costain. When he
returned he spent some years in the estimating
department at head office in London.
However, the attraction of Persia was still strong
in his bones and so he left Costain for a while and
joined Cementation, to build a road bridge across
the river Karun in Khorramshahr. This bridge was
later destroyed during the Iran-Iraq conflicts of
the early 1980s. He then rejoined Costain to
manage their office in Tehran. One of the main
projects at this time was the trans-Iranian gas
pipeline at Bid Boland running from the oilfields
in the south to supply Russia.
Between the years 1963-67 Roger took charge
of Costain's office in Spain. This was on the
strength of his fluency in Spanish and his
knowledge of the country. The work involved
the building of housing estates, roads and
churches in and around Jerez, as well as a block
of flats in Sevilla.
In 1968 he returned to Iran to carry on where he
had left off and remained there until 1972. When
the Shah was overthrown in 1979 all personnel
had to be evacuated and the office closed. Roger
finally completed his diverse and exciting career
at Costain's head office in London.
After retiring from Costain, Roger did a spot
of consultancy work with Rendal, Palmer &
Tritton, during which one of his more interesting projects was to advise on the building of
a railway spur in Belfast.
AASB

Lt Gen Sir John Cowley GC KBE CB
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Command and General Staff College at Fort
Leavenworth. He returned to the Middle East as
a principal administrative officer in AFHQ and
finally, early in 1945, joined HQ 21 Army
Group as a major general for the final campaign
of the war in North West Europe. By the end of
the war his established reputation as an
outstanding logistic planner led to his selection
as Deputy Head of the Economic Division of the
British Control Commission where he was
extensively relied upon, both by Lord Mills and
by the Deputy Military Governor, the Lord
Robertson of Oakridge, for the supervision of
postwar German recovery.
Returning to the Army in 1949, he served as
Director of Administrative Plans where once
again his courtesy and helpfulness were
conspicuous, Chief of Staff Eastern Command
and in 1956, he became VQMG. The untimely
death of the QMG at the beginning of the Suez
crisis meant that full responsibility to the
Army Council for all the complex logistic
aspects of the operation devolved on General
Cowley. His quite fearless personality and
wide wartime experience qualified him
admirably for all his responsibilities and once
again earned him great respect throughout
Whitehall. It was widely assumed that he
would be confirmed as QMG for a full tour.
Instead in 1957, he was appointed Controller
of Munitions at the Ministry of Supply where,
before long, he was to achieve notoriety for
strongly expressed views on nuclear defence
policy which were seriously at variance with
those of the Secretary of State of the day.
In 1960 he returned to the Army Council as the
first postwar Master General of the Ordnance,
responsible for the procurement of all land
service equipment. He retired from the Army in
1962 and was Colonel Commandant RE until
1970. He was appointed OBE in 1943, CBE in
1946, CB in 1954 and KBE in 1958. His Albert
Medal was converted to a George Cross in 1971.
His so-called "retirement" was by any standard
very active. In business he became a highly
successful Chairman of Bowmakers, of Wilverly
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Securities, and of Keith & Henderson as well as
being a Director of British Oxygen and of a
number of other firms.
A deep interest in the young drew him towards
education. As a highly respected Vice President
of Wellington College, his military experience
and business flair were of great value to the
Governors in postwar developments and in many
other ways. Proudly he welcomed Her Majesty
The Queen and His Royal Highness The Duke of
Edinburgh to the opening of Queens Court at
Wellington in 1974 and continued to maintain
close links with the College throughout his life.
Near his New Forest home he also helped to
found a sixth form college at Brockenhurst and
even found time to be President of the New
Forest Preservation Society.
He excelled at tennis, squash and golf which in
later life gave place to croquet - woe betide
anyone damaging his sacred turf! He also played
a lot of hockey with his Madras Sappers who
admired his skill. He was a clever bridge player,
enjoying family bridge as much as a highlypriced competition.
His brother officers, friends, relations and
family gathered to fill the parish church of
Boldre on 19 January 1993 to give thanks for the
life of this most distinguished Sapper. The Lord
Greenhill of Harrow, a wartime Sapper who
became Head of the Foreign Office, spoke of Sir
John's long, varied and successful life, in which
though a perfectionist, he invariably achieved
the highest standards for Christian and generous
reasons. Never for self advertisement, advancement or personal gain.
Christian soldier, industrialist and educationalist, no one could have done more to fulfil
Sir John's deep faith in the infinite capacity of
human minds under Christian influence. A wide
circle of friends who are much enriched by
having known him will always remember him
with great respect and affection.
He was the centre of a large and loving family.
Our sincere sympathy goes to Sybil, Sally-Jane,
Susan, Elizabeth and David.
CLR DJW WGHB WGFJ DJNG

Maj Gen M Matthews CB DL
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from a unit called 9 Para Sqn were the cause of the
trouble. These soldiers were firing live ammunition
(bulletted blank) over the hill and using high explosive charges (Guncotton primers in lieu of thunderflashes). In my day we had ranges for such activities. Don't you have ranges nowadays etc etc." The
troop commander was Mike Matthews and the
ambush was set by Graham Owens, his troop
officer. The last and final comment came from
Tubby Butler as he left the GOC's office: "It
sounded like a bloody good exercise!" Had the
brigadier been aware of the Champ which was all
but written off on the way back from the pub with
14 people on board he might have taken a somewhat less charitable view. It had been "fixed" of
course by the Stirling workshops with no paperwork but much whisky.
In September 1958, anxious to retain his red
beret, and no doubt his parachute pay, he went as
Adjutant to 131 Parachute Engineer Regiment(TA).
(He was to return to the Duke of York's
Headquarters some 30 years later in a somewhat
different guise.) His legendary abhorrence of
paperwork was first revealed in this appointment.
One of the adjutant's chores was to run the
Imprest Account. Fortunately there was an excellent pay clerk who knew the job backwards. Mike
simply told him to "fix it" which left him free for
the more interesting things in life such as sampling
the ales of the Kings Road. He did. however,
manage to pass the Staff College exam - not
without a bit of badgering by his friends - and
went to Camberley in 1961. He clearly did well
for he was appointed DAA & QMG of 24 Infantry
Brigade on completion of the course.
The Brigade was stationed in Kenya as part of
the Strategic Reserve for operations east of
Suez. It deployed to Aden in October 1964 on an
emergency tour. Mike's partnership with the
BM, another West Country man, was a
formidable one and created a dynamic spirit in
the Brigade. Not only were they running operations in the Radfan but moved into the newly
built Falaise Camp in Little Aden just as the first
terrorist bombs were being planted in the town.
One such bomb was a near miss for Rose, who
had just occupied a quarter in Mike's absence in
Little Aden. In his Confidential Report at the
end of his tour, the GOC observed that Mike
"should go a long way in the Army." He was to
be proved correct.
When Mike handed over his appointment and
took command of 9 Squadron, it was no time at all
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before he was back in the Radfan. The Squadron's
task was to black-top the Dhala Road using the
famous high-speed road surfacing unit. Command
was not made easier by having a troop in Bahrein
and another in Borneo. It was presumably no coincidence that reinforcements arrived in the form of
131 Regiment for summer camp. During operations on the Dhala Road the Regiment was
attacked and suffered casualties, one fatal.
The Squadron regrouped in late 1965 at Haig
Lines, Church Crookham, and having proved itself
on operations, Mike's priority now switched to
sport. It is doubtful whether any minor unit in the
Army achieved more across the sporting spectrum
thanks to his drive and example. He was a fine
cricketer - the quintessential "military medium"
bowler. He was equally good on the hockey field
where his not inconsiderable bulk was used to great,
if occasionally illegal, effect. A hockey stick was
treated as a weapon and the ball not its only target.
Shooting was also high on the list of Squadron
priorities and Mike was one of the anchor men in a
team that reached Bisley. It wasn't all play,
however, and under his command the Squadron
reached a peak of efficiency and competence. An
unusually high proportion of the NCOs, for
example, were later to achieve QM commissions.
After a short time in MS where he organized his
own promotion, he returned to Camberley in July
1968 as a member of the DS taking over the SD
Team from a fellow Sapper. Two years later he
was selected to command 35 Engineer Regiment
in Hameln. Despite never having served in
'Germany before (and despite some vulgar
remarks about the colour of his beret) he was a
great success and the Regiment flourished both
professionally and (of course) on the sports field.
It was Mike Matthews who, for example, laid the
foundations for the long run of successes which
Sapper ski teams have since enjoyed.
The measure of his success as a CO was that
his next three tours were all in BAOR, all key
appointments: Col GS of the Exercise Planning
Staff, CCRE, and DQMG. As CCRE from 1974
to 1976, he was closely involved in the aftermath of the 1975 Defence Review with its
controversial plan to improve the Army's teethto-tail ratio by abolishing the brigade level of
command. This coincided with the Corps' desire
to introduce the Combat Engineer Tractor, for
which had been traded the AVRE, the only
means available to the Sappers, apart from
AVLBs, of guaranteeing close support in the
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armoured battle. Mike appreciated this looming
disaster but loyally kept faith with Corps policy
on the CET programme, by then at a critical
stage. It was recognized that the new organization would not work and subsequently the
AVRE was reintroduced and an armoured
squadron established.
He attended the RCDS in 1977. Given his
legendary dislike of"bumph" the only cloud that
hung over his posting to Seaford House was the
worry of having to produce a thesis on some
weighty theme. Grasping at a straw he invited
his staff at Corps to produce a paper on digging
as a strategy for holding back the Red Army in
the event of war. Realizing the true purpose of
this exercise his staff procrastinated and Mike
left for the RCDS empty handed. In the end,
with his winning ways, he persuaded the DS to
accept a team presentation instead of a paper.
He left Germany on promotion to major
general in June 1980 to assume the appointment
of Director of Personal Services (Army). He was
an inspired choice for this job. No one had a
better feel for the ordinary soldier than Mike. He
had a wonderful gift for communicating with
people and always went out of his way to "chat
to the boys" on every possible occasion. He was
a powerful advocate for better conditions of
service and although not a MOD warrior by
inclination he certainly made his presence felt in
the corridors of power.
He was a universally popular choice as EinC,
the appointment he assumed in April 1983. In his
leadership of the Corps, as in all his command
appointments, he was determined that soldiering
should be fun. Mike's visits to units were always
a tonic. His enthusiasm was infectious, his
energy boundless and his sense of humour irrepressible. Characteristically, sport was given
high priority in Corps affairs in terms both of
effort and funding. Success here, coupled with
his pursuit of the highest professional and technical standards, did much to keep the Sapper
image bright in the eyes of the rest of the Army.
Mike's departure from the Corps in late 1985,
marked by a particularly hair-raising display by
the free fall parachute team he had done so much
to encourage as their first President, was a most
poignant occasion for all present.
Those who thought that Mike might slow down
after he retired were to be disappointed. As
Secretary to the TA Council he was far more
actively involved with the volunteers than the job

description demanded. He travelled widely to
support all their activities at home and overseas.
He was also a most effective champion of the
TA cause and drew considerable satisfaction
from being regarded as a thorn in the flesh of the
MOD. He had an enormously wide range of
contacts and used them to the full to influence
policy-making at the highest levels. He had a
marvellous gift for prizing highly confidential
information out of almost anybody if he felt that
it would help the Reserve Army or Cadet cause.
He was equally good at the lower levels and
was proud to be the Honorary Colonel of both
131 Squadron and Southampton University
OTC. It was a measure of the respect in which
he was held that the Royal Marines presented
him with an honorary Green Beret. He could
never decide whether to wear this or his red
beret when taking part in the annual "Sea
Splash" parachute exercise in Guernsey. Not bad
for a 60-year old. There is no better example of
his way with people than in persuading the RAF
that he was still in date as a parachutist!
Despite the demands of the TA he was a great
supporter of Corps affairs. He was appointed a
Colonel Commandant in 1985 and was a most
active Representative Colonel Commandant in
1987. For seven years he was chairman of the
Corps Finance Committee. He was a Freeman of
the City of London, Deputy Lieutenant of
Hampshire, a Life Vice-President of the Army
Rugby Union, a member of the Parachute
Regimental Council and President of the
Airborne Engineers' Association. He was
appointed a CB in 1985.
Mike Matthews was a big, robust and hearty
man who lived life to the full. If he was dedicated to the Army, he was devoted to his family
and they to him. He will be remembered by his
many friends as a wonderfully warm and sincere
person with a great sense of fun; as a highly
professional soldier's soldier; as an inspiring
leader whose example influenced all who had
the privilege to serve under him; for his straightness and clarity of purpose; for his selfless
support to so many activities. His booming
voice, his impish smile, his lopsided gait and his
cry of "fix it" or "Wahoo Mohammed" will be
surely missed whether on the touchline or in the
Mess. A cliche perhaps, but they broke the
mould when they made Mike Matthews.
GWF CPC JPG JHH GWAN GRO RFS HGRT
AND OTHERS

Maj Gen E M Hall CB MBE DL

Lt Col J S O Jelly MA
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MAJOR GENERAL W G FRYER CB CBE
Born I May 1900, died 19 February 1993
aged 92
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"BILL" Fryer spread laughter and happiness wherever he went, in peace and war. His superiors
admired his mental and physical energy, and his
quiet determination in overcoming obstacles. At
the peak of his wartime career, it was said that, as
an engineer planner and organizer, it would have
been hard to find his equal. Over his subordinates
he cast a magnetic influence, galvanizing them
with his enthusiasm, and carrying them forward
with a mischievous sense of humour. He liked to
be unconventional: on active service in Belgium
with snow on the ground, a junior officer in attendance was surprised to find his Colonel setting
forth on reconnaissance with skis and a shotgun.
With the young, his zest and sense of fun sprang
from a genuine urge to lead them to that joyful
fulfilment which he himself had found; for them,
he was a Pied Piper, whose objective lay not under
a dark and distant mountain, but in the completion
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by his team of the task in hand: in the achievement
of it he would take an almost childlike delight.
Wilfred George Fryer, born on 1 May 1900, came
from a farming family in Herefordshire. He was a
descendant of Hodson, the adventurous cavalry
officer who raised that Indian regiment and won
fame by capturing the Mughal Emperor in the
Indian Mutiny.
As a small boy, Bill had found that driving sheep
to new pastures every week was unexciting and,
after schooling at Christ's College, Brecon, he
entered the Royal Military Academy Woolwich,
where his mathematical ability became apparent.
At an early stage, he had contrived to suppress
the name Wilfred: it was certainly out of tune with
the dynamic personality who would soon be
achieving renown in the skiing world with the
"Downhill Only" Club at Wengen, and in first
class rugger in Scotland.
During this period Bill met his future bride, Jean
Binny, the sister of the late Brigadier R A G Binny,
also a Royal Engineer. Bill and Jean were a
splendid pair, with similar tastes and a shared sense
of humour: the marriage lasted 60 years. They had
three sons: Gay, the eldest (following his father,
who had won the Lauberhorn Wengen Ski Club
Challenge Cup in 1928), skied in the British team
until he broke his leg, and was on the threshold of a
great career in industry when he died of cancer;
Angus, as a junior officer in the Corps, sailed a
Flying Dutchman with Adrian Jardine; they were
British champions and runners-up in the World
Championships. Angus retired from the Corps to
join Lafarge, the international cement corporation,
in which he is now a senior executive. The third son
Robert, from school days keen on printing, is now
Managing Director of the Warminster Press, of
which his father was Chairman.
Bill, who at the SME, had won the Fowke medal as
the top young officer on the Construction Course, was
appointed in 1931 Assistant Instructor in Electrical and
Mechanical Engineering at Chatham, lle.'s home port.
Bill soon proved to be an outstanding yachtsman, and
his activities are recorded in the histories of the REYC
and of the RORC. He presented the Fryer Cup to
encourage dinghy sailing, and gave great encouragement to junior officers, whose mishaps he would
always excuse unless caused by crass stupidity. A
retired major general still remembers the occasion
when the sloop in which he was sailing pitched into a
head sea and the rudder jumped off, making the boat
unmanageable. That evening, as the recently qualified
mate in charge of the yacht, he reported with some
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trepidation, to Bill, expecting at least to be told to pay
for a new rudder. All that the Honorary Secretary said
was: "A properly designed rudder should not have
been capable of jumping off: I will have a new one
made in the workshops right away."
As instructor (E&M), Bill demonstrated exceptional talent as a teacher; he had a deep knowledge
of his subjects, but his particular skill lay in
dressing up the dullest items in a uniquely
humorous guise, so that his students invariably
looked forward to the entertainment. One of them,
60 years later, still remembers Bill's exposition of
"Stephenson's Link", in which he used a masterly
technique of the absurd to demonstrate the brilliance of a classic invention.
In 1933, with his wife and two small sons, he
sailed for India for a five-year secondment to the
Royal Bombay Sappers and Miners. Inevitably,
with his specialization of E&M, he was much tied
to supervising technical instruction of Indian
recruits at headquarters in Kirkee. With his family
he might easily have subsided into quiet domesticity, but again his boundless energy and zest took
over, resulting in his playing a leading part in the
polo team, and organizing weekends for shooting
parties in some remote dak bungalow in which
young bachelor officers, in the cheerful, generous,
atmosphere of the Fryer family, were introduced to
the rudiments of shooting snipe, chikor, and an
occasional illegal peahen for Christmas.
With no theatres, cinemas nor television, entertainment had to be created locally and, after a
vigorous training period, the cocktail party season
would arrive. Such parties would often be very dull
but, typically, Bill and Jean became the instigators
in 1936 of a novel entertainment taking the form of
a satirical pageant based on Mussolini's Abyssinian
war. Bill was the Emperor Haile Selassie, a regal
but piteous figure, as the libretto demanded, and
Jean was the noble Empress. The villains were
Marshal Badoglio in ceremonial uniform - a
striking figure, magnified by the imposition of a
brown suede spongebag on the top of his military
cap - and of course Mussolini. The entertainment
was much enjoyed, ending at 2am, with the cast
being thrown into the swimming pool - whether by
way of tribute or objection was never established.
Bill quickly established sympathetic relationships with the diverse soldiers of the Bombay
Sappers and Miners, and soon acquired Urdu; he
had passed the preliminary examination in French
in 1928, and spoke fluently: nevertheless in
France, after a technical interchange about water

supply, he had surprised his companion by asking
"what is the French for reservoir?"
Bill returned to the E&M School in 1938 as a

senior instructor, and was able to take up ocean
racing once more. In that year, with war clouds
gathering on the horizon, the REYC decided to
make an exceptional effort to win the Inter-Club
Championship by entering as many ocean races as
possible. Bill sailed with a scratch crew in a 25ton ketch belonging to a TA Royal Engineer,
which had never been raced and seldom sailed.
The ketch came in second in its class and fourth in
the race. The Royal Corinthian won the Inter-Club
Championship, but the REYC came second, with
the Royal Yacht Squadron in third place.
On the outbreak of the Second World War, Bill's
career was checked by several months of illness.
Fortunately, in July 1940 he was posted to GHQ
Cairo as Assistant Director of Works (E&M)
under the great military engineer, the late Major
General Sir Eustace Tickell (vide Journal June
1973). They soon established a very effective and
lasting partnership, and it was here that Bill won
his professional laurels.
The vast area of the Middle East Command
demanded great feats of engineering to support
strategic plans and Bill, who had revised the Army
Manual of Water Supply in his spare time at
Chatham, found that he was charged with
supplying the water requirements of the Army and
of the Royal Air Force in the Western Desert.
Despite the existence of primitive wells, some
dating back to Roman times, the size and mobility
of the forces deployed were seriously constrained
by the lack of water.
Bill set about his quest by gathering together a
team of geophysicists and geologists from the
Johannesburg Rand, who worked under Professor
Shotton of Sheffield University, to locate underground supplies. He organized well-boring teams
with mobile rigs to reach the water, and pipelaying
units to deliver it.
To cope with the enormous distances of the
successive advances of Western Desert Force and
of Eighth Army, he persuaded GHQ to buy him a
light aeroplane, said to have been going cheap as
the relic of an expatriate Englishwoman, and
arranged for the RAF to maintain it. Normally he
flew at 3000ft "to avoid small arms fire".
However, the unpredictable weather of Libya was
probably a greater hazard: a major general, now
retired, remembers a flight with Bill from
Alexandria to Cairo in a sandstorm. The flight
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itself was exciting enough, but on reaching Cairo,
the airfield was found to be closed, and permission
to land was refused. "Nonsense" said the amateur
pilot, and proceeded to land in defiance of red
flares and hostile gestures. Fortunately when the
plane came to a standstill, there were sufficient
attendants on duty to hold down the wings and
prevent capsize. "If we hurry," said Bill to his
companion as he emerged from the plane, "we
will just make the start of today's race at the Nile
Yacht Club. Will you crew for me?" They made
the start by about ten seconds, and won the race.
During General Sir Richard O'Connor's victorious campaign against the Italians in 1941 Bill,
from GHQ, was one of the first officers into
Bardia. Having quickly assessed the damage to the
water supply system, he was back in Cairo organizing spares for repair before the news of
Bardia's fall had reached GHQ.
Later that year, he was appointed Staff Officer
RE (Lt Col) to Brigadier Kisch, the remarkable
Chief Engineer of Eighth Army, who had fought
in the First World War, then in peacetime had
become an ardent Zionist in Palestine, and had
rejoined the British Army for the second war. He
was a Jew of great character and high intelligence,
who fully appreciated his staff officer's qualities
of mind and spirit.
Bill's rare combination of great technical ability
with power of leadership was at that time recognized by many senior commanders, including
Major General Harding, the future Field Marshal,
who admired his quiet determination and the enthusiasm with which he infused his subordinates.
There were some at that time who thought he
should be lifted from his technical "rut", however
vital might be his activities, and be given opportunities for wider experience. But this came too late.
Returning to England in 1944, he was appointed
GSOI to the Chief Scientific Advisor in the War
Office. It must have been to his satisfaction that he
was whipped out of that sedentary job after two
months, and posted to 8th Corps in Normandy, as
Chief Engineer; he served there until the end of
the war.
As Chief Engineer of a Corps, driven by zest and
good professional habits, Bill was often far
forward in the victorious advance; there he heard
of several German yachts moored in Kiel. The
yachts were placed immediately under the
guardianship of 8th Corps, and after the German
surrender, the British Admiralty seized all vessels
belonging to the German Armed Forces. Four of
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these "Windfall" yachts became, after the war, the
property of the REYC at a most convenient time,
when Ilex's days were done; and soon afterwards
the British Kiel Yacht Club was founded with
Brigadier Fryer as the first President.
In 1945 he was Chief Engineer on the British
Army Staff in Washington, concerned with
obtaining engineer equipment under Lend/Lease.
There, his tact and determination were most effective in the diplomatic relationships with the United
States' authorities. He was fortunate to have
assigned as his Personal Assistant a United States
lady of great charm and ability, who remained
devoted to him until his death. In recollecting
Bill's talent in this unusual job for a man of action,
her phrase "he went on quietly winning people"
sums up his success.
Returning home in the autumn of 1945, he was
responsible for engineer equipment policy in the
War Office for the next three years, and in 1948
became Chief Engineer Singapore District at the
start of the Malayan Emergency. In 1951 he
returned to England to become Chief Engineer
Southern Command.
Promoted to Major General in 1954, and posted
back to Egypt, he decided to sail his 36-ton yacht
to the Mediterranean with his wife, family and
friends on board. After many days at sea, they
were approaching Malta when they were surprised
to find a BP tanker closing on them rapidly from
the rear, signalling Morse with a lamp. This
ceased when the tanker drew alongside and a
voice through a loud-hailer shouted: "General
Fryer is to report immediately to the Military
Commander in Malta." Bill was then flown to
Cyprus, his "battle station" for the imminent Suez
operation. His wife Jean took over, reinforced by
volunteers from Malta, and successfully sailed the
yacht to Cyprus.
Bill retired in 1957, but had a busy and successful
career in industry. At Lymington, where he and his
wife lived very happily towards the end of their
lives, he was actively involved in the Royal
Lymington Yacht Club, and its open days, which
were organized to encourage local children to start
sailing. Aged well over eighty, he could still be seen
manning the rescue boat in all weathers.
A great sapper, who contributed much to the
Corps, he had led an adventurous and successful
life, marked by great generosity. His many friends
will remember him with admiration and affection.
CLR EA, JMLG JPG JdeVH WJ ECWM LCR
OMCR MET DS SV JCW

Major John Luck

Lt Gen Sir Ian Jacob GBE CB
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Mallaby, who worked with Jacob in the Cabinet
Office, wrote in 1965, that Churchill greatly
admired Jacob's character, which was "so utterly
different from his own, the stoic calm, the absolute self-control, the mistrust of exaggerated and
excessive emotion."
After the 1945 general election, Jacob undertook similar duties for tHe new Prime Minister
Attlee, and Ernest Bevin, the Foreign Secretary.
By then he wished to revert to normal soldiering
but was told that his prospects were limited,
because of his lack of battle experience, and he
therefore decided to seek a second career.
An attractive vacancy opened up immediately.
After retiring from the Army in 1946, he
became controller of the European Service of
the BBC. With his strong leadership skills, his
analytical brain and good humoured self-confidence, Ian Jacob was ideally suited to the task.
After two industrious years he became director
of External Broadcasting, with a seat on the
board of management.
In 1952 Churchill, after his return as leader of
the Conservative Government, summoned Jacob
to the Ministry of Defence: "Jacob, you must
come back" was the call to which the answer
could only be "Yes." But he spent an unsatisfactory six months trying to serve a defence
minister, Field Marshal Earl Alexander of Tunis,
who seemed to him reluctant to launch the initiatives needed to solve the complex problems of
Britain's postwar defence role. One of Jacob's
assignments was to study and make recommendations on NATO.
He was fortunate that a new opportunity in the
BBC opened up with the resignation of Sir
William Haley as director general. Churchill
acknowledged that Jacob "had some claim" to
the appointment, and Attlee pressed him to take
it; he was released from the Ministry of
Defence with the honorary rank of lieutenant
general and assumed the appointment on
1 December 1952. He served as a director
general until he was 60, the normal retiring age
for BBC employees.

His seven-year tenure was marked by the rapid
development of worldwide television, including
the entry of colour, the introduction of commercial competition to run in parallel against the
BBC's "public service", and the establishment
of the European Broadcasting Union, of which
Jacob was the first president.
Those years were marked not only by great
technical development, for which Jacob's tenyear plan pointed the way, but also by controversy in which his leadership, based firmly on
moral principles and supported by the governors,
kept the BBC on course.
During a very active life at the centre of the
nation, unlimited service had been his ruling
aim; even in retirement, this intense activity
continued, with great benefit to the County of
Suffolk, and to other institutions and charities.
He entered a very active retirement based on
his home at Woodbridge in Suffolk. He was a
trustee of the Imperial War Museum, and a
member of the Royal Commission on the Police
from 1961 to 1963, during which period he
joined Lord Ismay in remodelling the Service
Ministries. Apart from numerous other appointments he was Chairman of the Covent Garden
Market Authority, a director of Fisons and EMI,
Chairman of Matthews Holdings, a magistrate,
a county councillor, an alderman, a Deputy
Lieutenant, and a lay canon of Bury
St Edmund's Cathedral.
Neat and bespectacled, Jacob tended to give, on
first acquaintance, an impression of ascetic intellectualism, but he was also a cricketer and hockey
player. He played for the Corps against the
Gunners at Cricket, Hockey and Golf and in the
1930s won the Corps Golf Championships at Deal.
He married, in 1924, Cecil, daughter of Major
General Sir Francis Treherne. She died in 1991.
They had two sons both of whom served in the
Royal Navy.
(This memoir is based on the obituary printed in the Daily
Mail andlwritten by General Sir Charles Richardsoln with
extracts from the Daily Telegraph obituary andfrom Royal
Engineers' archivee material.)

Memoirs in Brief
BRIEF memoirs are published below on distinguished men whose deaths have been notified recently in
the national press and who served in the Royal Engineers during World War Two.
SIR MICHAEL BLUNDELL KBE, the Kenyan

politician, farmer and botanist who has died in
Nairobi aged 85, was largely responsible, along
with Jomo Kenyatta, for Kenya's peaceful transition from colonial rule to independence.
The son of a London solicitor from Yorkshire
stock, Michael Blundell was born on 7 April
1907 and was educated at Wellington. He was
expected to read law at Oxford, but preferred to
go out to Kenya to try his luck on the land.
During the Second World War he served with
the Royal Engineers and in 1940 was given
command of an African pioneer battalion which
had recently mutinied. Blundell restored morale
and led them during the lightning advance against
the Italians through British and Italian Somaliland
and Abyssinia. The advance culminated in the fall
of Addis Ababa and eight month's later in the fall
of Gondar. He finished the war as a Sapper
colonel in South East Asia.
After the war he returned to Kenya and later
entered the Kenyan Legislative Council and in
1952 was chosen as leader of the European
elected members, in effect leader of the opposition. He played a distinguished part as a member
of the emergency war council during the Mau
Mau emergency. He was made minister of agriculture in 1955, a post he held until his retirement from politics in 1962.

Blundell married and had a daughter; his wife
predeceased him.
SIR KELVIN SPENCER CBE MC, formerly chief

scientist at the Ministry of Power, who has died
aged 94, played a leading role in Britain's introduction of nuclear power.
A civil engineer's son, Kelvin Tallent Spencer
was born at Lausanne, Switzerland, on 7 July
1898, and was educated at University College
School, Hampstead. In 1916 he volunteered for the
Army and was commissioned into the Royal
Engineers. In March 1918, as a second lieutenant
in charge of a field company, he won a Military
Cross for bravery, throwing a pontoon bridge
across the River Scheldt, under fire, which facilited
a successful surprise advance by the infantry and
which consolidated a valuable bridgehead.
After the war Spencer studied at the City and
Guilds Engineering College, London, before
entering the Scientific Civil Service in 1923. After
12 years at the Royal Aircraft Establishment,
Farnborough, he transferred to the Air Ministry
and then, in 1940, to the Ministry of Aircraft
Production. In 1950 he moved to the Ministry of
Fuel and Power. He was elected a Fellow of the
Royal Aeronautical Society in 1945.
Spencer married and had a son: his wife
predeceased him.
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Correspondence
SEVENTY MEN
Fromi Lieiut Colonel G E P Mlllhern OBE
Sir, - The following paper, as it states, is a
"Follow-on" to the article which appeared in last
month's Journal under the pseudonym/nom de
guerre of "NITEBAR".
You may perhaps consider it for publication.
My curiosity was certainly aroused as to Nitebar's
identity but in any case I congratulate him, whoever
he may be, on his splendid account of what
happened in those far off days. Of the officers killed
during the period it was a personal loss in the case of
four of them (Tandy, Purser, Kisch and Shannon).
Yours sincerely - George Mulhern.
Nitebar's account of his troop's activities at
and around Wadi Akarit in early 1943, prompts
me to offer additional information and
comment which may be of interest.
The life of Brig Kisch CB CBE DSO, his
outstanding courage and distinguished career,
have been well documented but the timing
and circumstances of his tragic demise on
7 Apr 43, to me, are particularly poignant.
Firstly, the timing. It was some months earlier
(Nov 42) that Brig Kisch's South African DCE
(Roads), Col Shannon and I (Staff Capt RE with
Rear Army HQ) were seated on a wooden box
on a flat featureless site at Fort Capuzzo in a
sandstorm. Brig Kirsch was a tall, slim, gangling
figure irreverently known to his fellow South
Africans as "Shuffle dem feet" or affectionately,
as "Daddy".
We drank from his own bottle of Cyprus gin. It
was awful stuff - nitric acid and razor blades and
he urged that we drink it quickly before it took
the enamel off our pint tea mugs. However, it did
dissolve the sand in our throats.
He confided his profound admiration for our
Chief Engineer and said also that it was their
mutual intention to retire at the end of the
North African campaign which it seemed, and
in the event, was not too far distant.
And so, when their lives ended on 7 April
they were within 35 days of their goal when, on
12 May all enemy resistance ceased. Kisch was
55 and, from his appointment as Chief Engineer,
Western Desert Force on 27 Feb 41, his service
there covered an unbroken two years.
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Incidentally, killed with him and the others
mentioned was Maj Bell, the OC of a South
African Roads Construction Coy of which Capt
Voight was the 21C. It was very sad too that
along with other officer casualties, 3 Sqn lost
two fine sqn commanders (Majors Clive Tandy
and David Purser) who were on Kisch's staff at
Alamein. (Tandy was his IO) and it was Kisch
who personally made the field appointments in
relief of battle or other officer casualties never sparing his own staff from the chance of
earning their spurs.
Bob France, mentioned as the last to
command 3 Sqn for most of the rest of the
war and survive, went on to win two MCs and
20 years later a CBE on retirement as Chief
Engineer Western Command.
Secondly, the circumstance. As part of Monty's
8th Army Study Week in Tripoli (mid-Feb 43)
wherein the problems of the current campaign
were identified, presented and discussed, the
Sapper contribution, on 17 Feb, was a demonstration in a natural amphitheatre, of all types of
enemy mines and booby traps. Eighth Army
gapping drill with techniques for passing through
wire defences (eg Bangalore torpedoes) and
minefields using Scorpion tanks, etc, etc.
51 (Highland) Div and the South African Sappers
played the major part in staging the event.
Senior officers from other theatres attended
including General Eisenhower - British,
American and French as well as from Home
Forces in Britain.
For further name dropping I remember, as
though it was yesterday, standing on tiptoe
behind Maj Gen Sir Bernard Freyberg VC (NZ
Div) looking for the wound in his neck which
had been reported in an 8th Army Intelligence
Summary some days earlier. I managed to spot a
little inflamed scar just below his shirt collar line.
I recollect also, a large hole in the heel of one
of Maj Gen Wimberley's (51 Highland Div)
socks. This "potato" was visible as he was
wearing his uniform black brogue shoes. How
the devil did he keep the sand out of such unsuitable footwear? I would hazard a guess that he,
alone in the desert army, wore shoes. And Gen
Sir Bernard Paget (CinC Home Forces) - his
hands were of such silky smoothness as to be
almost translucent.

CORRESPONDENCE
This was Fred Kisch's day and he rose to the
occasion in full Sapper Majesty. So appropriate to
the subject of mines and booby traps and to his Old
Testament philosophy, he opened his address with:"Ponder the path of thy feet and let all thy ways be
established - Proverbs, Chapter 4, 26th Verse"

In the end, either he or one of his tragic party
sadly lapsed.
NITEBAR made mention of Brig Kisch's
dedication to Zionism and, of course, he was
Dr Chaim Weizmann's (the father of Zionism
and Israel's first President) deputy in Palestine
between the wars.
I was given an example of his vigilance in this
direction when I ran into a Max Chichek. the OC
of a Jewish Artisan Works Coy. Prior to bringing
his employees to war in the desert he operated as
a building contractor. He showed me some
correspondence between Kisch and himself of
some months earlier which ran like this: "Dear
Max, I'm told that you are employing too many
Arab labourers on your contracts in the Lebanon
to the exclusion of Jews. I urge you to do better."
The reply said "Dear Fred, It is much easier to
get Arabs to work at these remote sites but I'll
try to improve things." The next from Kisch said
"Dear Max, I believe too that you are using Arab
donkeys to convey stores up the hills there.
Could you not engage more Jewish donkeys?"
The reply:- "Dear Fred, I'm arranging to have
the offending donkeys circumcised!"
EPILOGUE
IN 1958, as ACRE Planning to CRE
Singapore, Brig Sewell, IC Administration,
Singapore Base District, was carrying out the
annual inspection of my unit, when he
glanced at my African Star with 8th Army
clasp, he asked - "In which unit did you
serve in 8th Army?" and on my reply "The
Staff of the Chief Engineer Sir", he pursued
the enquiry - "And who was the CE?" When
I answered "Brig Frederick Herman Kisch",
he said "I buried him." Astounded, I said "I
beg your pardon Sir", so he confirmed "Yes,
I was a Maj in the South Wales Borderers and
I took charge of the burial party."
The four officers were buried side by side
within a hundred yards from where they fell.
Three graves were headed by crosses and one
by the Star of David. It has been said that they
still stand.
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POST SCRIPT

MONTY recorded his tribute to "The best Chief
Engineer any Commander would want to have."
I was surprised therefore, that Nigel
Hamilton's second volume of this most
definitive and best selling biography of
"Monty, Master of the Battlefield 1942-44"
makes no mention of this outstanding Sapper
officer, although included is a small photograph of him with others from the Imperial
War Museum.
AUSTRALIAN ADVENTURE - PART I

From Major M R R Goulden
Sir - In a recent issue of the Journal you
published some memoirs of Major Love in
which he mentioned his friendship with my
father R R Goulden (Sculptor best known for the
Margaret Macdonald memorial, and the Bank of
England Memorial in London).
My father died in 1933 when I was 12, but the
name Love must have been much in use since
the name is fresh in my memory. The article
established for me the name Love and cleared up
a minor mystery.
My son is in the process of editing my father's
letters from World War One when he was serving
as Lieut/Captain Royal Engineers in the
2nd London Division in France, '14, ' 15, '16? and
it is possible that they will tie in with Major
Love's experiences. If so, or if they are of interest,
I will pass either the edited material or the originals on to you whichever you may wish. You do
have his handwritten copy of Royal Engineer
Field Notes which I handed to the Museum some
time ago. I think they were the basis of the famous
"RE Pocket Book" - the "Field Bible" for many
years. Yours - M R R Goulden.

TRAINING AN ARMY TO NAVIGATE EXPERIENCES FROM THE GULF WAR
Fronm Major A R Jermnvn ERD
Sir, - I have just read Major J F Prain's interesting article in the April issue of the RE Journal
especially his remarks regarding the difficulties
of using magnetic compasses for navigation in
the Gulf terrain and the use of sun compasses.
My mind immediately went back to the little
book "Libyan Sands" by Ralph A Bagnold, in

which he describes so brilliantly the exploits of
himself and colleagues in the Libyan Desert in
the late 1920s. The dust cover on my edition of
the book reads "A small party of British officers
devoted their leave and all their spare cash to
obtaining information about this unknown waste
that was bound to figure in future wars ...".
Bagnold's travels over the desert were made in
suitably adapted Ford cars and he too describes the
difficulties of using magnetic compasses in a
vehicle as an aid to desert navigation (except for
"challenger tank" read "Model T Ford car"!) He
goes on to describe how he overcame these difficulties by making a sun compass and I quote:
"This set me thinking that the sun could be made to
act instead of landmarks. More than this, if its position was known at any time it could be made to act
as a compass too, eliminating all the uncertainties
of the magnetic compass, for one could read off the
bearing of the car from the position of the shadow
cast by a vertical needle on a graduated dial. All
that was wanted was a second set of graduations by
which the whole dial could be turned round to
follow the horizontal movement of the sun in the
heavens, from east to south and south to west. As

the sun's bearing in the sky is known, and can be
looked up from published tables, there was no
difficulty about the dial setting, which need be
done only every quarter or half-hour from notes
extracted from the tables each morning.
I had the first sun compass made up by the end
of September (1927) and trials found it most
successful. It gives, of course, true bearings
instead of magnetic ones, it is deadbeat and very
clear to read. To steer a course, all that is necessary is to keep the sharp black shadow of the
needle on the required figure on the dial, which,
if silvered or painted white, shows it up even if
the sunlight is partly obscured by thin cloud."
It was good to read that Major Prain and
Warrant Officer Starbuck have recently
developed and modernized the Sun Compass
but in view of Bagnold's writing was another
sapper officer the inventor of this new vital
piece of equipment?
Bagnold died recently (an RE Journal
contained a memoir) but I believe his military
career was divided between the Signals and
ourselves. Maybe someone can enlighten me.
Yours faithfully - A R Jermyn ERD.

Reviews
satisfy the serious collector who will get wider
coverage from for example: "Ribbons and
Medals" by Taprell Dorling and much more
detail from specialist authors such as Abbott and
Tamplin. However it does introduce the reader
to the concept of awards for gallantry and to the
principal awards.
The coverage of the awards of different
nations is perhaps a little unbalanced - eight
pages for South Africa - six to Ireland and five
to France, albeit that some illustrations of
awards not usually found in other reference
books, are made available.
The inclusion of examples of actions and conduct
which prompted the awards are a welcome, if
patchy addition, and I imagine their inclusion is part
of the author's attempt to make the book have a
general appeal. However a "non-collector" buying this in the hope of reading primarily about
heroic deeds would I think be disappointed - both
as regards quality and number. The inclusion of the
stories behind the action that led to the awards to

GALLANTRY MEDALS AND AWARDS
OF THE WORLD
JOHN D CLARKE

Plublished by Patrick Stephens Limited,
Sparkford, Nr Yeovil, Somnerset, BA22 7JJ
- Price £18.50

ISBN 1 85260 303 8
IN an era of lessening respect for standards and
morality any book that takes a serious approach
to the recognition of courage and sacrifice for
others is to be welcomed. Although entitled
"Gallantry Medals and Awards of the World",
the author, in his introduction draws attention to
the fact that he has made a selection of nations
and also of the awards of each nation - to have
attempted to cover the whole world and every
award would have been a monumental task, and
one which still awaits an author.
It is however difficult to understand fully just
who the audience is for this book. It will not
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servicemen of our enemies in World War Two is
particularly interesting and welcome - too often it is
assumed that gallantry and acts leading to the relief
of human suffering are the privilege of one side
only in a battle or war.
As regards the colour illustration of awards;
selection must always pose some problems. I
found some difficulty in reconciling the selection made in this book - a whole page devoted
to one award of the Federal Republic of
Germany; three quarter page illustrations of Irish
awards balanced by two quarter page illustrations of the Albert Medal. The principal UK
awards are to be seen in two groups which share
a page. The group containing the DSO, MC and
DCM could surely have been "straightened out"
before being photographed!
There is an unfortunate lack of consistency in
the display style of the black and white
photographs - most have a white margin before
the edge of the pages - others do not, particularly in the section devoted to the USSR.
In conclusion I return to my original comment
regarding the market for this book. It has little
attraction for the specialist collector of gallantry
awards and medals and I fear for its attraction to
the non-specialist reader. For the latter, a book
covering fewer awards with more examples of acts
leading to the award would be more attractive.
GH

THE ZULU WAR THEN AND NOW
IAN KNIGHT AND IAN CASTLE

Published by Battle of Britain Prints
InternationalLimited, Church House, Churrch

Street, London E15 3JA - Price £24.95
ISBN 0 900913 75 4
THE story of the 1879 Zulu War is one packed
with action, drama, tragedy and heroism.
Amazing feats of endurance, improvisation and
raw courage strongly pepper every single
recorded action. The Corps was well represented
by the 2nd, 5th, 7th and 30th Field Companies
and C Troop, a pontoon bridging unit. Elements
of the first three were all prominently involved in
the actual fighting at some stage. The latter's
great achievements were the maintenance of the
key ferry crossing over the lower Tugela at Fort
Pearson and its associated lines of communication
and fortifications during the second invasion of
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Zululand. The challenges and conditions were
awesome and some of the great names of the later
Army surfaced to prominence in this war:
Redvers Buller, Garnet Wolseley, Evelyn Wood,
Horace Smith-Dorrien, Bindon Blood.
Ian Knight is a prolific writer on Victorian
military topics most prominently on the 1879
Zulu War, having a number of well regarded
books currently in print. His method is to collate
key primary source material and the bestsurviving illustrations and photographs, into
what are effectively anthologies with a linking
text. His researches and visits to battle sites
bring him into contact with leading professional
and amateur historians in this popular field and
he freely acknowledges their considerable input.
It would be easy, but churlish, to dismiss this
joint effort with Ian Castle as a purely commercial product which fills a well spotted opportunity in a highly competitive market. There are
small errors, not every interpretation or strongly
held opinion is commonly accepted. Never
mind, that should encourage healthy debate.
The "Then and Now" theme can only be
sustained by comparing the accounts, sketches
and photographs of contemporary witnesses
with the modern remnants. This has been done
successfully despite some technical and presentational difficulties. The result is well worth
having and this tautly edited, sensibly explained
compendium of all the best sources, battlefield
sites, memorials and artefacts is a bargain even
at £24.95.
What makes it a compelling read is the
plethora of carefully chosen and vividly
portrayed personal experiences of the key participants which make up the greater part of the text
and provide broad-based interest. Significant
amongst these is Lieutenant Chard's second and
longer report on the defence of Rorke's Drift
which is striking in its simplicity and modesty.

The short-term trends of modem soldiering seem
likely to make growing demands on the personal
quality and capabilities of the individual regimental officer and soldier. We could do well to
reflect on the increased importance of the more
conventional virtues of physical and moral
courage, endurance, leadership and determination.
This book provides rich pickings on which to base
those deliberations. Buy it, especially if you are
thinking of visiting South Africa to see it all for
yourself - something also to be recommended.
MC McM
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hence the Liebig ultraplus, the most advanced
type of anchor.
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